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CALL FOR RESCISSION MOTIONS

The meeting will be audio recorded for the purposes of minute taking and live streamed to
the community via Council’s Facebook page, in accordance with Council’s Code of Meeting
Practice.
Meredith Wallace
General Manager

3

Council Meeting
Item No

5.1

Subject

Minutes of the Council Meeting - 8 November 2017

Report by

Lauren Thomas, Governance Officer

File

SF16/1264

13/12/2017

Officer Recommendation
That the Minutes of the Council meeting held on 8 November 2017 be confirmed as a true
record of proceedings.

Present
Mayor, Councillor Bill Saravinovski
Deputy Mayor, Councillor Joe Awada
Councillor Liz Barlow
Councillor Ron Bezic (arrived late during Item 5.2)
Councillor Christina Curry
Councillor Tarek Ibrahim
Councillor Petros Kalligas
Councillor James Macdonald
Councillor Ed McDougall
Councillor Scott Morrissey
Councillor Michael Nagi
Councillor Vicki Poulos
Councillor Dorothy Rapisardi
Councillor Paul Sedrak
Councillor Andrew Tsounis

Also present
Meredith Wallace, General Manager
Colin Clissold, Director City Presentation
Debra Dawson, Director City Life
Daniel Fabri, Director City Performance
Michael McCabe, Director City Futures
Matthew Walker, Manager Finance
Fausto Sut, Manager Governance & Risk
Ben Heraud, Coordinator Property
Pintar Lay, Coordinator Traffic and Road Safety
Vincenzo Carrabs, Coordinator Media & Events
Roland Sinn, Procurement Specialist
Anne Suann, Governance Officer
Lauren Thomas, Governance Officer
Ian Vong, IT Support Officer
The Mayor opened the meeting in the Council Chambers, Rockdale Town Hall, Level 1,
448 Princes Highway, Rockdale at 7.04 pm.

Item 5.1
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The Mayor informed the meeting, including members of the public, that the meeting is being
audio recorded for minute taking purposes and live streamed to the community via Council’s
Facebook page, in accordance with Council’s Code of Meeting Practice.

1

Acknowledgement of Traditional Owners
The Mayor affirmed that Bayside Council respects the traditional custodians of the
land, and elders past and present, on which this meeting takes place, and
acknowledges the Gadigal and Bidjigal Clans of the Eora Nation.

2

Opening Prayer
Pastor Andrew Harper of Bay City Church, opened the meeting in prayer.
At the request of Councillor Nagi, Council observed a minute’s silence in
rememberance of the local school children who were recently killed after a car ran into
their demountable classroom.

3

Apologies
There were no apologies.

4

Disclosures of Interest
Councillor Macdonald declared a Less than Significant Non-Pecuniary Interest in Item
8.6 on the basis that he is a contractor of the company that has major dealings with the
telecommunication carriers referred to in the report.
Councillor Morrissey declared a Pecuniary Interest in Item 8.6 on the basis that he is
employed by St George Bank which is a subsidiary of Westpac, and stated he would
leave the Chamber for consideration and voting on the matter.
Councillor Saravinovski declared a Pecuniary Interest in Item 12.1 on the basis that he
is an employee of St George Bank and a shareholder of Westpac, and stated he would
leave the Chamber for consideration and voting on the matter.
Councillor Rapisardi declared a Pecuniary Interest in Item 12.1 on the basis that she is
a leasee in the development referred to in the report, and stated she would leave the
Chamber for consideration and voting on the matter

5

Minutes of Previous Meetings
5.1

Minutes of the Council Meeting - 11 October 2017

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/199
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Nagi and Morrissey
That the Minutes of the Council meeting held on 11 October 2017 be confirmed as a
true record of proceedings.

Item 5.1
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Presentation
Zoran Marinkovic, one of the winners of the Ramsgate Shopping Centre Prize Draw
for Shop Local and Win was presented with his prize by Councillor McDougall.
The following winners of the Bayside Garden Competition were presented with their
prizes by Councillor Curry:
Christopher Diaz – Best Balcony
Tony and Anna Tuzarovski- Best Back Garden, Best Overall Garden

5.2

Suspension of Standing Orders

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/200
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Tsounis and Nagi
That Standing Orders be suspended in order to deal with Item 8.6.

8.6

Bad Debts Write-Off for Uncollectable Debts Relating to the Former
City of Botany Council as at 9 September 2016

The Mayor, Councillor Saravinovski, vacated the Chair and left the Chamber during
the consideration and voting on this item due to his declaration of a Pecuniary Interest.
The Deputy Mayor, Councillor Awada, assumed the Chair.
Councillor Macdonald left the Chamber during the consideration and voting on this
item due to his declaration of a Less than Significant Non-Pecuniary Interest.
Councillor Morrissey left the Chamber during the consideration and voting on this item
due to his declaration of a Pecuniary Interest.
RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/201
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Ibrahim and Nagi
That the outstanding bad debts totalling $577,232.23 as detailed in table 1 of this
report, relating to the former City of Botany Bay Council as at 9 September 2016, be
written off as uncollectable income.
The Deputy Mayor, Councillor Awada, vacated the Chair at the conclusion of this item,
left the Council Chamber and did not return.
The Mayor, Councillor Saravinovski returned to the Council Chamber at the conclusion
of this item and resumed the Chair.

Item 5.1
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Mayoral Minutes
6.1

Mayoral Minute - Bayside Council Student Excellence Awards 2017

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/202
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Barlow and Tsounis
That the Minute be received and noted.

6.2

Mayoral Minute - Fairy Lights

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/203
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Curry and Morrissey
That Council agrees to the staged reinstallation of fairy lights in the trees lining Botany
Road and that an upper limit of $70,000 be set aside in 2017/18 to fund this stage of
the project.

6.3

Mayoral Minute - Water Feature - Rockdale Park

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/204
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Nagi and McDougall
That a report be brought to Council early in 2018 on the current cost of the works
required to reinstall the water feature in Rockdale Park, on the corner of West Botany
and Bryant Streets, Rockdale.

6.4

Mayoral Minute - Bayside Sculpture Prize

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/205
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Barlow and Nagi
1

That Council resolves to allocate funds for an acquisitive sculpture prize for the
Bayside Arts Festival 2018.

2

That the value of the prize be up to $50,000.

Item 5.1
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That a report be brought back to Council on the impact of the prize, including
publicity achieved, increases in number and calibre of entries to the exhibition
and visitation rates.

Mayoral Minute - Master Builders Award, Angelo Anestis Aquatic
Centre

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/206
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Barlow and Nagi
That Council note that for the second year in succession a Bayside community facility
has received a Master Builders Award, most recently for the Angelo Anestis Aquatic
Centre.

6.6

Mayoral Minute - Absence of the General Manager

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/207
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Nagi and Barlow
That Council grant leave to the General Manager to attend a 100 Resilient Cities
workshop in Santiago, Chile from the 4 – 8 December 2017, noting that all costs
associated with this opportunity will be funded by the Rockefeller Foundation.

7

Public Forum
Details associated with the presentations to the Council in relation to items on this
agenda can be found in the individual items.

9.2

Minutes of the Bayside Traffic Committee Meeting - 1 November
2017

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/208
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Nagi and Ibrahimi
That the Minutes of the Bayside Traffic Committee meeting held on 1 November 2017
be received and the recommendations therein be adopted with the exception of Items
BTC.153, BTC.165 and BTC.166.

Item 5.1
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Chamberlain Road, West of Bexley Road, Bexley Proposed Parking Restriction

Dr Siva Purushothuman and Dr Tharani Anandarajan, speaking for the Committee
Recommendation, addressed the Council..
RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/209
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Sedrak and Nagi
That the report be deferred for further consultation and an on-site meeting be held with
interested Councillors.

BTC17.165

Somerville Street, Arncliffe, South of Forest Road Detailed Drawings for Traffic Calming Scheme

Mr Tony Lehmann, speaking for the Committee Recommendation, addressed the
Council.
RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/210
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Nagi and Bezic
That the matter be deferred for further consultation and there be an on-site meeting for
Councillors and interested parties.

BTC17.166

Waratah Road, Botany - Proposed Works Zone

Mr Terry Morse and Mr John Nasr, objecting to the Committee Recommendation,
addressed the Council.
RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/211
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Curry and Nagi
That this item be deferred to the next meeting of the Traffic Committee on 6 December
2017 for further investigation.
Councillor Barlow requested that her name be recorded voting against the motion.

Item 5.1
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Reports
8.1

Proposed Acquistion of Part 116 Wentworth Avenue Banksmeadow

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/212
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Curry and Nagi
1

That the attachment/s to this report be withheld from the press and public as
they are confidential for the following reasons:
a.

In accordance with Section 10A (2) (d) of the Local Government Act 1993,
the attachment contains commercial information of a confidential nature
that, would, if disclosed, prejudice the commercial position of the person
who supplied it and would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest
due to the issue it deals with.

b.

In accordance with Section 10A (2) (c) of the Local Government Act 1993,
the information would, if disclosed, confer a commercial advantage on a
person with whom the Council is conducting (or proposes to conduct)
business.

2

That Council endorse the acquistion of part 116 Wentworth Avenue,
Banksmeadow estimated at 55sqm for the purpose of road.

3

That the acquisition is to proceed on the premise that it is by way of agreement.

4

That funds required for the acquistion be voted from the former City of Botany
Bay Section 94 Plan.

5

That the Mayor and General Manager be delegated the authority to sign and
seal, where required, all documentation to finalise the acquisition.

8.2

Affordable Rental Housing

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/213
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Nagi and Tsounis
1

That Council write to the Minister for Planning and the Sydney Alliance and
indicate its support for the introduction of state level planning controls and
guidelines which will assist in the delivery of Affordable Rental Housing.

2

That Council undertake research about affordable rental housing to inform the
Bayside Local Housing Strategy and the new, Bayside Local Environmental
Plan.

Item 5.1
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Events Infrastructure

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/214
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Tsounis and McDougalll
1

That the attachment/s to this report be withheld from the press and public as
they are confidential for the following reason:
In accordance with Section 10(A) (2) (d) of the Local Government Act 1993, the
attachment contains commercial information of a confidential nature that would,
if disclosed, prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied it. It is
considered it would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest due to the
issue it deals with.

2

That Council awards Standing Offer Agreements to the following tenderers
under the following Categories:
Category 1 Events Infrastructure Hire
Class Occasions Hire Pty Limited
Events Festivals Weddings Pty Ltd
Patti’s Hire Services Pty Ltd
Pillinger’s Hiring Service Pty Ltd
Posh Events Pty Ltd
The Trustee for BENSON FAMILY TRUST T/A Walkers Party Hire
Category 3 Specialist Security
Australian Concert and Entertainment Security Pty Ltd
ECS International Security Pty Ltd
ISEC Australia Pty Ltd
Reddawn Australia Pty Ltd
Category 4 Traffic Management and Control
Event Sports Projects Australia Pty Ltd

3

Item 5.1

That Council does not award any Standing Offer Agreement under Category 2
Small Plant Hire for the reasons detailed in the confidential attachment Events
Infrastructure Evaluation Report (confidential).
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Quarterly Budget Review Statement for Quarter Ended 30
September 2017

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/215
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Nagi and Tsounis
1

That the Quarterly Budget Review Statement by the Acting Manager Finance for
the quarter ended 30 September 2017 be received and noted.

2

That the proposed variations to the original budget detailed in this report be
adopted by Council.

8.5

2017/18 Updated Fees and Charges Schedule

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/216
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Tsounis and Barlow
1

That Council endorse the draft amendments to the 2017/18 Schedule of Fees
and Charges for the purposes of public exhibition and consultation for a
minimum of 28 days in accordance with the Local Government Act 1993.

2

That any submissions received will be provided at the Ordinary Council Meeting
to be held on Wednesday 13 December 2017 for consideration and adoption of
the amended 2017/18 Schedule of Fees and Charges.

3

That Council adopt the previously exhibited members discount rate of $23 for
Botany Golf Club members.

8.7

Bayside Advisory Committees

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/217
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Morrissey and Curry
1

That Council adopts the names and focus for each of the six advisory
committees and the two sub-committees as outlined in this report, and that this
information be published on Council’s website, subject to the Community
Relations Committee being renamed to the Community Engagement Committee.

2

That Council adopts the attached Terms of Reference for the six
abovementioned advisory committees, and that they be applicable to other
advisory committees that might be established by Council from time to time, with
the exception of any committee with a specific set of terms of reference, charter,
constitution or the like.

Item 5.1
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That Council adopts the advisory committee meeting timing and frequency
principles as outlined in this report and in the attached Indicative Meeting
Schedule.

Disclosure of Interest Returns - Designated Persons Appointment

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/218
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Nagi and Macdonald
That the information be received and noted.

8.9

Statutory Financial Report - September 2017

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/219
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Barlow and Morrissey
That the Statutory Financial Report by the Responsible Accounting Officer be received
and noted.

9

Minutes of Committees
9.1

Minutes of the Risk & Audit Committee Meeting - 17 August 2017

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/220
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Nagi and McDougal
That the Minutes of the Risk and Audit Committee meeting held on 17 August 2017 be
confirmed as a true record of proceedings.

10

Notices of Motion
10.1

Notice of Motion - Minor Park Improvements

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/221
Resolved on the motion of Councillors McDougall and Macdonald
1

Item 5.1

That Council be provided with a report at the December Council Meeting with
scope of works, costings and any options for the following:
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a.

minor works at Lance Studdert Reserve, Kyeemagh including the
establishment of an off-leash dog walking area, similar to the facility at
Civic Avenue, Kogarah; and the extension of existing water pipes on the
eastern side of the reserve and a tap to cater to the newly established Bay
Community Garden which is making fantastic use of the reserve.

b.

minor works at Lady Robinsons Beach north of Solander Street, Monterey
and a location near the C-Side Pavilion at the northern end of the beach
for the provision of an off leash dog area on the beach and options to
delineate the area including the possibility of fencing or signage which is
visually unobtrusive but adequately distinguishes between those areas in
which dogs are permitted and those where they are not.

That Council, in the cases of both off-leash dog walking areas proposed, provide
sufficient signage and dog waste facilities (plastic bags, garbage bins etc).

Notice of Motion - Ramsgate Shops

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/222
Resolved on the motion of Councillors McDougall and Macdonald

11

1

That Ramsgate Beach Town Centre has a special focus this Christmas in
recognition of the delays experienced during protracted improvement works to
the pavement, car park and landscaping and that a Christmas Tree and a
program of festive activities and events be provided and promoted during
December.

2

That Council note that with the establishment of its Advisory Committees, the
forward events program for Bayside 2018 will be developed with input from the
Community Engagement Committee members and Ward Councillors.

3

Council consider a proposal to waive the Footpath Trading fees for all relevant
businesses within the Ramsgate Shopping Centre precinct for the 2018 calendar
year to encourage visitors to return to the shopping centre following the required
public consultation process.

Questions With Notice
11.1

Botany Road and Pemberton Street, Botany Traffic Lights and
Pedestrian Crossing Status

Councillor Morrissey asked the following question:
Could Council be provided with a report at the next Council meeting on the progress
and expected timing of the installation of traffic lights and pedestrian crossing at the
intersection of Botany Road and Pemberton Street, Botany.

Item 5.1
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Confidential Reports
Councillor Rapisardi left the Chamber during the consideration and voting on this item
due to her declaration of a Pecuniary Interest.
Council did not move into Closed Session

12.1

ParkGrove West, Botany - Court Proceedings and Voluntary
Planning Agreement - Toplace Pty Ltd and JKN Australia Pty Ltd

RESOLUTION
Minute 2017/223
Resolved on the motion of Councillors Curry and Nagi
1

2

13

That the report be withheld from the press and public in accordance with Section
10A(2)(d)(ii) and (g) as it is confidential for the following reasons:
a.

it contains commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if
disclosed, confer a commercial advantage on a competitor of the Council
and it would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest due to the issue
it deals with; and

b.

it contains advice concerning litigation, or advice that would otherwise be
privileged from production in legal proceedings on the ground of legal
professional privilege and it would, on balance, be contrary to the public
interest due to the issue it deals with.

That Council delegate to the General Manager to proceed to settle the legal
proceedings, including the execution of the Voluntary Planning Agreement by
way of:
a.

Creation of easement rights over Lot 4 for perpetual access rights by the
public.

b.

Dedication of Lot 4 as a public road prior to any occupation
certificate/occupation of Park Grove West

c.

Court orders reflecting recommendations 1 and 2 above plus payment of
Council's legal costs.

d.

Such other detailed matters as may be determined by the General
Manager following public exhibition.

Call For Rescission Motions
The Mayor closed the meeting at 8.31 pm.

Councillor Bill Saravinovski
Mayor

Item 5.1

Meredith Wallace
General Manager
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Item No

6.1

Subject

Mayoral Minute - Vale Sam Zorbas

File

SF16/1264

13/12/2017

Motion
1

That Council remembers the life and work of the Late Sam Zorbas who served as the
Local Controller of the Rockdale State Emergency Service for 33 years, and was
actively involved in the SES for 35 years.

2

That Council provide a copy of this Mayoral Minute to his family in recognition of his
lifelong achievements.

Mayoral Minute
It is with great sadness that I present this Mayoral Minute to honour Sam Zorbas who passed
away recently.
Sam voluntarily dedicated much of his life to the local community and the extraordinary
contribution he made helping many local residents did not go unnoticed.
In 2006 Sam was named Rockdale City Citizen of the Year for his outstanding community
work as Local Controller of the Rockdale State Emergency Service, a position he held from
1982 until he retired in 2015. He was involved with the Rockdale SES for 35 years.
His outstanding contribution to the local community and beyond through his work with the
SES was written into the history books for future generations when the Hon. Shaoquett
Moselmane, MLC, spoke of his work in the NSW State Parliament during Volunteers Week in
2012.
As the Local Controller of the State Emergency Service Sam coordinated and provided
assistance during storms, flooding and searches.
He was actively involved in providing support and assistance for a number of major disasters
including the Newcastle earthquake, the Boral gas explosion, wind storms in the North Shore
and Holroyd, hail storms in western Sydney and the eastern suburbs, the Thredbo landslide,
the wind storm at Manyana and Ulladulla in the South Coast, a landslide and flooding in the
Wollongong area, the Father’s Day storms in the Rockdale area, the Queensland floods and
Rural Fire Service assistance during the 1994 fires.
He will be greatly missed and our thoughts are with his family.

Attachments
Nil

Item 6.1
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Item No

6.2

Subject

Mayoral Minute - Vale Former Councillor Geoff Hedge (1931 - 2017)

File

SF16/1264

Motion
1

That Council remembers the life and work of the late Geoff Hedge, former Mayor and
Councillor of Rockdale City Council, a true son of Rockdale City.

2

That Council in recognition of his lifelong achievement provide to his family a copy of
this Mayoral Minute.

Mayoral Minute
It is with great sadness that I present this Mayoral Minute to honour former Rockdale City
Councillor Geoff Hedge who passed away recently.
I would like to recognise and acknowledge his outstanding contribution to Rockdale City
Council, its residents, ratepayers and the community.
Geoff served as a councillor on Rockdale City Council for 19 years. He was first elected at a
by-election in 1985 and served until 2004. He served as Deputy Mayor from 1993 – 1995,
and was Mayor from 1999 – 2000.
He was a hard working Councillor who devoted his time to serving his community.
During his time on Rockdale City Council he was passionate about the development of the
Brighton beachfront and the tourist potential of Brighton Le Sands. Geoff was an active
member of the Rockdale and Brighton Le Sands Task Groups.
But one of his lasting tributes is, and will always be, the Rockdale Community Nursery which
was established during his time as Deputy Mayor in 1994. Geoff played a significant role in
getting this project off the ground and continued to guide its development even after he
retired from Council. At the 20th anniversary celebrations in 2014 Geoff’s ongoing work was
recognised and the then Mayor Shane O’Brien presented him with a Rhapliolepsis which had
been specially grafted by the Nursery staff to produce flowers in a range of colours.
During his time on the Council he served on many boards and committees including:


Chairman of the Local Traffic Committee



Member of the Works and Recreation Committee



Member of Lions International (Deputy District Governor)



National Chairman Lions Christmas Cake Project



Vice President Newsagents Association



Scoutmaster

Item 6.2
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President Brighton Le Sands Chamber of Commerce



Chairman St George Starr-Bowkett Building Society



President Blakehurst Branch Liberal Party

13/12/2017

Geoff is survived by his wife Jill and his children Jennifer, Peter, Scott and Vicky.
Our thoughts are with his family.

Attachments
Nil

Item 6.2
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6.3

Subject

Mayoral Minute - Armistice Centenary Grant

File

SF16/1264

13/12/2017

Motion
1

That Council notes and supports the Botany Historical Trust’s application for funding
under the current round of Federal Armistice Centenary Grants to:
a Restore the War Memorial at Arthur Park, Botany.

2

b

Install Armistice Plaques at Booralee Park Botany, and Mascot War Memorial,
Mascot Park.

c

Create a Beersheba Centenary Plaque at the Light Horse Memorial, Light Horse
Reserve Eastlakes.

That Council gives a commitment to assist with the historical research, landscaping,
memorial restoration and commemorations to be held in 2018 on Armistice Day and
on the anniversary of the Light Horse charge at Beersheba.

Mayoral Minute
Council has been approached by the President of Botany Historical Trust to provide support
for an Armistice Centenary Grant to improve War Memorials at Arthur Park, Botany,
Booralee Park, Mascot Park and the Light Horse Reserve in Eastlakes. Funding will be
sought to cover the cost of the plaques at these sites and Council has been asked for
primarily in kind support to refresh the areas around the Memorials and to assist in
organising commemorative events to mark Armistice Day and the anniversary of the Battle of
Beersheba in 2018. Both Mascot and Botany RSL have also been invited to contribute to the
restoration project.
Councillors would be aware of increasing community interest in our military history. The
swelling numbers of people who participate in ANZAC Day ceremonies are testament to this.
What Councillors may not be familiar with is the significance of Light Horse Reserve at
Eastlakes. The Memorial sits on the site of the Head Quarters, staging and training area of
the Australian Light Horse in World War 1.
I commend the Botany Historical Trust’s initiative and seek your endorsement for Council’s
participation in preparing the memorials for the events planned for 2018.

Attachments
Nil

Item 6.3
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Item No

6.4

Subject

Mayoral Minute - Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No. 33 Cooks Cove

File

F14/308

Motion
That Council write to the Minister for Planning and request that Part 3, Clause 1 ‘Special
Uses Zone’ of the Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No. 33 – Cooks Cove be amended
to include ‘Recreation Facility’ as a Permissible Use (only with development consent).

Mayoral Minute
In November 2016 a Development Application (DA-2017/179) was lodged with Bayside
Council in relation to the Cooks Cove site for:





Site remediation
Environmental improvements
Public domain enhancements
Construction and operation of a new 18 hole golf course and driving range to be
located south of the M5 Motorway.

The Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No.33 – Cooks Cove (the SREP) is the relevant
environmental planning instrument which applies to Cooks Cove. Development for the
purpose of a golf course is considered to be a ‘Recreation Facility’ which is a use that is
currently prohibited under the SREP.
Bayside Council assessed the Development Application and established that the proposed
golf course was not permissible. The Development Application was withdrawn by the
Applicant on 5 October 2017.
The proposed development of a golf course in the southern portion of Cooks Cove is also the
subject of a Planning Proposal to amend the Rockdale Local Environmental Plan 2011 to
facilitate development of the northern Cooks Cove precinct for the purpose of a residential
mixed use precinct including open space and a southern precinct accommodating a
relocated Kogarah Golf Course.
In order to progress the relocation of the Kogarah Golf Course prior to and independent of
the Planning Proposal an amendment to the Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No.33 is
sought. Council does not have statutory power to initiate the amendment of SREP No.33.

Attachments
Nil
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8.1

Subject

Stronger Communities Fund Reporting Major Projects

Report by

Karin Hartog, Major Projects Unit Director

File

F16/945

13-12-2017

Summary
The major projects component of the Stronger Communities Fund involved the allocation of
funds to projects that will deliver large scaled new or improved infrastructure or services to
the community. Major projects were identified by Council based on priorities of the former
Botany Bay and Rockdale City Councils. The major projects list went through a community
consultation process and was presented to members of Council’s Local Representation
Committee, before endorsement by the Stronger Communities Fund Assessment Panel. An
Assessment Panel was convened to review the community consultation outcomes and to
recommend the allocation of the $9m to 3 projects:


Eastgardens Bayside Council Customer Service Centre ($2.5M);



Pine Park Masterplan implementation - Ramsgate Beach ($4M); and



Cahill Park Masterplan implementation - Wolli Creek ($2.5M).

Approval by resolution of Council was made at the Council Meeting held 12 April 2017.
The first 6 monthly Major Projects report for the period from 1 January – 30 June 2017 was
approved to be submitted to the NSW Office of Local Government by the Council on 12 July
2017.

Officer Recommendation
That Council approves the Stronger Communities Fund 6 monthly Major Projects report for
the period from 1 July – 31 December 2017 to be submitted to the NSW Office of Local
Government.

Background
Commitment of funds by the Office of Local Government (OLG) will be undertaken as
projects progress, with reporting on the major projects and funding allocation to occur in
accordance with the Government’s Guidelines. The Stronger Communities Fund is to be
spent or committed by 30 June 2019 and all funding acquitted before 31 December 2019.
Councils are to table progress reports at least quarterly to an ordinary Council meeting on
the expenditure and outcomes of the Stronger Communities Fund, until the funds are spent.
Councils must provide six monthly reports each year by 31 July and 31 January, to the OLG
on projects selected for funding, delivery progress and expenditure.
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The completed reporting template in for the period from 1 July 2017 to 31 December 2017 is
attached to this paper and requires approval by the Council prior to submission to OLG by 31
January 2018.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☒
☐
☐

Community Engagement
Community engagement was completed to establish the projects to be funded.

Attachments
Stronger Communities Fund - Major Projects Program - Report to 31 December 2017 ⇩
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Item No

8.2

Subject

Stronger Communities Community Grant Funding - Round One
Progress Report

Report by

Karen Purser, Manager Community Capacity Building

File

F16/945

Summary
This report provides a progress report, as required by the Office of Local Government, on the
11 projects awarded funding in Round One of the Stronger Communities Community Grant
Funding and endorsed by Council on 12 April 2017.

Officer Recommendation
That Council note the report and approve it to be sent to the Office of Local Government.

Background
Under the Stronger Communities Fund, Bayside Council was provided with $1 million in
funding for the Community Grant Program to allocate up to $50,000 to incorporated not-forprofit community groups, for projects that build more sustainable and inclusive local
communities.
On 12 April 2017 Council endorsed the allocation of grants to the value of $483,856 from the
$1M provided by the NSW Government to deliver the Stronger Communities Fund
Community Grants Program.
The remaining $516,144 is to be allocated in a separate funding round in November 2017.
The Stronger Communities Fund Guidelines require that Councils provide six monthly reports
each year (by 31 July and 31 January) to the Office of Local Government (OLG) on projects
selected for funding.
The Stronger Communities Fund is to be spent or committed by 30 June 2019 and all
funding acquitted before 31 December 2019.
The following table provides the details of each project and the progress made against the
project to date.
Funded
organisation

Project name

Summary

% complete

Progress update

Women's
Community
Shelters Ltd

New WCS
Crisis
Accommodatio
n Shelter for
Women

To establish a new
crisis
accommodation
shelter for up to 6
women, with or

0-25%

Seeking appropriate accommodation for
site. To date the shelter has been
incorporated and secured tax DGR status
and we are in the process of looking for a
property which meets our shelter
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Funded
organisation

Project name

Summary

Bayside LGA

without dependent
children, who are
homeless or leaving
domestic violence in
the Bayside Council
LGA.

Exodus Youth
Worx

Project Food
Worx

Launch a new
Employment Skills
Training Program
and Social
Enterprise, Food
Worx. The training
program aims at
growing the
technical skill sets of
disengaged and
disconnected young
people in the areas
of hospitality and
cooking, whilst the
Social Enterprise
Arm will allow for
lasting and
immediate
employment
opportunities.

% complete

Progress update
requirements. They are liaising with the
local community and researching local
leads. Other funding achieved for this
project includes:
• $50k Thyne Reid Foundation
• $50k towards year 2 from Plenary
• $2615 Give Now donations
• $3800 SCEGGS
• $500 Golf Club donation

80%

Additional 8 Local Area Young people are
inducted into Food Worx. Partnership
developed between Blakehurst High and
Moorefield Girls High School allowing for
students to do a variation of Work
Experience on Thursdays and participate
in a modified Food Worx Course. 11
Students participate.
All 8 previous inductees to Food Worx find
employment opportunities at Diaspora
Cantina, serving in the newly developed
Catering Wing. 2 inductees graduate to
external employment
Diaspora Cantina opens Catering Division
serving to Advance Diversity Services,
Bayside Council and Multicultural NSW.
Diaspora Cantina highlights include
Migrant Information Day (serving over 600
people outside Rockdale Town Hall) and
ADS AGM.
Food Worx is successful in sourcing a
$25000 investment from Coca-Cola
through their Employee Connect Grant
Program

Sunnyfield

Item 8.2

TechKNOWLE
DGE

Deliver 40 innovative
Skills-for-Life
courses that target
opportunities for
daily independence,
social integration,
education and
employment for
people with
intellectual disability.
This includes the
purchase and
installation of
technology-driven
equipment as well
as furniture.

0-25%

Project is in planning stage, to date they
have engaged the staff and obtained all
their quotes, they have spent about 10%
of the budget – they anticipate having
completed all of the purchases in next 2 –
3 months.
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Funded
organisation

Project name

Summary

% complete

Progress update

Kyeemagh
Infants Public
School P&C
Association

Kyeemagh
Community
Sustainability
Hub

Purchase a
demountable
building, with
kitchen, air
conditioning, sliding
doors and windows.
Within this space
children will learn
about growing food
and cooking their
own produce, caring
for their environment
(such as the frog
pond and native
bees), our local
community will run
and attend
workshops and
school families will
start a healthy food
program for
breakfasts and
lunches.

80%

Electricians have connected power to the
building and plans are underway to
connect plumbing. The kitchen design has
been approved. Works will continue over
the school holidays to prepare the building
for an opening in early 2018.

Bay City Care

My Youth Hub

Establish an
additional after
school structured
youth ‘Drop in
Centre’. The aim
would be to provide
a place for 12-18
year old youth to
connect in structured
programs inclusive
of life skills
education, sporting,
homework centre,
recreational and
educational
activities.
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Funded
organisation

Project name

Summary

% complete

Progress update

South
Eastern
Community
Connect

Community
Wellness
Mentoring and
Empowerment
Program

The Community
Wellness Mentoring
and Empowerment
project will deliver
training for up to 30
community members
with the aim of
creating an inclusive
community that is
focussed on
recovery and hope
for all who are
affected by mental
illness and to
provide community
members with skills
so that they feel
empowered to
support those more
vulnerable members
of our community. It
will also conduct
quality community
well-being
workshops which
respond to the
expressed interests
of residents and
people with mental
health issues.

50%

Committee is formed including a number
of mental health agencies and a
community representative.

The installation of 2
additional lighting
towers on the
western side of
Memorial Playing
Fields. The
improved lighting will
be used to extend
the use of the
grounds during the
winter months for
night training.

0%

Dolls Point
Football Club

Item 8.2

Memorial
Lighting
Enhancement

Mental health Awareness day – 25
residents attended
Established pottery class and art therapy
classes – 15 community members
received CADRE Training so far.

No progress on the DA submission at this
time. A survey is required before Dolls
Point Football Club can progress it.
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Funded
organisation

Project name

Summary

% complete

Progress update

Pagewood
Botany
Football Club
Inc

Media and
Canteen
Facilities
Upgrade

Upgrade the Club's
internet and media
technology as well
as canteen facilities.
This would include
new laptops and
screens, projectors,
screens, TV, fridge,
microwave,
dishwasher,
convection oven,
coffee machine,
grinder, as well as a
marque for
weekends and
special event
functions.

0%

No Action taken as we are awaiting the
club house to be completed in late May
2018.

St George
Children with
Disabilities
Fund
Incorporated

Enhancing the
Quality of Lives
of Children with
a Disability and
Their Families

Providing support to
overcome the
challengers faced by
children with a
disability and their
families. This
includes purchase of
iPad's, podiatry,
wheelchair, air
conditioning, vehicle
repairs, trainers,
walkers and trikes
specific for the
children's needs.

35%

Needs identified – procurement of
individual items commenced

Arncliffe
Scots
Baseball Club

Ground
Watering
Project

The project involves
the installation of
dedicated ground
watering to the
baseball Field
Diamonds to
improve both ground
amenity and player
safety.

0-25%

Getting quotes - project commence in a
month

St George
Football
Association

New Seating &
Goalposts McCarthy
Reserve

Installation of new
seating (7 x 4 tier, 4
metre stands) and
portable goalposts at
McCarthy Reserve
for football field.

0%

Status has not changed, waiting further
advice from Bayside Council in regards
DA process.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

Item 8.2
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☒
☐
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Community Engagement
Not Applicable

Attachments
Nil
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Item No

8.3

Subject

Bayside Council Community Grant Program 2016/17 Round Two

Report by

Karen Purser, Manager Community Capacity Building

File

F16/998

Summary
This report deals with community grant applications recommended for funding in Round 2 of
the 2016/2017 Bayside Community Grants Program, as assessed by the Evaluation Panel in
accordance with the eligibility and selection criteria detailed in Council's Community Grants
Program Policy. Details of the individual small and seeding grants recommended for funding
have been included.

Officer Recommendation
That Council endorses the recommendations of the Assessment Panel and approves the
recommended Small and Seeding Grants to the value of $40,000.

Background
Bayside Council runs an Annual Community Grants Program designed to support local
community organisations and clubs to deliver appropriate and relevant services to the
community.
The remaining funds held over from the initial 2016/2017 Council's Community Grants
Program conducted earlier this year, was included in a second wave of Community Grants,
and run in conjunction with Round 2 of the Stronger Communities Community grants
program.
Round 2 of the 2016/2017 Council's Community Grants Program funding was opened 24
July 2017 and closed 27 October 2017.
The Community Grants program was run in tandem with Council’s Stronger Communities
Fund Communities Grants program. Six information sessions were conducted across Botany,
Hillsdale and Rockdale and applications were made through the Smarty Grants Portal.
Two types of community grants are available:
•

Small grants of up to $1500, to be spent on equipment, special activities or information
resources, and

•

Seeding grants of up to $5000, which are one-off grants to support new community,
social, cultural or leisure programs.
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Evaluation Panel
Under Council’s Community Grants Policy an Applications Evaluation Panel is required to
assess the applications against the criteria and make recommendations to Council for
approval.
The following external panel members convened on 16 November 2017:
Mr

Paul

Graham

Bayside's Citizen of the Year

Ms

Kate

Holmes

Bayside's School Principal
Representative

Ms

Kathryn

Sigley

Department of Family and
Community Services Representative

The panel was supported by Council officers, who were available to answer the panel's
questions about the process and eligibility criteria:
•

Ms Karen Purser - Manager Community Capacity Building and Engagement

•

Ms Cheryl Brady – Coordinator Community Capacity Building

•

Ms Denize Venn – Community Grants and Administration Officer

Grant Allocation
The eligibility and criteria established for small and seeding grants are documented in the
Bayside Council Community Grants Program Policy.
The main distinction between the two types of grants is that "Small Grants" refer to one-off
grants of up to $1,500 to voluntary community groups and clubs to purchase items of
equipment, run a specific activity or event or produce an information resource. "Seeding
Grants" are one-off grants of up to $5,000 to voluntary community groups and clubs to
establish a community, social, cultural or leisure program or activity that will have enduring
community benefits. A copy of the Policy is attached to this report.
The budget allocation for Round 2 of the Community Grants in 2016/2017 is $40,000.
A total of 26 applications were received seeking $109,157.
The Evaluation Panel considered that a number of the applications did not meet the criteria
established in the Policy, and has recommended that 16 grant applications be funded, with a
total value of $40,000.
The Evaluation Panel have recommended that 9 of the Small Grant applications receive
funding. The projects that have been recommended for funding are summarised below.
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Small Grants
Organisation

Program Description

Amount
Requested

3Bridges Community Limited

Dream it, Do it!

St.George Brass Band

Junior Player Advancement Program

$500.00

Little Heroes Swim Academy
Limited

Botany Mad About Inclusion Program
- Equipment

$1,500.00

Shopfront Arts Co.op. Ltd

The Organs Inside - A Shopfront
Member Production

$1,500.00

Pagewood Senior Citizens

Active Bowls For Seniors

$1,260.00

South Eastern Community
Connect Inc.

Multicultural Sewing Classes and
Latino Men's Group Support

$1,500.00

Kingsford Smith Scout Group Scout Association

Activity Equipment Upgrade

$1,500.00

Botany Public School Parents and
Citizens Association

Botany Public School - an historical
perspective

$1,500.00

1st Hurstville Venturer Unit

Equipment Purchase for Abseiling
Training Program

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

The Evaluation Panel recommended that 5 of the Seeding Grant applications receive
funding. The projects that have been recommended for funding are summarised below.

Seeding Grants
Organisation

Program Description

The Shepherd Centre

'Ready Set Go' -- A School readiness
program for children who are deaf
from Bayside community

$5,000.00

Windgap Foundation

Commercial Kitchen Oven for people
with Intellectual disabilities

$5,000.00

3Bridges Community Limited

Bayside Language and Cultural
Programme for Mongolian
Community.

$1,340.00

Bayside Business Enterprise
Centre

Bayside BEC Community Connect

$5,000.00

Item 8.3
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Seeding Grants
Organisation

Program Description

Amount
Requested

Shopfront Arts Co-op

Creative Scholarships for Bayside
Young People

$5,000.00

South Eastern Community
Connect Inc (SECC)

Using Tech to Connect

$5,000.00

Arncliffe Public School's Parents
and Community Association
Incorporated (Art After School
Program)

Fire It Up! community pottery program
and hands on-learning for Arncliffe's
community, teachers and children

$1,400.00

Note that two seeding grants were partially funded to optimise community benefit and the
allocation of grant funds. Those applicants who were unsuccessful in this round will be
contacted and provided with feedback on their applications.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☐
☒
☐

Community Engagement
Not applicable

Attachments
Bayside Council Community Grants Policy ⇩
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Item No

8.4

Subject

Stronger Communities Fund - Community Grants Program Round
Two

Report by

Karen Purser, Manager Community Capacity Building

File

F16/945

Summary
Under the Stronger Communities Fund, Bayside Council was provided with $1 million in
funding for the Community Grant Program to allocate up to $50,000 to incorporated not-for
profit community groups, for projects that build more sustainable and inclusive local
communities.
In establishing the Stronger Communities Community Grants Program, Bayside Council
determined to provide two waves of community grant funding, each offering $500,000; and
to place a lower limit on individual applications of $10,000.
Round One of the Stronger Communities Fund Community Grants Program saw $483,856
awarded to community organisations in April 2017, leaving a balance of $516,144 to be
allocated in Round Two.
This report outlines the Round Two Stronger Community Grant Applications that have been
deemed eligible under the Stronger Communities Funding Guidelines. These applications
received support from the Stronger Communities Fund Assessment Panel at their meeting
on 17 November 2017.

Officer Recommendation
1

That Council determines funding allocations to Community Grant Applications as
identified in this report, noting that they are:
a

deemed eligible under the Stronger Communities Funding Guidelines; and

b

supported by the Stronger Communities Fund Assessment Panel at their meeting
on 17 November 2017.

2

That Council submits the funded Community Grant Applications Listing to the Office of
Local Government as part of the Bayside Council three year plan for the Stronger
Communities Fund ($1M).

3

That Council receives regular reports (at least 6 monthly) on the progress of the
funding acquittal process to ensure governance processes are in accordance with the
Stronger Communities Funding Guidelines.
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Background
The Stronger Communities Fund was established by the NSW Government to provide
merged councils with funding for the delivery of projects that improve community
infrastructure and services.
The Administrator’s Minute to the Ordinary Meeting of Council held 14 December 2016,
announced the Stronger Communities Fund program, which is divided into two categories:
a

Community Grants Program – allocation of $1 million in grants to community
organisations for projects that build vibrant local communities.

b

Major Project Program – allocation of $9 million to larger scale priority infrastructure
and services that deliver long term economic and social benefits to communities.

Round One of the Stronger Communities Fund Community Grants Program saw $483,856
awarded to community organisations in April 2017, leaving a balance of $516,144 to be
allocated in Round Two.
Round 2 of the 2016/2017 Council's Community Grants Program funding was opened 24
July 2017 and closed 27 October 2017.
This report details the Round Two Stronger Community Grant Applications that have been
deemed eligible under the Stronger Communities Funding Guidelines.

Council’s Process to assess Community Grants Applications
Councils are accountable for the expenditure of the Stronger Communities Fund in
accordance with the NSW Government Guidelines. In summary, the guidelines state that the
Community Grants Program provides up to $1M in grants of up to $50K to incorporated notfor-profit community groups, for projects that build more vibrant, sustainable and inclusive
local communities, that:


deliver social, cultural, economic or environmental benefits to the community



address an identified community priority



are well defined with a clear budget



demonstrate that any ongoing or recurrent costs of the project can be met by the
community group once grant funding has been expensed



demonstrate the capacity of the organisations to manage funds and deliver the project

The Bayside Council Community Grants Applications recommended for funding are attached
to this report.

Promotion of the Stronger Communities Grant Program – Round Two
Council widely promoted the opportunity to apply for the second round of community grants
under the Stronger Communities Fund through local press and newsletters, Council’s
website and social media platforms.
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Eight briefing workshops were held in Rockdale Library and Hillsdale Community Centre.
The briefings including the background to the Stronger Communities Fund; the guidelines
and instruction as to how to prepare and submit an eligible application via the online Smarty
Grants platform.

Establishment of a Stronger Communities Fund Assessment Panel
In accordance with the guidelines, Council established a Stronger Communities Fund
Assessment Panel. Panel membership includes:


The Mayor or delegate;



State Member(s) of Parliament or representatives for the Bayside Council area:
o

Michael Daley MP, Member for Maroubra

o

Ron Hoenig MP, Member for Heffron

o

Steve Kamper MP, Member for Rockdale

o

Christopher Minns MP, Member for Kogarah



Regional Coordinator of the Department of Premier and Cabinet, or delegate;



Other members as appointed by the Mayor, as required; and



An independent probity advisor, appointed by the Mayor to advise the Panel on their
deliberations and assessment process.

The Panel is responsible for funding projects received through the Round Two Community
Grants Program. The Panel used the defined criteria for each program to consider and
recommend projects for funding.

Assessment Panel Meetings
The Assessment Panel met on 17 November 2017 to review and determine the eligible
community grant applications to be supported with funding recommendations to Council
(attachment 1).
The process undertaken by the Panel included sighting and review of the 24 applications
seeking funding of $850,000 (noting that one was deemed ‘not compliant’ due to late
submission).
Each project was considered on its merit, and evaluated by the panel against the
assessment criteria provided by Department of Premier and Cabinet as part of the Stronger
Community Fund guidelines. In addition, local members were able to bring their experience
and knowledge of the area and its needs to the table and provide guidance regarding the
prioritisation of individual applications.
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Probity Advisor Report
O’Connor Marsden & Associates (OCM) was engaged to provide probity services to Bayside
Council (the Council) in relation to the Applications for Round 2 of the Stronger Communities
Fund.
The report covering the probity aspects of the Round 2 funding process is attached to this
report.

Timeframe for Implementation
The Stronger Communities Fund is to be spent or committed by 30 June 2019 and all
funding acquitted before 31 December 2019.

Conclusion
The Stronger Communities Fund provides a one off opportunity to allocate $1 million
additional funds to community organisations and individuals for projects that meet the criteria
for funding. The projects recommended aim to deliver significant community benefits to local
groups and individuals across the Bayside Council area.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget

☐
☒

Additional funds required

☐

This report seeks the balance of $516,144
from the $1M provided by the NSW
Government to deliver the Stronger
Communities Fund Community Grants
Program.

Community Engagement
The Community Grant Application Process was placed on public exhibition from 24 July 2017
to 27 October 2017, to enable the community to submit applications for consideration under
the criteria for Stronger Communities Fund – Community Grant Program.

Attachments
1
2

Stronger Communities Fund Communtiy Grants - Round Two Recommendations
OCM Probity Report on SCF Round 2 Community Grants ⇩ ⇩
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Item No

8.5

Subject

Post Exhibition Report: Planning Proposal for 177 Russell Avenue
Dolls Point

Report by

Josh Ford, Coordinator Statutory Planning

File

F16/835

Summary
The Planning Proposal for land known as 177 Russell Avenue, Dolls Point has been
exhibited in accordance with the relevant provisions of the NSW Environmental Planning &
Assessment Act, 1979. The aim of this report is to respond to the submissions received
during the exhibition period, and to progress the Planning Proposal.
Following a review of the submissions received during the exhibition period, it is
recommended that Council requests that the Minister make the LEP, in the form that it
was exhibited. While several submissions contain items of planning merit, these are
considered to have been addressed in the environmental studies supporting the
Planning Proposal. Furthermore, the issues in the submissions largely relate to matters that
would be considered in the future as part of any future Development Application for the land,
if the Planning Proposal was to be supported by Council and finalised by the NSW
Department of Planning & Environment.
A Voluntary Planning Agreement (VPA) was exhibited concurrently with the Planning
Proposal.
The Bayside Planning Panel has recommended that a site specific Development Control
Plan be prepared for the site.

Officer Recommendation
1

That in accordance with Section 59 of the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act
1979, Council exercise delegation from the Minister and make the LEP amendment for
177 Russell Avenue, Dolls Point.

2

That the General Manager note the outcomes of the exhibition of the Voluntary
Planning Agreement and execute the VPA in accordance with existing delegated
authority under the relevant provisions of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Act 1979.

3

That Council consider the recommendation of the Bayside Planning Panel on 14
November 2017 to defer the making of the LEP amendment until a Development
Control Plan has been adopted for the site to guide future development and:
a

that in accordance with Section 18 of the Environmental Planning & Assessment
Regulation 2000, Council exhibits a Draft Development Control Plan for the site,
for a minimum 28 days, and

b

that a further report be presented to Council detailing any submissions that are
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received during the exhibition of the Draft Development Control Plan.

Background
On 9 November 2016, Council resolved to endorse the Planning Proposal for the subject
land, and seek a Gateway determination from the NSW Department of Environment &
Planning (DPE). Council’s resolution supported a change in the maximum building height
from 14.5 metres to 17.75 metres, and a change to the maximum floor space ratio from 1:1
to 1.65:1 for the site. The Gateway determination (Attachment 1) approved exhibition of the
Planning Proposal, subject to the Planning Proposal being revised prior to exhibition to
demonstrate consistency with the Draft Central District Plan.
Exhibition
The Planning Proposal was exhibited from 2 August 2017 to 31 August 2017, satisfying the
minimum 28 day community consultation requirement included in the Gateway
determination. A total of 4 public submissions were received, which included some key
themes. The key themes related to:
· general objections against the proposal;
· excessive building height;
· site overdevelopment;
· loss of views; and
· traffic and carparking issues.
The NSW Office of Environment & Heritage (OEH) was consulted as per the requirements of
the Gateway determination, but no response was received from OEH.
Assessment of Submissions
A summary and response to each of the key points in every submission has been formulated
(see Attachment 2) to assist Council with identifying the key matters associated with the
Planning Proposal.
Objections / Support for the Proposal
Some submissions stated their objection to the Planning Proposal. These views have been
noted in the response to submissions.
Excessive Building Height
The indicative contextual analysis submitted with the Planning Proposal demonstrates that
the bulk of the upper floor of any future development could be concentrated in the centre of
the site, allowing for views around any future proposed development at the upper extent of
development. Given that the indicative contextual analysis identifies the aforementioned
point, and that approximately 50% of the height of the uppermost storey would be above the
existing 14.5 metre building height limit currently applying to the site, the proposed building
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height control of 17.75 metres is not considered to be dominant or overburdening to the
streetscape or broader landscape setting. Furthermore, any lift overrun would be contained
to a minimal vertical portion of the uppermost storey.
Given that the site is affected by flooding, the minimum floor levels for any development
within the site will need to be raised approximately 1.2 metres above natural ground level.
The proposed building height control is appropriate in the circumstances from a flood
planning perspective, since a better flood planning outcome will result for the site than
currently exists.
Building height, bulk, scale, form and design are just some of the matters that would be
assessed in association with any future Development Application (DA) for the land, if the
Planning Proposal was to be supported by Council and finalised by the NSW Department of
Planning & Environment. Future development of any proposed residential flat building within
the site would need to comply with State Environmental Planning Policy 65 (SEPP 65) and
the Apartment Design Guide (ADG) referred to in SEPP 65.
Loss of Views
The Planning Proposal includes a change to the height and floor space ratio development
standards for the site, not approval of a specific development that would instead be the
subject of a DA. Any future DA would need to assess the visual impact of a proposal,
including consideration of design, form, bulk, scale and site context. The Planning Proposal
includes a maximum building height control of 17.75 metres, being 3.25 metres above the
existing height of building control for the site. While existing development at the site is of two
storey built form, there is potential to build up to a maximum 14.5 metres within the site,
which, if developed to this current maximum allowable height under the RLEP 2011, would
impede views from 166 Russell Avenue in any case. In this context, views are considered a
current privilege, not a perpetual right. This has been demonstrated through historical
planning principles outlined under case law, which have highlighted that property owners do
not maintain a right or entitlement to a view. The indicative contextual analysis submitted with
the Planning Proposal demonstrates that the bulk of the upper floor could be concentrated in
the centre of the site, allowing for views around any future proposed development.
Principle 2: Built Form and Scale under Schedule 1 - Design Quality Principles of SEPP 65
states that:
Appropriate built form defines the public domain, contributes to the character of
streetscapes and parks, including their views and vistas, and provides internal
amenity and outlook.
Any future DA for a Residential Flat Building within the site would need to comply with SEPP
65, including Principle 2: Built Form and Scale. The Planning Proposal only includes
amendments to the current height of building and floor space ratio development standards
for the subject site. A Planning Proposal does not require Council’s approval of a final
development outcome, which would instead be a future consideration as part of a DA
assessment. The principles outlined under SEPP 65 and the ADG included under SEPP 65
would need to be considered in the design of any future Residential Flat Building within the
site, to consider impacts from built form and scale, including, but not limited to, how design
can potentially minimise impacts on views. Furthermore, the Development Control Plan
applicable at the time of any future DA assessment would need to be considered in the
design of the proposed development. Currently, Chapter 5.2 Residential Flat Buildings of the
Rockdale Development Control Plan 2011 contains development controls relating to building
design, including roof form. Any future DA for a Residential Flat Building within the site would
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need to ensure that the design responds to the development controls in Council’s applicable
DCP chapters.
Site Overdevelopment
There are examples along Russell Avenue where density exceeds the current height of
building and floor space ratio development standards under the Rockdale Local
Environmental Plan 2011 (RLEP 2011). This is because some of the higher density
developments in the street existed prior to the RLEP 2011. The most notable example is
172-174 Russell Avenue, which is substantially above the 1:1 FSR, estimated to be an FSR
of 1.77:1, which is higher than that proposed under the Planning proposal for the subject site.
The indicative contextual analysis submitted with the Planning Proposal demonstrates that
the bulk of the upper floor could be concentrated in the centre of the site, allowing for a
reduction in perceived bulk and scale. Matters like bulk, scale, form and design are matters
that would be determined in association with any future Development Application (DA) for the
land, if the Planning Proposal is supported by Council and finalised by the NSW Department
of Planning & Environment. As stated above, the future development of any proposed
residential flat building within the site would need to comply with SEPP 65 and the ADG.
Traffic & Carparking Issues
A Traffic & Carparking Impact Assessment supports the Planning Proposal, and highlights
that:
(i)

future development could comply with Council’s carparking requirements under the
Rockdale DCP 2011; and

(ii)

that the level of additional traffic generated by future development of the site would be
negligible.

Furthermore, specific traffic and vehicle numbers would be considered in the future as part of
any future Development Application for the land, if the Planning Proposal is supported by
Council and finalised by the NSW Department of Planning & Environment. In any case, the
difference in the number of vehicle movements associated with existing four storey
developments in the locality (including that immediately West of the subject site), and a five
storey development would be negligible in the context of local traffic movements.
Bayside Planning Panel Recommendation
At its meeting of 14 November 2017, the Bayside Planning Panel made the following
recommendation for the Planning Proposal:
The Panel supports the Council’s making of the Local Environmental Plan having
regard to the delegation of the 24 January 2017 from the Department of Planning
and Environment. However, given the significance of this site that adjoins public
open space to provide greater certainty in the planning process and the final built
form, the Panel recommends to the Council to consider resolving to prepare a
Development Control Plan in parallel with the plan making process. Alternatively,
if appropriate, special provisions could be included in the LEP to provide greater
certainty in the built form outcome. The Development Control Plan (or special
provisions in the LEP) may include, although is not limited to: establishing urban
design principles; setbacks; percentage of landscaped area; connectivity to the
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public domain; overshadowing/solar access; tree preservation for the oak tree;
and providing a building envelope generally consistent with the proposed concept
plan.
The proponent has prepared a Draft Development Control Plan (DCP) for the site, which
forms Attachment 3 to this report. The Draft DCP includes controls that respond to the
Panel’s recommendation about that provisions that should be included in a DCP for the site,
which are detailed below.
Establishing Urban Design Principles
Provisions contained within the Draft DCP introduce some basic urban design principles for
the site. These principles would help guide the assessment of any Residential Flat Building
proposed for the site. A Residential Flat Building would need to be assessed against SEPP
65 - Design Quality Design of Residential Apartment Development and the supporting
Apartment Design Guide, which include detailed urban design principles.
Setbacks
The Draft DCP includes provisions relating to minimum setback requirements under the
section titled Development Setbacks, which includes two indicative building envelopes with
minimum setbacks identified for these indicative building envelopes. Figure 1 below shows
the proposed building setbacks overlaid with the existing building setbacks at the site. Figure
1 clearly demonstrates that the proposed side and rear setbacks identified in the Draft DCP
will be increased, while the front setback will not be reduced from the minimum front building
line that currently exists at the site. While the proposed rear setback is less than that required
under the Rockdale Development Control Plan 2011 Chapter 5.2 Residential Flat Buildings,
there are many examples of existing Residential Flat Buildings in the immediate locality not
complying with Council’s minimum rear setback requirements. A site specific DCP that
includes setbacks greater than those of development of similar scale in the immediate
locality is considered to be a positive planning outcome.
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Figure 1: Proposed Building Setbacks Overlaid with Existing Building Setbacks
Percentage of Landscaped Area
Provisions have been included in the Draft DCP that detail the percentage of deep soil
planting to be provided within the site, and an illustrative figure has been provided that
identifies where the deep soil planting is to occur within the site.
Connectivity to the Public Domain
Control number 8 in the Draft DCP states that: Ground floor apartments adjoining Russell
Ave, Waradiel Creek and Peter Depena Reserve are to have direct access to and from the
public spaces they adjoin. This control will ensure that future building design considers
connectivity to the public domain.
Overshadowing & Solar Access
The Draft DCP includes detailed setback controls, which will allow for more informed
assessment of overshadowing and solar access when a future building design is considered
for the site. Any Residential Flat Building proposed for the site would need to be assessed
against SEPP 65 Design Quality Design of Residential Apartment Development and the
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supporting Apartment Design Guide, which include detailed provisions regarding
overshadowing and solar access.
Tree Preservation (Oak tree)
Provisions are made in the Draft DCP, including diagrammatic representations, for the
retention of the Oak Tree at the rear of the site.
Building Envelope
The Draft DCP includes an indicative modelled building envelope.
Voluntary Planning Agreement
A Voluntary Planning Agreement (VPA) has previously been reported to Council in relation to
this site. The VPA was exhibited concurrently but separately to the Planning Proposal, for a
period of 28 days. One submission was received in relation to the VPA. The submission
objected to the Voluntary Planning Agreement however as the submission did not provide a
reason for or specific objection to the details of the proposed VPA it was not deemed to be
valid.
The public benefits which will be provided to the community subsequent to the execution of
the VPA are:
Public Benefit
Master planning of The Beach Hut and
Surrounds
Upgrades to Peter Depena Reserve
Revegetated of Waradiel Creek
Land Dedication

Agreed Value
$70,000

Total

$450,000

$340,000
$40,000
No Cost

The General Manager has delegated authority to execute the Voluntary Planning Agreement.
Next Step
If Council resolves to support the finalisation of the LEP amendment and exhibit the Draft
DCP, the Draft DCP will be exhibited and reported back to Council, so that any submissions
can be considered by Council.
If Council resolve to support the adoption of the DCP, Council’s delegate of the Minister for
Planning will make the LEP amendment in full.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required
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Community Engagement
The community engagement actions in relation to this Planning Proposal were:


Exhibition for 29 days from 2 August 2017 to 31 August 2017



Hard copies of the information were made available to the Sans Souci branch library
and the Rockdale Customer Service Centre.



An advertisement was published in the St George Leader, notifying of the exhibition
period and where exhibition materials could be viewed, including Council's 'Have Your
Say' website.



Letters were sent to all adjoining landowners, as well as the NSW Office of
Environment & Heritage, as stipulated in the Gateway determination.



The Planning Proposal was presented to the Bayside Planning Panel on 14 November
2017.

Attachments
1
2
3

Gateway Determination
Response to Submissions
Draft Development Control Plan ⇩ ⇩ ⇩
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Item No

8.6

Subject

Post-Exhibition Report: Planning Proposal for Land Bounded by
Abercorn Street, Kingsland Road South, Stoney Creek Road South,
Stoney Creek Road and Bexley RSL

Report by

Josh Ford, Coordinator Statutory Planning

File

F16/832

Summary
The Planning Proposal for land bounded by Abercorn Street, Kingsland Road South, Stoney
Creek Road and Bexley RSL has been exhibited in accordance with the relevant provisions
of the NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979, and the Gateway
determination issued by the NSW Department of Planning and Environment (DPE). The aim
of this Council report is to respond to the submissions received during the exhibition period,
and provide Council with a recommendation about how to progress the Planning Proposal.
Following a review of the submissions received during the exhibition period, it is
recommended that Council requests that the Minister make the amendment to the Local
Environmental Plan, in the form that it was exhibited. While several submissions address
items of planning merit, these are considered to have been addressed in the environmental
studies supporting the Planning Proposal. Furthermore, the issues in the submissions largely
relate to matters that would be considered as part of any future Development Application for
the land, if the Planning Proposal is be supported by Council and finalised by the NSW
Department of Planning & Environment.
A Voluntary Planning Agreement (VPA) was exhibited concurrently with the Planning
Proposal.

Officer Recommendation
1

That in accordance with Section 59 of the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act
1979, Council exercise delegation from the Minister and make the LEP amendment for
land bounded by Abercorn Street, Kingsland Road South, Stoney Creek Road and
Bexley RSL as exhibited.

2

That the General Manager note the outcomes of the exhibition of the Voluntary
Planning Agreement and execute the VPA in accordance with existing delegated
authority under the relevant provisions of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Act 1979.

3

That Council consider the recommendation of the Bayside Planning Panel on 28
November 2017 to defer the making of the LEP amendment until a Development
Control Plan has been adopted for the site to guide future development and that
Council consider amending the Planning Proposal to identify percentages of
commercial, residential and other uses.

Background
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On 14 December 2016, Council resolved to endorse a Planning Proposal for the subject
land, and seek a Gateway determination from the NSW Department of Environment and
Planning (DPE). Council’s resolution supported the following amendments for the site under
the Rockdale Local Environmental Plan 2011 (RLEP 2011):


amending the zoning from R2 Low Density Residential zone to B4 Mixed Use zone;



amending the maximum building height from 8.5 metres to 16.0 metres;



amending the maximum floor space ratio from 0.5:1 to 2.0:1; and



removing the minimum lot size of 450m2

The resolution also included provisions relating to an incentive area of 800m2 for Floor
Space Ratio (FSR) and Height of Building (HOB) development standards, which may be
initiated where lot amalgamation occurs. A location plan showing an aerial photo of the
subject land is included under Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Aerial Photo of Subject Site
The Gateway determination (Attachment 1) approved exhibition of the Planning Proposal,
subject to the Planning Proposal being revised prior to exhibition to satisfy conditions
annexed to the Gateway determination. An updated Planning Proposal was submitted to the
NSW Department of Planning and Environment (DPE), which included all changes required
by the Gateway conditions, as well as the 800m2 minimum incentive area as endorsed by
Council’s resolution of 16 December 2016.
Exhibition
The Planning Proposal was exhibited from 26 July 2017 to 23 August 2017, satisfying the
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minimum 28 day community consultation requirement included in the Gateway
determination.
A total of 19 submissions were received, which included 14 public submissions and 5
government agency submissions. The key themes related to:


general objections against the proposal;



traffic and carparking issues;



increased noise;



excessive building height and site overdevelopment;



overshadowing and solar access;



public transport availability; and



property devaluation.

The following agencies were required to be consulted in accordance with the conditions of
the Gateway determination:


Department of Education and Communities (DEC)



Transport for NSW (TfNSW) – Roads and Maritime Services (RMS)



Sydney Airport Corporation Limited (SACL)



Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA)



Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development.(DIRD)

Apart from DEC, all government agencies provided submissions, including two from TfNSW,
one submission being from their sub-agency RMS.
A summary and response to each of the key points in every submission has been formulated
(see Attachment 2) to assist Council with identifying the key matters associated with the
Planning Proposal.
Assessment of Submissions
General Objections Against the Proposal
Some submissions stated their objection to the Planning Proposal. These views have been
noted in the response to submissions.
Traffic & Carparking Issues
Several submissions highlighted concerns with additional traffic generation and a potential
increase in street carparking. Any future Development Application for a particular use would
determine the trip generation rates and onsite carparking requirements for the use for which
approval is being sought from Council. A more detailed traffic impact assessment would be
required at that stage. The submitted traffic study has been prepared by a suitably qualified
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traffic engineer and was reviewed by Council’s Transport Planner, RMS and TfNSW. As
stated in Council’s resolution dated 14 December 2016, detailed traffic and vehicular access
issues would be required to support any future Development Application(s) for particular land
uses.
After reviewing submissions from RMS and TfNSW, the proponent provided additional
information to Council. A request was made by Council to RMS and TfNSW for both
agencies to review the additional information and provide feedback to Council. These
additional comments are included under Attachment 3.
Increased Noise
Some submissions included concerns relating to increased noise from future construction,
and additional traffic noise. The Planning Proposal represents an extension to an existing
Town Centre, so any additional traffic noise would be consistent with the activities within and
around a centre. Any future Development Application for a particular use would limit the
hours in which construction work could be undertaken. Furthermore, any future DA would
require notification to adjoining landowners, at which time:
(i)

any concerns relating to noise could be assessed in the context of a specific
development design; and

(ii)

opportunities to ameliorate potential noise impacts could be considered through
building design and specific design elements.

Excessive Building Height & Site Overdevelopment
An Urban Design Study, including building massing and urban context modelling, was
exhibited with the Planning Proposal. Extracts from the Urban Design Study are included as
Attachment 4 to this report. The extracts clearly identify:
(i)

existing built form height;

(ii)

existing built form height modelled with current maximum height of building controls
under the Rockdale Local Environmental Plan 2011; and

(iii)

proposed podium and maximum upper storey heights of potential new development
within the subject site as a result of the proposed building height control.

The Planning Proposal is not seeking any greater maximum building height or maximum
floor space ratio (FSR) than the current FSR that applies to the broader Bexley Town
Centre, which is zoned B4 Mixed Use. The height and FSR development standards that
currently apply to B4 Mixed Use zoned land within Bexley Town Centre under the Rockdale
Local Environmental Plan 2011 (RLEP 2011) are:


Building Height - 16 metres, plus a 3 metre incentive where lot amalgamation can
achieve an area of minimum 600m2 [see Clause 4.3(2A)(e) of RLEP 2011]



FSR - 2.0:1, plus a 0.5:1 incentive where lot amalgamation can achieve an area of
minimum 600m2 [see Clause 4.4(2C)(e) of RLEP 2011]

Furthermore, as per Council’s resolution dated 14 December 2016, Council supports a lot
amalgamation area of minimum 800m2, instead of 600m2, for height and FSR incentives
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applying to land in the Planning Proposal. This minimum lot amalgamation size was
amended in the preliminary assessment stages of the Planning Proposal, as it was
considered to provide opportunities for better management of building height and site
development for the land included in the Planning Proposal.
Building height, bulk, scale, form and design are just some of the matters that would be
assessed in association with any future Development Application (DA) for the land, if the
Planning Proposal was to be supported by Council and finalised by DPE. Future
development of any proposed development associated with apartments within the site would
need to comply with State Environmental Planning Policy 65 (SEPP 65) and the Apartment
Design Guide (ADG) referred to in SEPP 65.
Overshadowing and Solar Access
Any future DA for significant development within the site would require detailed assessment
of overshadowing, solar access and visual amenity, to ensure that development can respond
to any relevant Council (and State) planning controls, and to assess how any impacts on
adjoining landowners / residents can be minimised.
Public Transport Availability
The site exists within the broader urban context of the Bexley Town Centre, which is
currently serviced by public buses. Transport for NSW (TfNSW) have been consulted in
relation to this Planning Proposal. While TfNSW stated that future development proposals
will need to ensure that construction does not impact bus services, they did not raise any
issues with capacity to provide adequate bus services to the site.
Property Devaluation
Council must consider the planning merits associated with a Planning Proposal, not whether
a Planning Proposal may devalue adjoining properties. This is not a matter of planning merit.
Bayside Planning Panel Recommendation
At its meeting of 28 November 2017, the Bayside Planning Panel made the following
recommendation for the Planning Proposal:
The Panel recommends to the Council that it defers the making/gazettal of the
planning proposal to allow a DCP for the total site proposed to be rezoned to
B4.
Such a DCP would be to guide future development of the site which is in
multiple ownership and to allow urban design guidelines to be incorporated
having regard to the total context of the Bexley local centre and surrounding
residential areas in particular, the relationship with the Kingsland Road and
Abercorn street.
The Panel considers that a deferral would allow for a DCP to inform future
development of the site as a blanket B4 zone without more detailed controls
within the LEP would create uncertainty and not necessarily provide the impetus
for revitalisation of the entire Bexley centre.
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Council may also wish to consider that additional controls could be provided in
the LEP with regard to percentages of commercial, residential and other uses
having regard to the entire site’s juxtaposition with adjoining development.
The officer’s recommendation in this Council report responds to the Bayside Planning
Panel’s recommendation.
Voluntary Planning Agreement
A Voluntary Planning Agreement (VPA) has previously been reported to Council in relation to
this site. It is noted that the VPA relates to only one site within the area of the Planning
Proposal. This is because Council extended the area of the Planning Proposal, rather than it
being a proponent led change to the LEP controls. The VPA was exhibited concurrently but
separately to the Planning Proposal, for a period of 28 days. One submission was received
in relation to the VPA. The submission was from the Roads and Maritime Services which
raised no objection to the VPA.
The public benefits which will be provided to the community subsequent to the execution of
the VPA are:
Public Benefit

Agreed Value

Contributions to Public amenities

$300,000

Total

$300,000

The General Manager has delegated authority to execute the Voluntary Planning Agreement.
Next Step
Should Council resolve to endorse the Planning Proposal, it will be forwarded to the
Department of Planning and Environment with a request that the Minister make the LEP
amendment, subject to any amendments resolved by Council.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required
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Community Engagement
The community engagement actions in relation to this Planning Proposal were:


Planning Proposal was exhibited for 28 days from 26 July 2017 to 23 August 2017



Hard copies of the information were made available to the Bexley branch library and
the Rockdale Customer Service Centre.



An advertisement was published in the St George Leader, notifying of the exhibition
period and where exhibition materials could be viewed, including Council's 'Have Your
Say' website.



Letters were sent to all adjoining landowners, as well as all government agencies
outlined in the Gateway determination.



The Planning Proposal was presented to the Bayside Planning Panel on 28 November
2017.

Attachments
1
2
3
4

Gateway Determination
Response to Submissions
Additional Comments – RMS & TfNSW
Extracts from Urban Design Study ⇩ ⇩ ⇩ ⇩
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Item No

8.7

Subject

Post-Exhibition Report : Planning Proposal for 591-597 Princes
Highway, Rockdale

Report by

Clare Harley, Manager Strategic Planning

File

F14/309

Summary
In November 2014, Council resolved that the Rockdale Town Centre Planning Proposal
should proceed to the Department of Planning and Environment to be finalised. As part of
this process, two areas were deferred from the Planning Proposal to enable further
consideration of representations made during the public exhibition. This included the subject
land at 591-597 Princes Highway Rockdale. A Planning Proposal for the subject land was
submitted in December 2014 which seeks to finalise the following planning controls:


Change the Land Zoning from B2 – Local Centre to B4 – Mixed Use;



Change the Floor Space Ratio standard from 2:1 to have no maximum Floor Space
Ratio control; and



Change the maximum Height of Building from 22m to permit development up to
47.15m for sites with an area of over 9,000sq.m.

The Planning Proposal, an amendment to the Rockdale Development Control Plan and a
draft Voluntary Planning Agreement were publicly exhibited from Wednesday 28 June 2017
to Thursday 27 July 2017. This report provides Council with a summary of the submissions
received during the public exhibition period.

Officer Recommendation
1

That, in accordance with Section 59 of the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act
1979, Council exercises its delegation from the Minister and makes the LEP
amendment, as exhibited, for 591-597 Princes Highway, Rockdale.

2

That the General Manager note the outcomes of the exhibition of the Voluntary
Planning Agreement and execute the VPA in accordance with existing delegated
authority under the relevant provisions of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Act 1979.

3

That Council endorse the site specific Development Control Plan for the site in
accordance with Clause 21 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation
2000 and place a public notice in the local newspaper with the specified date of
commencement.
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Background
In November 2014, Council resolved that the Rockdale Town Centre Planning Proposal (the
RTCPP) should proceed to the Department of Planning and Environment (the DPE) to be
finalised. As part of this process, two areas were deferred from the Planning Proposal to
enable further consideration of representations made during the public exhibition. This
included the subject site at 591-597 Princes Highway Rockdale. The RTCPP proposed to
rezone this site from B2 Local Centre to B4 Mixed Use, increase the building height to 31m,
and remove floor space ratio (FSR) controls in favour of built form controls.
A Planning Proposal was then submitted in December 2014 which seeks to finalise the
following planning controls for the land:


Change the Land Zoning from B2 – Local Centre to B4 – Mixed Use;



Change the Floor Space Ratio standard from 2:1 to have no maximum FSR control;
and



Change the maximum Height of Building from 22m to permit development up to
47.15m for sites with an area of over 9,000sq.m.

The Planning Proposal was reported to Council on 15 July 2015 (see Attachment 1), when
Council made the following resolutions:
1

2

Item 8.7

That the Planning Proposal be publicly exhibited for a period of 28
days in accordance with the Revised Gateway Determination for the
Rockdale Town Centre Planning Proposal dated 6 May 2014 subject
to:
a

the planning agreement offer being formalised to the
satisfaction of the General Manager so that it can be exhibited
concurrently with the Planning Proposal;

b

the planning agreement offer including provisions to achieve an
exemplary level of environmental performance and improving
the visual appeal of the canal;

c

the applicant's Urban Design Report be amended
accordance with this Council Report prior to exhibition;

d

the Planning Proposal being amended to ensure that Clause
6.14 – Design Excellence of the Rockdale LEP 2011 applies to
the site; and

e

the draft DCP amendment being publicly exhibited with the
Planning Proposal subject to the further amendments as
described in the report; and

in

That Council note that the particular design solution shown in the
applicant's supporting information is illustrative only and that any
development on the site will require development approval under Part
4 of the Act.
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With regard to the specifics of Council’s resolution above, the following matters are relevant:
1

A draft VPA was exhibited concurrently with the Planning Proposal for a minimum of 28
days as required by the Gateway determination issued by the DPE;

2

The draft VPA includes a provision for the construction of a canal walkway on the
northern bank of the canal for access and use by the community in perpetuity. The
developer is also to provide 4 Green Star Rating construction standards;

3

The applicant’s Urban Design Report was amended as required by the report to
Council on 15 July 2015. The amendments were received in March 2016;

4

The Planning Proposal as exhibited (see Attachment 2) includes a commitment to
Design Excellence where any proposed development takes advantage of the proposed
height incentive; and

5

A proposed amendment to the Rockdale Development Control Plan (see Attachment
3) was also exhibited concurrently with the Planning Proposal.

Exhibition
Letters were sent out to the owners of 279 properties in the surrounding area, and the
Planning Proposal, proposed amendment to the Rockdale Development Control Plan 2011
(the RDCP) and VPA were advertised in the St. George and Sutherland Shire Leader. All of
the relevant documents and materials were also made available for inspection at Council’s
Customer Service Centre in Rockdale Library and on Council’s ‘Have Your Say’ web page.
One letter of objection was received which, in summary, raised the following issues:



Impact on properties along Subway Road from increased height and no FSR
maximum; and
Additional traffic and parking problems created by the development.

Attachment 4 provides a detailed summary of the letter of objection which was received. A
detailed response to the submissions is provided below.
A proposed amendment to the RDCP was also publicly exhibited at the same time as the
Planning Proposal and VPA. Although no submissions were received which specifically
mentioned the proposed provisions within the RDCP amendment, some of the submissions
refer to elements of the Planning Proposal which the RDCP seeks to manage through the
provision of certain development controls. This is dealt with in detail in ‘Response to
Community Submission’ below.
Should Council, endorse and approve the proposed amendment to the RDCP, this decision
will be advertised in the St George and Sutherland Shire Leader within 28 days of the
decision, as required by Part 3 Division 3 Clause 21 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Regulation 2000.
Government Agency Submissions
In accordance with the Gateway determination, Sydney Water was notified of the Planning
Proposal and VPA. No objections to the Planning Proposal were raised, but it was noted that
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there may be a need to investigate the capacity of the local drinking water and waste water
network when the final scope of development is known. In this regard, Sydney Water will be
consulted as part of any future Development Application (DA), and the development will also
be subject to a separate application for a Section 73 Compliance Certificate under the
Sydney Water Act 1994.
In accordance with the Gateway determination, Transport for NSW was also notified of the
Planning Proposal and VPA. No response was received.
RMS responded during the public exhibition of the Planning Proposal and VPA. While no
objections were raised, RMS has stated that it may wish to comment on any future DA for the
land.
Response to Submissions from Community
Impact on Properties along Subway Road from Increased Height and No Maximum FSR
For the purposes of informing a Planning Proposal for amended planning controls and
development standards, the Urban Design Report provides an indicative graphic
representation of a maximum developable building envelope. Any future development will be
subject to a DA which will need to be constrained within this maximum development
envelope. The DA will provide detailed drawings, plans and elevations which will describe the
exact height and location of any proposed buildings, which in turn will also need to be in
designed accordance with the requirements of the proposed RDCP for the land. This
proposes a 12.0m setback from the Eastern boundary of adjacent properties on Subway
Road, and a 4.5m setback from southern boundary (see Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1 – Proposed setbacks (source: proposed amendment to RDCP – Attachment 4)
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Figure 2 – Aerial photo showing adjacent properties on Subway Road

A DA would also be assessed against the requirements of SEPP 65 – Design Quality of
Residential Flat Buildings and the DPE’s Apartment Design Guide which will ensure that
appropriate scale and height of buildings, and separation distances, are maintained between
proposed and existing development.
As previously noted, the subject land was deferred from the Rockdale Town Centre Planning
Proposal which sought to implement the planning controls in the Rockdale Town Centre
Masterplan 2012. A key element of the Rockdale Town Centre Masterplan and,
subsequently, the amendments to the Rockdale LEP 2011 and Rockdale DCP 2011, was the
removal of FSR controls and the opportunity to obtain a height bonus for development sites
that met specific area criteria. Integral to the delivery of these development opportunities was
a requirement to provide a design outcome that delivered design excellence.
The proposed removal of maximum FSR controls from the subject land represents a
continuation of the strategic planning controls applicable to the Rockdale Town Centre
Masterplan area. It seeks to control development by encouraging design excellence on sites
with a minimum site area, providing flexibility and incentive for redevelopment within
desirable building envelopes. However, this flexible approach would also be controlled by the
proposed amendment to the Rockdale DCP 2011 for the land which addresses setbacks,
lengths of facades, open space and public domain, as well as access through the site and
along its southern boundary by way of a new walkway along the canal (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3 – Proposed RDCP controls (see Attachment 4)

The proponent has committed to achieving design excellence in the detailed design of any
proposed buildings which will be subject to a DA.
Additional Traffic and Parking Issues Created by the Development
A Traffic and Parking Assessment was submitted in support of the Planning Proposal. For
the purposes of a meaningful assessment of potential traffic and parking issues, the
assessment assumed a development of approximately 486 residential units and
approximately 4,000sq.m. of retail/commercial floor space, along with a five level
underground basement car park with parking provision for 614 cars, 551 bicycles and 37
motorcycles. The assessment examined the following matters:


Existing transport facilities, including public transport, traffic volumes and distribution
and intersection capacity;



Development traffic assessment, including traffic generation and distribution and
intersection modelling; and



Car parking provision, including planning policy requirements and sustainable transport
initiatives.

The Traffic and Parking Assessment concluded that:
1

The traffic activity associated with the proposal can be adequately accommodated on
the road network, and the intersections are within their operational capacity limits; and

2

The proposed parking provision is considered to be suitable in the context of LEP/DCP
requirements and is unlikely to increase the demand for on-street parking.

Furthermore, specific traffic and vehicle numbers would be considered in the future as part of
any future DA for the land if the Planning Proposal is supported by Council and finalised by
the Department of Planning and Environment.
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Bayside Planning Panel Recommendation
At its meeting of 28 November 2017, the Bayside Planning Panel made the following
recommendation in respect of the Planning Proposal:
That the Bayside Planning Panel recommends to Council that the Minister makes
the Local Environment Plan amendment, as exhibited, in accordance with
Section 59 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 for 591-597
Princes Highway, Rockdale.
Voluntary Planning Agreement
A Voluntary Planning Agreement (VPA) has previously been reported to Council in relation to
this site. The VPA was exhibited concurrently but separately to the Planning Proposal, for a
period of 28 days. No submissions were received in relation to the VPA.
The public benefits which will be provided to the community subsequent to the execution of
the VPA are:
Public Benefit

Agreed Value

Community Park

$1,610,000

New Park (North Park)

$804,046

Construct Central Park

$1,133,356

Construct Canal Walkway

$574,227

Green Star Rating

$3,663,000

Contribution to Public Amenities

$1,780,000

Total

$9,564,629

The General Manager has delegated authority to execute the Voluntary Planning Agreement.
Next Steps
Subject to Council resolving to endorse the Planning Proposal as exhibited, Council officers
will contact the Department of Planning and Environment to request that the Minister makes
the LEP amendment in full subject to any amendments resolved by Council.

Financial Implications

Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required
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Community Engagement
The community engagement actions in relation to this Planning Proposal were:


Public exhibition of the Planning Proposal, VPA and proposed amendment to the
RDCP for 29 days from 28 June 2017 to 27 July 2017;



Provision of hard copies of all materials for inspection at the Rockdale Customer
Service Centre;



Advertising the Planning Proposal, VPA and the draft RDCP in the St. George &
Sutherland Shire Leader, providing notification of the exhibition period and where
exhibition materials could be viewed, including on Council's 'Have Your Say' web page;



Letters sent to 279 adjoining and surrounding landowners; and



The Planning Proposal was presented to the Bayside Planning Panel on 28 November
2017 seeking recommendations (as reported above).

Attachments
1
2
3
4

Council Report of 15 July 2015
Draft Planning Proposal as Exhibited
Proposed Amendment to RDCP 2011
Detailed Summary of Letter of Objection ⇩ ⇩ ⇩ ⇩
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Subject

Greater Sydney Commission Draft Eastern Sydney District Plan Council Submission

Report by

David Dekel, Coordinator Policy & Strategy

File

F16/795

Summary
The Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) has released the draft Eastern City District Plan
(ECDP) for public exhibition that covers the former Central District area, which includes
Bayside Council. The ECDP is part of a suite of draft planning and transport strategies
released by the NSW Government that detail their blueprint for the Greater Sydney region.
This report outlines some of the context and background to the GSC’s approach to planning
for Greater Sydney, with a focus on the draft ECDP and Council’s response to some of the
key issues. A copy of Council’s draft submission is attached, for Council’s consideration.
Submissions are due on 15 December 2017.

Officer Recommendation
That the Council endorses the Bayside Council submission on the attached draft Eastern
City District Plan.

Background
In mid-July 2017, the Greater Sydney Commission launched the NSW Government’s
“Directions for a Greater Sydney”. It is a vision that sets out a foundation of ten key planning
elements that are reflected in the Greater Sydney Region Plan, five District Plans, the Future
Transport Strategy and the State Infrastructure Strategy. The ten “Directions” relate to:
 Infrastructure
 People
 Housing
 ‘Great Places’
 Jobs and Skills
 Connections
 Landscape
 Efficiency
 Resilience and
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 Collaboration
The “Directions” are supported by three key plans that map out the Government’s response
to land use, transport and infrastructure planning, namely:
 Greater Sydney Region Plan
 Future Transport Strategy 2056
 State Infrastructure Strategy
The relationship between the vision, the corresponding plans and strategies as well as the
complementary enabling plans can be seen at Figure 1.

Figure 1: Context and relationship between NSW Government’s planning vision and strategies

In addition to the abovementioned planning vision and strategic blueprint, the NSW
Government has also made significant amendments to the Environmental Planning and
Assessment (EP&A) Act 1979, and are reviewing State Environmental Planning Policies
(SEPPs), to enable some of the intended proposals and changes outlined in the
abovementioned strategies.
On 22 October 2017, the NSW Government announced the release of a suite of draft
planning and transport strategies for public exhibition that outline more details on the NSW
Government’s blueprint for Greater Sydney to support their ten directions. The key
documents currently on exhibition are:
 Greater Sydney Region Plan
 Future Transport 2056
 District Plans
o Eastern City
o Western City
o Central City
o North
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o South

Greater Sydney Region Plan
The Greater Sydney Region Plan is the overarching planning blueprint for Greater Sydney
that seeks to address the needs of a growing and changing population. The Plan forecasts
that Sydney’s population will grow to eight million people by 2056. The draft Plan is built on a
vision where the people of Greater Sydney live within 30 minutes of their jobs, education and
health facilities, services and great places.
Another key feature of the Greater Sydney Region Plan is the transformation of Greater
Sydney into a metropolis of three cities – the Western Parkland City, the Central River City
and the Eastern Harbour City. Bayside Council is a part of the Eastern Harbour City, which
can be seen at Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The Vision for Greater Sydney – a metropolis of three cities

The Greater Sydney Region Plan was developed concurrently with Future Transport 2056
through a collaborative Government agency process, to ensure that planning for the city
correlated with better connections. Key themes of the Region Plan, that are elaborated on
further in each of the District Plans include:
 Infrastructure and collaboration
 Liveability
 Productivity
 Sustainability
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Using these themes, the Region Plan highlights the focus areas and priorities to deliver jobs,
housing, transport, a healthy environment and liveable places. A Structure Plan for the
Greater Sydney Region Plan that captures all of the desired outcomes for Greater Sydney on
one page can be found at Attachment 2.
The delivery of the Greater Sydney Region Plan is structured to be achieved through the
creation of five Districts and the implementation of their associated District Plans. Bayside
Council is in the Eastern City District.

Future Transport 2056
Future Transport is the NSW Government’s transport plan that has been designed to
respond to land use planning strategies in the Greater Sydney Region Plan; being based on
a metropolis of three cities.
The vision for Greater Sydney proposes a 30-minute city which provides people with access
to key services and facilities (e.g. education, jobs and services) within 30 minutes by public
transport regardless of where they live. This requires a transport structure that can ensure
people can reach their nearest metropolitan and strategic centres within 30 minutes.
The 30-minute city concept has been based on research that indicates that if people are
required to travel more than 90 minutes a day, it impacts on quality of life and the liveability
of a city.
The two components identified for a 30 minute city are:
 Connecting people in each of the three cities with jobs and essential services in their
nearest Metropolitan City Centre.
 Connecting residents in each of the five districts to one of their Strategic Centres by public
and active transport, giving people 30 minute access to local jobs, goods and services.
Strategic Centres are major centres for transport, health and education
Future Transport 2056 also describes and plans for the road infrastructure proposed into the
future.
A separate Council report has been prepared on the Future Transport 2056.

Eastern City District Plan – an Overview
The draft Eastern City District Plan (ECDP) is a revised version of the draft Central District
Plan which was exhibited in late 2016 and early 2017. Bayside Council made a submission
on the draft Central District Plan, which raised a number of issues centred on growth and
liveability. A copy of Council’s previous submission can be found at Attachment 3.
The ECDP is intended to reflect feedback from the initial exhibition as well as from
consultation throughout the development of the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan and
Eastern City District Plan.
Due to the size of the draft ECDP copies have not been attached to this report. However, the
draft ECDP can be found at https://www.greater.sydney/draft-eastern-city-district-plan.
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Some of the key themes explored by the ECDP include:
 Vision and priorities for the Eastern City District – what are the distinctive characteristics
of this District and how will holistic planning deliver the various needs for specific areas,
while addressing the broader and common needs.
 Housing density –concerns over increasing densities, the impact on local amenity and the
delivery of necessary transport and social services infrastructure.
 Transport planning – potential to deliver better transport outcomes through improved
transport links and capturing opportunities.
 Housing targets – concerns over equity of housing targets across the District with a
preference for medium density over high density developments.
 Open space – delivering a viable Blue and Green Grid for the district and addressing
potential open space loss.
The ECDP has been structured under the following key chapters:
 Infrastructure and Collaboration
 Liveability
 Productivity
 Sustainability
However, many of the key issues and pressures that councils are dealing with (e.g. density,
community and social infrastructure needs, employment lands, housing diversity, open
space, natural environmental quality, etc.), relate to each other and are addressed or crossreferenced over more than one of these chapters.

Eastern City District Plan – Bayside Council Snapshot and Implications
Unlike the previous draft Central District Plan, the ECDP has made an effort to capture
information, projections and actions that include individual council areas within the Eastern
City District. This is welcomed as it now identifies Bayside Council as a contributor to the
District’s wellbeing and productivity future. Therefore, while the majority of the information
contained in the ECDP applies to the whole Eastern City District, there are some specific
issues where Bayside Council is mentioned.
A summary of these issues and implications for Bayside Council have been extracted from
the draft ECDP and are outlined below under the abovementioned chapters of the ECDP
Infrastructure and Collaboration
The Bayside West priority growth area has been listed as a Collaboration Area. This
incorporates the existing Priority Precincts of Arncliffe and Banksia, and also includes the
Arncliffe Communities Plus project for the Land and Housing Corporation major site. A
Collaboration Area has a focus of planning and delivering infrastructure, housing, jobs and
great places.
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Priority Precincts are also separately highlighted under this chapter which means that the
identified areas of Turrella and Bardwell Park will fall under this remit as well as Arncliffe and
Banksia.
Liveability
Bayside population forecast:
 169,682 (2017) to 213,291 (2036) – 25.7% increase
 0-4 yrs – 27% increase (25% of the overall District in this age group)
 5-19 yrs – 45% increase (22% of the overall District’s school age children)
 20-24 yrs – 32% increase (2nd largest growth across the District)
 65-84 yrs – 60% increase (2016 - 2036)
 85+ yrs – 100% increase (2016 - 2036)
Bayside housing supply: 5-year housing target 2016-21 – 10,150 dwellings (22% of District)
Implications for Council – Bayside Council is carrying a heavy load for the Eastern City
District in regard to housing targets and population growth. This will lead to pressure to fund
and deliver social infrastructure (schools, child care, housing diversity, public domain, open
space, accessible & walkable spaces), to reflect and respond to the needs of the Bayside
community now and into the future. The land demands for these needs can conflict with the
pressure to deliver more housing and the affordability of appropriate lands.
Productivity
Precinct

LGA

Undeveloped
Land (ha)

Developed
Land (ha)

Banksmeadow

Bayside

12

213

225

5,603

719

351

Port Botany

Bayside

0

109

109

5,608

688

634

Mascot

Bayside

2

73

75

20,055

2472

3,359

Botany

Bayside

0

66

66

7,692

995

1,507

Bays Precinct

Inner
West

3

68

71

964

119

174

Marrickville

Inner
West

1

66

67

5,615

686

1,048

Port Botany

Randwick

0

204

204

3,955

498

244

Sth Strathfield
/Enfield

Strathfield

18

157

175

4,061

490

319
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Precinct

LGA

Undeveloped
Land (ha)

Developed
Land (ha)

Flemington
Alexandria

Total
(ha)

Total
employment

GDP
($m
2015)

GDP/
sqm
(deve
loped
land)

Strathfield

0

54

54

2,280

318

595

Sydney

7

146

152

14,790

1846

1,338

Figure 3: Eastern City District ten largest industrial and urban service precincts

Figure 3 highlights the significant contribution that Bayside Council offers in the location of
industrial/urban services jobs and supply of associated employment land. The ECDP
identifies an action to protect these key lands from being further eroded by proposals for high
density residential and mixed use developments.
International trade gateways – Sydney Airport and Port Botany have been formally
recognised for their significance as well as the importance of neighbouring industrial zoned
land immediately outside of the airport and port lands. ECDP recognises the encroachment
of residential development on these important employment lands. The ECDP also describes
the tensions that arise from conflicting uses around these trade Gateways, particularly in
relation to freight movement, residential amenity, pressure from higher density development
proposals, traffic movement and safety.
Strategic Centres – Green Square-Mascot and Eastgardens-Maroubra are identified strategic
centres that require a planning focus for the delivery of additional retail and commercial
space as well as transport infrastructure.
 Green Square-Mascot job projections: 59,500 est (2016) to 75,000-80,000 (2036)
 Eastgardens-Maroubra job projections 6,900 est (2016) to 8,000-9,000 (2036)
Implications for Council – Council’s key employment precincts require planning protection to
retain their function into the future if the Council wishes to retain jobs within Bayside Council.
At the same time, a balance needs to be struck between ensuring the viability of the
identified trade gateways of Port Botany/Sydney Airport and residential amenity of adjacent
residential suburbs.
Sustainability
Green Grid priority projects identified in the ECDP within Bayside Council include:
 Cook River Open Space corridor
 Wolli Creek Regional Park and Bardwell Valley Parklands
 Mill Stream and Botany Wetlands Open Space Corridor
 Rockdale Wetlands Open Space Corridor
A tree canopy analysis of the District has identified the suburb of Botany has having one of
the lowest level of tree canopy compared with other parts of Sydney. However, low levels of
tree canopy is also evident across much of the Eastern City District and is a characteristic of
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highly urbanised suburbs, especially when coupled with employment/industrial zones
surrounding the trade gateways of Port Botany/Sydney Airport.
Implications for Council – Council needs to identify and act on the opportunities to leverage
resources to deliver important outcomes for the areas identified for priority projects.
Regarding tree canopy, a balance and position needs to be formed to prioritise uses of the
limited space available where street trees can be placed, in terms of possible conflicting uses
(e.g. utilities, aircraft safety).

Eastern City District Plan (ECDP) – Bayside Council Submission
While the draft ECDP has responded to some of the issues raised by Council by ensuring
that the ECDP comments on the uniqueness and distinctive characteristics of Bayside
Council, much of the ECDP remains generic in its descriptions and lacks specificity in its
actions.
The draft Bayside Council submission to the draft ECDP acknowledges where the Greater
Sydney Commission has modified their approach to include District-specific or even Councilspecific issues that need to be addressed, however, for the Eastern City District there
continues to be a focus on the Sydney CBD and Sydney Harbour.
As described earlier in this report, many of the key issues and pressures that councils are
dealing with (e.g. density, community and social infrastructure needs, employment lands,
housing diversity, open space, natural environmental quality, etc.), are addressed and crossreferenced over more than one of the ECDP chapters. Also, many of the issues and
solutions are already being planned and very few actions could be considered as new
initiatives to tackle complex issues (e.g. public transport solutions, open space and social
infrastructure provision, etc.)
The structure of the Bayside Council submission is based on the key issues that Council will
continue to have to manage into the future, which include:
 Liveability
 Centres and employment
 Infrastructure and Funding
 Public Transport
 Housing choice and affordability
 Open Space
 Sustainability
Council’s submission also provides commentary on a major deficiency of the draft ECDP and
the entire suite of planning and transport strategies - a lack of funding mechanism to deliver
anything that hasn’t already been identified by the NSW Government, or a means to release
Council’s ability to generate income to adequately fund infrastructure for the future.
Where it is felt that Council’s initial submission to the previous draft Central District Plan, the
draft submission to the ECDP contains a re-iteration of Council’s concerns.
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Council’s draft submission is located at Attachment 1 for Council’s consideration.
Submissions are due to the Greater Sydney Commission on 15 December 2017.

Council Implementation of Strategic Planning Reforms
With the finalisation of the ECDP imminent, Bayside Council will be required to update its
Local Environmental Plans to give effect to the ECDP. The timeframes for these is in line
with Council’s commitment to updating its planning instruments as a recently amalgamated
Council.
Figure 4 outlines the planning framework that now exists and the roles that different planning
authorities play in delivering planning outcomes in Greater Sydney.
Planning legislation sets the planning enablers to deliver outcomes and the planning policies.
The Greater Sydney Region Plan and Future Transport 2056 articulate the Vision and
Objectives across Greater Sydney for land use and planning aspirations. The District Plans
then guide the delivery of strategic land use, transport and infrastructure planning.
In order for Council to reflect all of these higher order plans, policies and legislative
obligations, a number of studies and strategies will have to be completed to inform Council’s
future Local Environmental Plan. Such plans include, but are not limited to:
 Housing strategy
 Employment lands strategy
 Open space and recreation strategy
 Centres strategy
 Heritage strategy
 Transport strategy
 Environment strategy
In addition, Council will be required to prepare a Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS)
to help guide future planning at a local level. Councillors will play an active role in setting and
approving the LSPS. If Council chooses, more than one LSPS can be prepared to reflect
local area character.
All of these new challenges for Council have been made possible as a result of the recent
amendments to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act that were passed by the
NSW Parliament on 15 November 2017.
Council will be undertaking these initiatives in 2018 and a Councillor engagement process
will commence in early 2018.
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Figure 4: Role of planning authorities in Greater Sydney

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required
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☒
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Community Engagement
Not applicable

Attachments
1
2
3

Attachment 1 - Bayside Council submission to the draft Eastern City District Plan
Attachment 2 - Greater Sydney Structure Plan
Attachment 3 - Bayside Council submission (final) and signed cover letter - Draft
Central District Plan ⇩ ⇩ ⇩
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Item No

8.9

Subject

Greater Sydney Commission Greater Sydney Region Plan - Council
Submission

Report by

David Dekel, Coordinator Policy & Strategy

File

F16/793

Summary
The Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) has released the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan
for public exhibition that outlines the NSW Government’s vision and planning framework for
Greater Sydney. The Region Plan is part of a suite of draft planning and transport strategies
released by the NSW Government that detail their overarching blueprint for the Greater
Sydney region.
This report outlines some of the context and background to the GSC’s approach to planning
for Greater Sydney, and Council’s response to some of the key issues. A copy of Council’s
draft submission is attached, for Council’s consideration. Submissions are due on 15
December 2017

Officer Recommendation
That the Council endorses the Bayside Council submission on the attached Greater Sydney
Region Plan.

Background
In mid-July 2017, the Greater Sydney Commission launched the NSW Government’s
“Directions for a Greater Sydney”. It is a vision that sets out a foundation of ten key planning
elements that are reflected in the Greater Sydney Region Plan, five District Plans, the Future
Transport Strategy and the State Infrastructure Strategy. The ten “Directions” relate to:
 Infrastructure
 People
 Housing
 ‘Great Places’
 Jobs and Skills
 Connections
 Landscape
 Efficiency
 Resilience and
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 Collaboration
The “Directions” are supported by three key plans that map out the Government’s response
to land use, transport and infrastructure planning, namely:
 Greater Sydney Region Plan
 Future Transport Strategy 2056
 State Infrastructure Strategy
The relationship between the vision, the corresponding plans and strategies as well as the
complementary enabling plans can be seen at Figure 1.

Figure 1: Context and relationship between NSW Government’s planning vision and strategies

In addition to the above, the NSW Government has also made significant amendments to the
Environmental Planning and Assessment (EP&A) Act 1979, and are reviewing State
Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs), to enable some of the intended proposals and
changes outlined in the abovementioned strategies. A diagram outlining the interrelationship
between all of these planning changes can be seen at Figure 3.
On 22 October 2017, the NSW Government announced the release of a suite of draft
planning and transport strategies for public exhibition that outline more details on the NSW
Government’s blueprint for Greater Sydney to support their ten directions. The key
documents currently on exhibition are:
 Greater Sydney Region Plan
 Future Transport 2056 (and supporting plans)
 District Plans
o Eastern City
o Western City
o Central City
o North
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o South

Greater Sydney Region Plan
The Greater Sydney Region Plan is the overarching planning blueprint for Greater Sydney
that seeks to address the needs of a growing and changing population. The Plan forecasts
that Sydney’s population will grow to eight million people by 2056. The draft Plan is built on a
vision where the people of Greater Sydney live within 30 minutes of their jobs, education and
health facilities, services and great places.
Another key feature of the Greater Sydney Region Plan is the transformation of Greater
Sydney into a metropolis of three cities – the Western Parkland City, the Central River City
and the Eastern Harbour City. Bayside Council is a part of the Eastern Harbour City, which
can be seen at Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The Vision for Greater Sydney – a metropolis of three cities

The Greater Sydney Region Plan was developed concurrently with Future Transport 2056
through a collaborative Government agency process, to ensure that planning for the city
correlated with better connections. Key themes of the Region Plan, that are elaborated on
further in each of the District Plans include:
 Infrastructure and collaboration
 Liveability
 Productivity
 Sustainability
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Using these themes, the Region Plan highlights the focus areas and priorities to deliver jobs,
housing, transport, a healthy environment and liveable places. A Structure Plan for the
Greater Sydney Region Plan that captures all of the desired outcomes for Greater Sydney on
one page can be found at Attachment 2.
The delivery of the Greater Sydney Region Plan is structured to be delivered by the creation
of five Districts and the implementation of their corresponding District Plans. Bayside Council
is in the Eastern City District.
Separate Council submissions have been prepared on the draft Future Transport Strategy
2056 and draft Eastern City District Plan, and have been tabled as separate Council reports.
Due to the size of the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan a copy has not been attached to this
report. However, the draft Region Plan can be found at https://www.greater.sydney/draftgreater-sydney-region-plan.
As outlined in the Plan, the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan:
 is the first plan developed concurrently with the metropolitan transport plan, Future
Transport 2056, and the State Infrastructure Strategy, to try and address better
connections for people across Greater Sydney
 creates a metropolis of three cities, rebalancing growth and opportunities for people
across Greater Sydney
 uses the airport as a catalyst to generate jobs in the Western City
 addresses housing affordability and choice aligned with local infrastructure
 plans and prioritises infrastructure to support a growing Greater Sydney through growth
infrastructure compacts
 protects and enhances the city’s unique landscape by recognising its environmental
diversity
 plans for great local places by protecting heritage and biodiversity, while enhancing the
Green Grid and tree canopy cover
 uses quality design to create great places, walkable communities and shared spaces
 aspires to create a 30-minute city to provide better access to jobs, schools, and health
care within 30 minutes of people’s homes
In the context of all the planning reforms and release of planning and transport strategies,
Figure 3 outlines the planning framework that now exists and the roles that different planning
authorities play in delivering planning outcomes in Greater Sydney. From this, it is clear that
Greater Sydney Region Plan is a pivotal document for Council and, through the Eastern City
District Plan, Council’s future planning direction will be influenced by it.
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Figure 3: Role of planning authorities in Greater Sydney

Bayside Council Submission
The Greater Sydney Region Plan is a Sydney-wide snapshot and strategy that does not drill
down on district or site specific issues except for iconic characteristics or future major
deliverables across Greater Sydney. Therefore, issues related to or affecting Bayside
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Council will only appear in relation to strategic centres, infrastructure commitments or
matters that affect all Councils.
More details that are relevant to Bayside Council are contained in the Eastern City District
Plan and Council is making a separate submission on this under a separate Council report.
The Greater Sydney Region Plan is an ambitious and welcomed strategy that attempts to
capture all of the constraints and challenges facing Greater Sydney and mapping it together
as a single blueprint to improve Sydney’s liveability. Council’s submission commends the
Greater Sydney Commission in its effort to synthesise all of the issues and breaking them
down into a number of cohesive outcomes.
From a planning perspective the three-cities model for Greater Sydney is supported as is the
aspiration to establish a 30-minute city. With the size, spatial differences and projected
growth anticipated for Sydney, segmenting the Greater Sydney region is a logical and
workable model that can also take away the sole focus on a single CBD as the centre for
everything, often at the expense of other parts of Sydney.
Many of the issues raised in the Region Plan are an accurate reflection of the issues that
Councils have to address on a daily basis as well as when planning to create better places.
Council’s submission commends the draft Region Plan in its desired direction to achieving
places that are more liveable, accessible, walkable, and nearer to transport, services, open
space, social infrastructure and centres. If this approach can be achieved through tangible,
funded actions and an appropriate level of Government commitment, the growth anticipated
for Sydney can be better managed than it currently is.
Key Issues
At a high level the draft Region Plan relates quite strongly to its partner document, Future
Transport 2056, in terms of the future networks and infrastructure commitments. The Greater
Sydney Structure Map located in the Region Plan (Attachment 2), is reflected in the priorities
of Future Transport 2056 and its delivery plan, Greater Sydney Services and Infrastructure
Plan.
However, some of the details and priority commitments are less complementary. The only
infrastructure commitments scheduled for the next decade are for projects that have already
commenced and were planned for well before the Greater Sydney Region Plan was being
drafted. This questions the true strategic merit of the proposed infrastructure funding
commitments, especially when no other commitments have been made in the next decade.
Other points of difference relate to how the Region Plan proposes to create great, liveable
places that are focused on active transport and walkable, accessible neighbourhoods and
centres, and Future Transport 2056’s proposed approach to improved connectivity that
include removing barriers to achieve traffic flow (e.g. removing car spaces, limiting walkability
in some places). For any town centres that contain major roadways, land use conflicts will
arise to achieve outcomes in two seemingly complementary Greater Sydney plans.
The key concern about the Greater Sydney Region Plan and the entire suite of strategic land
use and transport plans that were released, is the lack of specific actions and commitments
to actually address and resolve the numerous issues facing Sydney. While it is acceptable
that the Region Plan is a blueprint that sets the vision, direction and desired outcomes, it is
not acceptable that the enabling delivery plans, the five District Plans, contain no specific
actions to deliver the objectives set in the Region Plan.
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For example, it is difficult to understand how a 30-minute city can be achieved when the only
major infrastructure committed to in the next decade is for major roadway construction.
People’s general experience with public transport accessibility in Sydney is reflected with the
considerable increases in traffic congestion across Sydney (i.e. continued or increased
reliance on private vehicles). The Region Plan remains focused on the existing heavy rail
network to support large population increases on rail lines already at, or beyond capacity.
Another example is the urgent need to provide social infrastructure such as more and better
quality open space, education and health facilities in areas of growing density. The key
constraint to deliver this is land affordability due to prior policy decisions that has led to great
pressures for high density developments. However, the action response to address open
space, for instance, is to improve existing open space. There is no response or action to
transform income generation and funding capacity.
The lack of specificity in actions and commitments to address the excellent summary of
issues and challenges make it difficult to determine if real change and response will, in fact,
occur to achieve a more sustainable and liveable Sydney into the future.
Council’s draft submission on the Draft Greater Sydney Region Plan is located at
Attachment 1, for Council’s consideration. It is a brief submission compared with Council’s
submission on the Eastern City District Plan, which has more direct relevance to Bayside
Council.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☒
☐
☐

Community Engagement
Not applicable.

Attachments
1
2

Attachment 1 - Council submission - Greater Sydney Region Plan
Attachment 2 - Greater Sydney Structure Plan ⇩ ⇩
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8.10

Subject

Future Transport Strategy 2056 - Council Submission

Report by

David Dekel, Coordinator Policy & Strategy

File

F09/836

13/12/2017

Summary
Transport for NSW (TfNSW) has released the draft Future Transport 2056 strategy for public
exhibition that addresses transport issues across NSW. Future Transport 2056 is part of a
suite of draft planning and transport strategies released by the NSW Government in late
October that details their blueprint for the Greater Sydney region.
This report outlines some of the context and background to the NSW Government’s
approach to planning for Greater Sydney, with a focus on the draft Future Transport 2056
and Council’s response to some of the key issues. A copy of Council’s draft submission is
attached, for Council’s consideration.

Officer Recommendation
That the Council endorses the attached Bayside Council submission on Future Transport
2056.

Background
In mid-July 2017, the Greater Sydney Commission launched the NSW Government’s
“Directions for a Greater Sydney”. It is a vision that sets out a foundation of ten key planning
elements that are reflected in the Greater Sydney Region Plan, five District Plans, the Future
Transport Strategy and the State Infrastructure Strategy. The ten “Directions” relate to:
 Infrastructure
 People
 Housing
 ‘Great Places’
 Jobs and Skills
 Connections
 Landscape
 Efficiency
 Resilience and
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 Collaboration
The “Directions” are supported by three key plans that map out the Government’s response
to land use, transport and infrastructure planning, namely:
 Greater Sydney Region Plan
 Future Transport 2056
 State Infrastructure Strategy
The relationship between the vision, the corresponding plans and strategies as well as the
complementary enabling plans can be seen at Figure 1.

Figure 1: Context and relationship between NSW Government’s planning vision and strategies

On 22 October 2017, the NSW Government announced the release of a suite of draft
planning and transport strategies for public exhibition that outline more details on the NSW
Government’s blueprint for Greater Sydney to support their ten directions. The key
documents currently on exhibition are:
 Greater Sydney Region Plan
 Future Transport 2056
 District Plans
o Eastern City
o Western City
o Central City
o North
o South
In addition to this report, separate submissions have been prepared for Council’s
consideration on the Greater Sydney Region Plan and Eastern City District Plan. They have
prepared and are tabled as separate Council reports.
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Greater Sydney Region Plan
The Greater Sydney Region Plan is the overarching planning blueprint for Greater Sydney
that seeks to address the needs of a growing and changing population. The Plan forecasts
that Sydney’s population will grow to eight million people by 2056. The draft Plan is built on a
vision where the people of Greater Sydney live within 30 minutes of their jobs, education and
health facilities, services and great places.
Another key feature of the Greater Sydney Region Plan is the transformation of Greater
Sydney into a metropolis of three cities – the Western Parkland City, the Central River City
and the Eastern Harbour City. Bayside Council is a part of the Eastern Harbour City, which
can be seen at Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The Vision for Greater Sydney – a metropolis of three cities

The Greater Sydney Region Plan was developed concurrently with Future Transport 2056
through a collaborative Government agency process, to ensure that planning for the city
correlated with better connections. Key themes of the Region Plan, that are elaborated on
further in each of the District Plans include:
 Infrastructure and collaboration
 Liveability
 Productivity
 Sustainability
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Using these themes, the Region Plan highlights the focus areas and priorities to deliver jobs,
housing, transport, a healthy environment and liveable places. A Structure Plan for the
Greater Sydney Region Plan that captures all of the desired outcomes for Greater Sydney on
one page can be found at Attachment 2. The proposed Structure Plan 2056 is very
schematic and that level of detail is reflected in the proposed future network in Future
Transport 2056.
The delivery of the Greater Sydney Region Plan is structured to be achieved through the
creation of five Districts and the implementation of their associated District Plans. Bayside
Council is in the Eastern City District.

Future Transport 2056 – an Overview
Future Transport 2056 is the NSW Government’s transport plan that has been designed to
respond to land use planning strategies in the Greater Sydney Region Plan; being based on
a metropolis of three cities. It is made up of the Future Transport Strategy 2056 as well as
Service and Infrastructure Plans for Greater Sydney and Regional NSW. Figure 3 highlights
the suite of these documents.

Figure 3: Interrelationship of Future Transport 2056 plans

The vision for Greater Sydney proposes a 30-minute city which provides people with access
to key services and facilities (e.g. education, jobs and services) within 30 minutes by public
transport regardless of where they live. This requires a transport structure that can ensure
people can reach their nearest metropolitan and strategic centres within 30 minutes.
The 30-minute city concept has been based on research that indicates that if people are
required to travel more than 90 minutes a day, it impacts on quality of life and the liveability
of a city.
The two components identified for a 30 minute city are:
 Connecting people in each of the three cities with jobs and essential services in their
nearest Metropolitan City Centre.
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 Connecting residents in each of the five districts to one of their Strategic Centres by public
and active transport, giving people 30 minute access to local jobs, goods and services.
Strategic Centres are major centres for transport, health and education.
Future Transport 2056 also analyses and addresses a range of transport related issues.
Due to the size of the draft Future Transport Strategy 2056 and its companion delivery plan,
draft Greater Sydney Services and Infrastructure Plan, copies have not been attached to this
report. However, the draft documents can be found at:
https://future.transport.nsw.gov.au/react-feedback/future-transport-strategy-2056
Features of Future Transport 2056
The Strategy’s vision is built on six outcomes:
 A Customer Focus;
 Successful Places;
 A Growing Economy;
 Safety and Performance;
 Accessible Services;
 Financial and Environmental Sustainability.
To meet these outcomes for the Greater Sydney Region, the Strategy proposes broad
approaches such as:
 Support for major urban motorway infrastructure projects (e.g. WestConnex, F6
Extension);
 Sydney Metro and light rail projects (currently under construction or being planning)
 Better integration of digital technology
 Establishment of more liveable communities with high levels of connectivity to multiple
centres as part of the three-city metropolis. The transport/land use focus will be to foster a
30-minute city;
 Use of the Safe Systems Approach for road safety; targeting a near trauma free transport
network by improving roads, speeds, vehicles and people (behaviour);
 Customer choice; ensuring market-driven access to transport, whether private, public or
share vehicles (including potential for autonomous share vehicles and demand responsive
transport systems);
 Enhanced physical accessibility for all bus stops and railway stations;
 Support for more environmentally sustainable travel by moving people from private
vehicles to more sustainable transport modes and encouraging increased uptake of
electric vehicles.
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While these and other issues are explored and discussed in considerable detail, Future
Transport 2056 provides little to no direction as to what specific actions the Government will
commit to beyond investigating options.
Future Transport Network
The Future Transport Strategy 2056 and its companion delivery plan, Greater Sydney
Services and Infrastructure Plan, outline the future network plans across Greater Sydney
based on the following model:
 0-10 years: projects already committed (see Attachment 3);
 0-10 years: projects for further investigation (see Attachment 4)
 10-20 years: ideas/projects for further investigation (see Attachment 5)
 20+ years: ideas/projects for further investigation (see Attachment 6)

Future Transport 2056 – Relevance to Bayside Council
From the information outlined on the future network maps (see Attachments 3-6), in addition
to other similar maps in the suite of Future Transport 2056 strategy documents, a summary
of current and future initiatives that have either direct relevance to Bayside Council, or apply
to all Councils, is outlined below.
0-10 Years Committed Project Delivery
 WestConnex Motorway;
 F6 Motorway Extension Stage 1 – WestConnex to President Ave, Kogarah (subject to
final business case);
 Bus priority infrastructure program;
 Improvements to Sydney’s active transport network;
 Safer Roads Program
 Sydney’s road-based “pinch point program”;
 Sydney Airport road upgrades;
 Bus replacement program;
 Improvements to bus stops, railway stations and ferry wharves.
0-10 Years Project Investigations
 General capacity and reliability upgrades for Sydney’s rail and bus network;
 F6 Motorway Extension Stage 2 –Kogarah to Loftus;
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 Rollout of electric vehicle charging points;
 General enhancements to Sydney’s active transport network.
 Smart Motorways/Smart Roads Programs;
 Duplication of Port Botany freight line
 Improvements to Foreshore Road
10-20+ Years Project/Ideas Investigations
 Light rail extension to Maroubra Junction;
 Mass transit link to the southeast (CBD to Botany/Maroubra);
 Mass transit link from Kogarah to Parramatta
 Possible mass transit link connecting Miranda to Kogarah and inner south
 Turn Up and Go (public transport) services on trunk corridors in metropolitan areas –
including city-to-city and centre-to-centre corridors;
 Flexible or on-demand services – to support trunk services.
 Completion of active transport networks to and within centres;
 Increased availability of autonomous vehicles particularly in the form of shared vehicles
and taxi-type services;
 Demand responsive bus services;
 Creation of more integrated, personalised travel solutions through the application of
technology;
 Drones for parcel delivery.
For proposed actions identified beyond ten years, no details are provided in Future Strategy
2056 regarding the funding commitment to investigate or plan for any of the initiatives.

Future Transport 2056 – Bayside Council Submission
While Council generally commends the approach taken to integrate future transport planning
aspirations with the Greater Sydney Region Plan, the general flavour and summary of
Council’s draft submission on Future Transport 2056 is of concern at a lost opportunity.
There is a distinct lack of any detail beyond the infrastructure projects already underway that
were planned for and developed prior to the development of the Future Transport 2056
Strategy.
Although many of the aspirations focus on achieving a sustainable and liveable city, through
sustainable transport and connectivity, the lack of detail and commitment doesn’t provide
Council with much confidence that the ongoing community concerns about provision of
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appropriate transport solutions to meet the growing population demands will be adequately
addressed.
The main issues raised in Council’s draft submission include:
 Lack of detail and planning beyond existing commitments
 Transport and priority growth areas
 Acceleration of new active transport initiatives (e.g. light rail, mass transit)
 Balancing the transport and movement needs of Port Botany/Sydney Airport trade
gateways with nearby established residential areas
 F6 extension and protection of open space values
 Cycling network opportunities
A copy of Council’s draft submission can be found at Attachment 1, for Council’s
consideration.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☒
☐
☐

Community Engagement
Not applicable

Attachments
1
2
3
4
5
6

Attachment 1 - Bayside Council submission on Future Transport 2056
Attachment 2 - Greater Sydney Structure Plan
Attachment 3 - Future Transport 2056 – committed network initiatives (0-10 years)
Attachment 4 - Future Transport 2056 – Initiatives for Investigation (0-10 years)
Attachment 5 - Future Transport 2056 – Initiatives for Investigation (10-20 years)
Attachment 6 - Future Transport 2056 – Visionary Initiatives (20+ years) ⇩ ⇩ ⇩ ⇩ ⇩ ⇩
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Subject

Pine Park Masterplan Implementation

Report by

Jodie Bell, Executive Assistant Major Projects Group

File

SF16/1264

13/12/2017

Summary

The Major Projects component of the Stronger Communities Fund has allocated funding to
projects that will deliver large scaled new or improved infrastructure or services to the
community. The Stronger Communities Fund Assessment Panel recommended three
projects, one of which was Pine Park Masterplan - Ramsgate Beach. Approval by resolution
for this project was made at the Council meeting held on 12th April 2017.
A Lead Consultant and consultancy team has been appointed by Council at the Council
meeting held on 11th October 2017 to refine the Masterplan, develop the design and scoping
and prepare construction tender documentation to ensure the project is delivered by 30th
June 2019 in line with Stronger Communities Fund requirements.

Officer Recommendation
1

That Council endorses the refined Masterplan as attached to this report.

2

That Council resolves to proceed with the detailed design and documentation of option
1 as a Stage 1 implementation of the Masterplan based on the existing allocated
Stronger Communities Grant funding of $4M.

3

That as part of the 2018/ 2019 financial year budgeting process, Council further
investigates funding sources to implement additional Masterplan components.

Background
A Masterplan for Pine Park at Ramsgate Beach was undertaken by Council in December
2013. The Masterplan was reviewed following the allocation of funding to this project and a
draft-scoping plan to deliver the project developed.
The refined Masterplan (attached to this report) and project implementation scope
incorporates consideration of the following:




Removal of car parking in Caruthers Drive prime foreshore location, returning it to
pedestrians and cyclists;
Consideration of a widened shared promenade for pedestrians and cyclists, contiguous
with the removal or re-allocation of the separated cycleway that currently dissects the
northern half of the Park;
Construction of a new, larger car park off Grand Parade between Ramsgate Road and
Alice Street with a one way in/out internal driveway system;
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Provision of suitable access and short term stopping for deliveries, loading, drop
off/pick up, community buses and Council maintenance and emergency access
opposite Ramsgate Road and Alice Street;
Improved park circulation routes and reduction of user conflict and access issues
between pedestrians (all abilities), parkland and park amenities users, cyclists and
vehicles;
Improved beach access and connection, interpret parks’ heritage values through
signage, improved park furniture, lighting, signage and landscaping, protecting views
and enhancing shade;
A functional and attractive main entry node and forecourt opposite Ramsgate Road and
secondary nodes opposite Alice Street and at Sandringham Street/Caruthers Drive;
and
Improved infrastructure, safety, open space quality, user amenity and public
satisfaction.

With the awarding of the tender for design consultancy services by Council in October; the
lead consultant - Spackman, Mossop and Michaels, have been undertaking a thorough site
and park user analysis leading to further development and refinement of the Masterplan as
well as the project scope and deliverables. Key management principles of the Cook Park
Plan of Management and the Conservation Management Plan have been considered and
incorporated.
To put Pine Park into context, Pine Park is part of Cook Park – an 8.5km linear parkland
between the Georges River in the south and the Cooks River in the north and on the western
shores of Botany Bay. The Park is regionally significant as both a recreation destination and
as a link to adjoining suburbs through its pathways, cycle ways and coastline and has
important historical meaning in the development of the local area.
The park has a strong community function supporting groups such as Nippers and other
community groups and events at the Ramsgate Life Saving Club, charity or community fun
runs, education campaigns such as life-saving, New Year’s Eve events, swimming and water
craft activities, fishing, picnicking and gatherings including large groups of families and
friends and importantly, the park’s function for community health and well-being through its
pathways used for walking and running and cycle ways used by leisure cyclists and children
as well as commuter/faster speed cyclists. The cycle route is identified by the Roads &
Maritime Authority as a regional linkage as well as in the Plan of Management and Council
cycleway plans.
Pine Park forms the central section of the Botany Bay historic trail from La Perouse to Kurnell
and has significant community, cultural, environmental and heritage values being part of the
historic Botany Bay foreshore.
The following park design and management issues came to the fore through investigations
and site visits and the community engagement process (refer to the Pine Park community
engagement attachment for full detail on the community engagement):



Caruthers Drive should be retained for pedestrians and cyclists and public parking and
vehicle access removed. Some of this parking should ideally be accommodated in new
carparks although it is not well utilised for most months of the year;
The exposed, hot, glary environment of the southern promenade along Caruthers Drive
due to the expanse of hard surfacing, cars and concrete barriers and the
unattractiveness of the area with worn and aged infrastructure and visually confusing
materials and signage. The current change in surface materials can be confusing as to
how the paths and spaces are to be used;
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Surfaces and infrastructure (kerbs, bollards fences) pose safety hazards and are
unfriendly for those less abled, prams, mobility scooters and the like;
Speeding cyclists pose a collision hazard to pedestrians and to slower leisure cyclists
and families;
Pedestrians utilising the separated cycleway and the ensuing frustrations by both users
that often eventuates, particularly on busy weekend mornings;
Large groups and crowds like Nippers require spaces along the promenade to allow
circulation and access by other park users;
Loss of beach sand, particularly in the Ramsgate Baths area, sand migration onto the
promenade and concerns about seawall undermining;
Hazards around the small carpark adjacent the RLSC. This area is congested at many
times of the week with many competing and conflicting uses operating within a small
space. Sightlines for pedestrians and cyclists are poor as cyclists swing around corners
near the RLSC and carpark. Pedestrians need to be on alert for cyclists, cars, small
buses and trucks using the carpark whilst trying to access the 2 pedestrian crossings at
the intersection, use the share paths and access the beachfront;
Car park entrances and exits need to be carefully sighted especially at the intersection
with Ramsgate Road but also at Alice Road and Malua Street;
The secondary entry opposite Alice Street needs improved resolution and demarcation
of pavements and pathways, removal of hazards and better entry off the Grand
Parade. A community bus bay or parking is needed adjacent the amenities;
More disabled parking is required;
The heavily used Ramsgate Beach park arrival node requires better organisation to be
more functional, attractive, cater for different user groups and remove the hazards
associated with vehicles and cyclists;
Access is evident and required near the RLSC for loading, deliveries, community
buses/groups and the like;
Lighting is required for areas currently unlit and future new pathways;
Littering and rubbish despite the visual presence of bins, aged infrastructure such as
picnic settings and shelters, poor location of external shower, unattractive bare block
retaining walls in the northern section and change in levels making it difficult for some,
especially young children and the aged or disabled, to access the beach and foreshore
promenade;
The high value the community places on shade on weekends during hot weather
congregating in and scrambling for available natural shade;
The general hot, windy and exposed nature of the promenade which could be improved
by bringing landscaping closer to the foreshore and minimising paving; and
Illegal/informal parking on nature strips during peak times, and at times within the park,
as well as campervans utilising the carparks.

Following site analysis and incorporating community feedback, the refined Masterplan is
inclusive of the following main elements and features:
a
b
c
d

Removal of car parking and public vehicle access from Caruthers Drive whilst retaining
access for maintenance and emergency vehicles.
A widened, contiguous foreshore promenade from Ramsgate Baths to Sandringham
Street for pedestrians and leisure/family cyclists with break out/gathering spaces in the
northern section and parkland in the southern section.
New off street car parking adjacent to the Grand Parade operating through an internal
driveway and one way in/out system to improve circulation along the Grand Parade by
minimising parking access impediments.
A new commuter cycleway adjoining the Grand Parade for cyclists wishing to travel
faster through the park and into surrounding suburbs.
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Creation of the Ramsgate beach plaza area adjacent the RLSC that includes removal
of the small carpark but retention of driveway / service access for loading,
maintenance, deliveries and drop off/collection by community buses and the like which
will be a share, slow speed zone using surfacing, bollards and effective signage to
create clear signals for usage pathways. The plaza area also incorporates more subtle
level changes down to the beach with paving in high circulation areas and grassed
terraces for informal seating and gatherings and an accessible ramp to the promenade.
New link footpaths through the Stone Pine forest and to link the carpark to the
Ramsgate Beach plaza area.
Retention and improvement of picnic lawns and picnic facilities by removing the
existing brick cycleway that dissects these areas.
New beach access stairs and landing areas / lookouts, combined with partial removal
of the balustrade, to improve connection of shore to park.
Retention of trees that currently provide important shade and buffering against winds
and sand in the northern part of the park, as well as new landscaping and trees, and a
bio-swale to absorb car park runoff.
New park furniture and lighting.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☐
☒
☐

$4M for stage 1 implementation.

$4M has been allocated to the Pine Park Masterplan Implementation from the Major Projects
section of the Stronger Communities grant funding. $500,000 of this is available in
2017/2018 financial year for professional fees, project management fees, surveys and
approvals. $3.5M of this is available for construction in the 2018/2019 financial year, which
will encompass Stage 1 / Option 1 works as per the Masterplan Report.
At the Briefing Session on 29th November, there was a request for the General Manager to
consider the allocation of additional funds to enable additional Masterplan components to be
implemented.
The Masterplan Report describes two other cost options (as outlined and illustrated in the
Masterplan implementation options as attached to this report).
Masterplan funding options
Option 1 (base option)
Option 2 (full promenade and Northern car
park)
Option 3 (full Masterplan)

Cost exclusive of GST
$3,496,981
$ 8,612,721
$13,753,233

Although there currently is $20.4M in the strategic priorities fund, there are competing
priorities for this fund and Councillors will be setting these priorities as part of the budget
planning process. At this stage no funding for Pine Park Masterplan has been included in the
Strategic Priorities fund listing.
The table below has dissected the major components of the Masterplan and costed each
component. It is to be noted that all costings are preliminary and require detailed analysis
and refinement during the design development phase.
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There are a number of possible funding sources possibly available to implement additional
Masterplan elements, as detailed below. However, these sources and the availability of
budget within the funding source have not been confirmed and a thorough analysis will be
required as part of the 2018/2019 City Projects budget process.
Masterplan components
Northern car park
Southern car park
Southern loop path
Plaza works - terraces

Cost exclusive of
GST
$1,985,687
$2,295,910
$333,841
$1,508,191

Removal of RLSC car park
Northern cycleway

$452,413
$306,688

Alice Street to Malua Street
cycleway (southern cycleway)
Promenade north and south
Park furniture - allowance for
southern park area only

$432,738

Park furniture - allowance for
northern park area only

$611,990

Balustrade replacement northern + southern waterfront
Southern car park drainage
Northern car park drainage
Southern car park lighting
Kerb and gutter along The
Grand Parade (north)
Kerb and gutter along The
Grand Parade (south)
Beach access stairs and ramp

$595,380

$4,740,702
$248,777

Potential alternate funding source
Included in base option.
OEH Grant funding
Green space Grant application
SRV where renewal
Roads to recovery
RMS Grant funding
Roads to recovery
RMS Grant funding
Roads to recovery
SRV where renewal
SRV where renewal
Green space / Crown Grant
application
SRV where renewal
Green space / Crown Grant
application
SRV where renewal

$511,224
$505,833
$215,606
$44,266

Storm water levy
Storm water levy

$41,446

Roads to recovery

$401,675

SRV where renewal
Disability grant
Green space /Crown grant application
Included in base option
Green space grant application

Roads to recovery

Link path from northern car
$97,487
park to RLSC
Lighting - allowance for
$136,661
northern promenade
Lighting - allowance for
$135,865
southern promenade
Lighting - allowance for Plaza
$341,653
including feature lighting
^ includes all contingencies and professional fees (12%)

Refined Masterplan
The refined masterplan and cost plan were presented in the General Manager’s briefing
session to Councillors on 29th November and 6th December 2017. The refined masterplan
was prepared after an analysis of the existing park and its context, important supporting
documents such as the 2010 Cook Park Plan of Management and the 2014 Conservation
Management Plan, community feedback and the 2013 draft masterplan document.
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Attachments
1
2
3

Pine Park Community Engagement
Pine Park refined Masterplan
Pine Park Implementation options ⇩ ⇩ ⇩
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Community Engagement
The project was exhibited to the community from 6th to 19th November 2017 and community
feedback has been considered and incorporated into the refinement of the Masterplan.
The following community engagement activities were undertaken :
 “Have Your Say” on Council’s website including survey
 Pop up information stall in Pine Park conducted on Saturday 12th November, including
dissemination of surveys and an information postcard
 Meetings with Ramsgate Life Saving Club and Omeros restaurant
 Poster boards throughout the park and at Ramsgate Town Centre
 Posters at Rockdale and Eastgardens library/customer service centre and Sans Souci library
 Letterbox drop to local residents and property owners
 Facebook and Twitter posts
 Uploading to the Councillor portal
 Briefing session to Councillors and the General Manager
The pop-up information stall, held on Sunday 12th November from 9am to 1.30pm, was very
successful with a lot of positive and constructive comments. The stall was manned by 5 people from
the engaged consultancy and Council who were in constant discussion with passer-bys for the entire
period that the stall was manned. Approximately 150 postcards were handed out to the public on
the day encouraging community feedback through Council’s website and 6 surveys were completed
on the day and approximately 100 people would have been interviewed. The majority of people
talked to were locals from adjacent suburbs however there were a good number from neighbouring
suburbs cycling through the park and some from further afield.
Key feedback
 Approximately 20% of participants: An important issue for most of the community was the
need to rebuild the beach and combat erosion. People felt this was a more urgent issue than
upgrading the park and that Council funds should prioritise this. Some felt the baths were
currently unsafe because of this issue.
 Approximately 20% of participants: It was important to people that there was no decrease in
parking spots.
 Approximately 20% of participants: Many people felt the bike path and pedestrian path
should be kept separate for safety purposes, however the bike path should be a family bike
path and not for professional cyclists. Some people felt the path was wide enough as it is,
and having two paths worked well. Many were concerned about speeding cyclists in a family
area, conflicts and that safety was paramount, needing clear boundaries between cyclists
and pedestrians. If shared separators should be provided.
 Approximately 10% of participants: People were in favour of preserving green space and
protecting trees for shade. Many enjoyed the Pine forest. More shady spots requested at the
northern end.
 Approximately 10% of participants: People said it was important that garbage bins were
located close to picnic areas. People were very concerned about the cleanliness of the park
and beach - litter, BBQ coals and food scraps/grease are dumped and groups are not abiding
by signage. A number of people also wanted maintenance stepped up on Mondays, rangers
regularly monitoring the area and more CCTV cameras to maintain cleanliness and enforce
parking controls.
 Approximately 5% of participants: People were generally supportive of the proposed public
plaza area opposite Ramsgate Road suggesting that it should have seating, shaded areas and
children’s play equipment. Some people said the current car park set-up is dangerous.
 Approximately 5% of participants: Some people wanted greater maintenance of existing
amenities and the provision of more amenities near the southern end of the park. Extend
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the carparking and park improvements to the southern end of the park as it was
underutilised and to take some of the burden off the northern section.
 Approximately 5% of participants: A number of people felt the new carparks should be
metered to prevent people using the carpark all day / overnight and to raise revenue for
maintaining the park. They also felt they should be closed after hours or other parking
restrictions to prevent anti-social behaviour and campervans and semi-trailers using them at
night. Dangerous traffic conditions on Grand Parade should be improved with design of new
carparks, suggestion for concrete median strips also. People were also concerned about
illegal parking on nature strips and the like.
Other ideas:
A few people suggested part of the park could be utilised as a fenced dog park and that bags
for dog waste should be provided.
It was suggested that the new paths and equipment use sustainable materials that would
survive the coastal environment and storm damage.
People who lived nearby and walked to the park suggested more pedestrian crossings over
The Grand Parade.
A number of people raised the issue of accessibility and said the park and beach should be
wheelchair friendly. A member of the Surf Life Saving Club suggested special bus parking was
needed for disability groups who used the Club regularly during the week.
Some people believed that a number of smaller car parks, as opposed to a single large one,
would have a lesser impact on Grand Parade traffic. They also believed the car park entrance
should be away from Ramsgate Road.
Some felt the Pine Forest was a space that could be utilised for more BBQs and seating,
although one person believed they should be a good distance from private residences.
Some people asked for more water taps throughout the park.
Suggestions for appropriate vegetation that protects from erosion.
Some people wanted all the seawall balustrades and fences to be replaced.
A number of people suggested a small café/ice cream shop at the Pine forest/southern end
of the park would help activate that part of the park.
Some people suggested that fitness stations should be spread along the park and not
isolated in one area.
Stormwater flooding on the Grand Parade and Ramsgate Road was a concern for a few
people exacerbated by rubbish build up at stormwater inlets and by sand at the outlets.
They felt the existing carpark stormwater runoff exacerbated this and an effective
stormwater plan was needed as part of the upgrade.
One cyclist mentioned that cycleway potholes and lack of linkages was an issue.
Nippers crowds will affect circulation for cyclists on a promenade share path, clear
boundaries are required
There were a few requests for more signage regarding litter, dumping and cyclist speeds.
There were some comments about providing a few segregated carparks rather than 1 or 2
large ones.
One person was concerned about sand blowing over the cycleway if located on the
beachfront, sand blowing onto the promenade was already a concern.
Several were concerned about campervans and semi-trailers using the carparks and that
they should be discouraged with kerbs, barriers etc and that cars with kayaks etc knock over
timber bollards and hang into the park.
The Have Your Say on Council’s website was less productive with 1 survey response and 11 written
responses. Another 2 responses came in via email.
Surveys (7 total)
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I online
6 completed at the park information stall
2 respondents were locals, 3 did not state and 2 were from nearby suburbs (1 external to
LGA)

Level of Support for Improving Pine Park
0%

14%

14%

72%

Strongly Oppose

Somewhat Oppose

Somewhat Support

Strongly Support

Neutral

How often do you visit the park?
14%

0%

0%

29%

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Rarely
Never

57%

When do you visit?

Weekday

25%

75%
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What do you do there?
0%

9%

8%

0%
4%

4%
0%

13%

13%

9%
13%
9%
9%

9%
Sit & enjoy park/views

Picnic/BBQ

Eat lunch or dinner

Exercise

Walk pets

Cycle

Use amenities

Use beach

Use baths

Swimming/Nippers

Fishing

Other water activities

RLSC or restaurant

Only use carparks

Who do you visit the park with?
Children
7%

Pets
20%

13%

Family or friends
Alone
Organised groups

20%

40%
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Which best describes you?
0%

33%

50%

17%
Resident within 1km of the park

Resident not within walking distance

Not a resident of Bayside Council

Worker having lunch at the park

How long do you typically stay in the park?
0%

17%

33%

50%
Just pass through

About 1 hour

Up to 3 hours

All day

How do you normally get to the park?
14%

14%
0%
72%

Walk
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Gender
0%

43%

57%

Female

Male

Prefer not to specify

Age Group
14%

0%
29%

29%
14%
14%

0%

14 and under

15 to 19

20 to 24

25 to 39

40 to 54

55 to 69

70 and over

Prefer not to specify

Comments :
- Provide distance markings along the promenade for walkers/joggers
- More ranger presence regarding litter and BBQ’s
- Parking should be next to the Grand Parade, no loss of parking, timed parking say 3 hours
- Design to be inclusive of people with disabilities
- The park should be more engaging for the community
- Concerned about loss of sand at the beach
- Prefer pedestrians and cyclist to be separated
- A café/kiosk and more toilets/showers
- A fenced dog park
Online/email responses
 138 website visits
 13 written responses
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Over 90% of respondents were locals
The park is drab but is a beautiful area, upgrade is needed.
Increase natural shade and preservation of the natural environment, provide shaded seating
areas.
- Improvements should be environmentally friendly.
- Promenade surfaces need to be of consistent quality and even.
- Due to loss of beach provide other netted baths.
- Garbage and litter issues, increase anti-litter messaging/prosecution.
- More amenities in the Pine forest area might help with littering eg. picnic tables and bins.
- Retain parking numbers
- Separate pedestrians from speeding cyclists. Concerns for pedestrian safety, pedestrians’
feel safer when cyclists and pedestrian uses are split, especially in peak times. The share
pathway at Sandringham has seen accidents. The park is very crowded during Nippers and a
share path would be dangerous.
- A widened promenade needs to ensure a clear separation between cyclists and pedestrians.
The existing separate cycleway was built as a safety measure. The walkway is used by
running clubs, charity marathons, dog walkers, families with prams and fishermen. These
plus cyclists are not compatible in a shared walkway.
- Ramsgate Baths beach has gone, please bring it back. Swimmers can’t leave there belongings
here. More nets.
- There needs to be effective management of new carparks with closure after hours. There
are already anti-social activities here, residents do not want more. It has been exacerbated
with Ramsgate shops upgrade.
- Install kerb and gutter and concrete median strip in Grand Parade to reduce dangerous
driving and improve traffic flow.
- Safe adventure playground
- Dog off leash area
- Basketball court
- Support removal of Carruthers Drive parking area, it is dangerous in summer with children
and cars.
- Leave things as they area, cannot see benefits, will cause inconvenience and cost money.
- Keep picnic areas away from residences and reduce impacts to Sandringham Street. Relocate
the park parking in Sandringham Street away from residents.
- The proposed carpark reduces green space where families picnic, seems against State
Government plans to increase parklands.
- Retain existing trees which are wind breaks, prevent sand being blown onto the street and
houses and provide shade and nesting areas for native birds.
- Sand washing up onto promenade makes walking difficult and cycling will be impossible if
moved here.
Feedback from Omeros restaurant owner and Ramsgate LSC
- Provision for loading, delivery, drop off/collection, community buses/groups, disability
- General storage concerns for RLSC
- Improve forecourt area, maintain greenspace
- Loss of sand at Ramsgate Baths and Nippers use of adjacent beach which is not netted
- Parking and drop off for customers, some customers have restricted abilities/are aged.
Difficulty at times for unloading/deliveries due to congestion in carpark. Customer
complaints about parking.
- Parking is unrestricted. Some anti-social behaviour, campers.
- Night closure of carparks, staff who work past 11pm
- Picnicers, parties, groups etc close to restaurant entry/windows, congestion
- Complaints about the public amenities
- Beach erosion and impacts of wave action on seawall stability/undermining
-
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Litter bins
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Item No

8.12

Subject

Request to Grant Leases to St Vincent de Paul for 2 Laycock Street,
Bexley North

Report by

Benjamin Heraud, Coordinator Property

File

F08/381P02

Summary
2 Laycock Street, Bexley North is a Council owned site. The subject property is leased to St
Vincent de Paul who provide accommodation for aged residents who are in greatest
pecuniary need.
This report deals with the renewal of the lease agreement for the abovementioned site for a
term of 5 years.

Officer Recommendation
1

That Council endorses a lease to St Vincent de Paul over 2 Laycock Street, Bexley
North for a term of 5 years.

2

That the Mayor and General Manager be authorised to sign, and seal where required,
all documents required to complete this matter.

Background
In 1975 St Vincent de Paul Society (the ‘Society’) negotiated a 20 year lease on Council land
whereby they built eleven one bedroom units, based on a peppercorn rental of $52 per
annum excl GST. The agreement expired on 31 December 2016 and remains in hold over
pending the outcome of the renewal.
The property provides hostel accommodation for aged residents who are unable to afford
private rent. Occupants of the units are charged approximately 30% of the aged pension and
the average rent received (per resident) is $142.80 per week. This rental includes the
provision of water and electricity. In addition the Society supplies all fridges, washing
machines and dryers.
The current agreement is a ‘Net Agreement’ in that the Society are responsible for all
operating costs and maintenance.

Occupancy Renewal Policy
The proposed lease was assessed against the Community Facilities – Occupancy Renewal
Policy and Table 1 summarises the outcome of the assessment.
Table 1 - Community Facilities - Occupancy Renewal Policy Assessment
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Theme

Score – 2 Laycock Street

Strategy

No alternative use strategy applies

Condition

5/20 – Threshold not met

Financial

20/30 – Threshold met

Service

30/40 – Threshold met

Use

50/70 – Threshold met

The proposed occupancy meets three out of the four thresholds. In terms of Condition, the
policy assesses against two criteria, being:
1
2

Has the site deteriorated? and
Will the condition improve as a result of future occupancy?

The Society over their tenure have maintained the premises as such the condition has not
deteriorated (10 points). The Society propose no capital works with the renewed agreement
and on this basis the condition is not likely to improve. Further, given the short term of tenure
contemplated (5 years) it would not be feasible for the Society to invest capital above what is
required to maintain the premises.
In consideration of the above, Council can progress a renewed tenure over the site.

Valuation and the Rental Assistance Subsidy Policy (RASP)
Council engaged Southern Alliance Valuation Services for 2 Laycock Street, Bexley North
who determined (by way of valuation) the market rent at $217,000 per annum, excl GST. In
accordance with Councils’ RASP Policy, the Society qualify for a 91% subsidy. This equates
to a $197,470 per annum subsidy, provided by Council in recognition of the values and
services St Vincent de Paul are offering to the community at this location.
On this basis the commencement rent would be $19,530 per annum. The passing rent
(existing) for this site is a peppercorn rent of $52 per annum. St Vincent de Paul have agreed
to the new subsidised rent upon commencement of the new lease.
Table 2 below provides an analysis of the relevant values for the new lease over 2 Laycock
Street.
Table 2 – Key Analysis of Values

2 Laycock Street
Market Rent
(SAVS Valuation)

$217,000 per annum

Calculated RASP Subsidy

(91%)
$197,470 per annum

Calculated Commencement

$19,530 per annum
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Rent
Existing Passing Rent

$52 per annum

Increase in Rent Yielded (%)

37,578%

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☐
☒
☐

<<Enter comment if required or delete>>
<<Enter comment if required or delete>>

Community Engagement
Nil

Attachments
Nil
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Item No

8.13

Subject

Arncliffe Park - Synthetic Playing Field and Flood Mitigation

Report by

Zoran Sarin, Coordinator Asset Strategy

File

SC16/4

Summary
In October 2015 Council prioritised installation of a full sized synthetic field at Arncliffe Park
As Arncliffe Park is a floodway and is anticipated to be inundated with flowing floodwaters up
to 0.5m in depth during a 1 in 100 year rainfall event, special consideration needs to be given
to the design of the synthetic field to ensure that it is free from inundation. This requires
either the diversion of the flood waters around or below, or a combination of both, to ensure
flood water are not impeded and the synthetic field is not at risk of damage.
Various location specific investigations such as geotechnical reports, topographical surveys
and flood studies have been carried out in order for the project to progress to the next stage
being preparation of a Design and Construct Tender.

Officer Recommendation
1

That Council approve the preparation of a Design and Construct Tender to progress
the Arncliffe Park (combined synthetic playing field and flood mitigation) Project.

2

That Council approve the utilisation of funding sources as outlined within this report to
deliver the Project.

Background
Bayside Council is responsible for local planning and land management in the Bonnie Doon
channel catchment including the management of the floodplain.
Bonnie Doon catchment has been the subject of a number of flood investigations over time,
with flood studies undertaken in 1996, 2001 & 2017. The 1996 flood study informed the
“Wolli Creek, Bardwell Creek, Bonnie Doon Channel, Eve Street/Cahill Park
Catchments Floodplain Management Plan, 1998, by Webb McKeown & Associates”
which was subsequently adopted by Council. Various potential flood risk mitigation options
were identified and assessed during this process, one of which was to investigate
construction of a retarding basin in Arncliffe Park.
In October 2015 Council issued a consultancy services brief for “Analysis and Design of
Flood Modification Measures in the Bonnie Doon Channel Catchment”. WMA Water were
engaged as the lead consultant to explore various potential flood mitigation options. The
main options at the outset were upgrading the stormwater drainage along Wollongong Road
in Arncliffe between Athelstane Avenue and Allen Street, and investigating the potential
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benefits of constructing a detention basin in Arncliffe Park to temporarily store flood water for
the benefit of downstream properties.
Council separately resolved to provide a synthetic playing field within Arncliffe Park.
Synthetic fields are not designed nor suited to inundation arising from overland flow due to
mainstream flooding. Where overland flow occurs on a synthetic field, it results in either the
need to full replace the synthetic grass, infill and shock pad or, in some situations the
underlying pavement also needs to be replaced. In other words, the entire capital outlay,
some $2 million on average, is at risk of complete failure. There are a number of examples
within Sydney where this has occurred.
WMA Water were tasked to examine combining a synthetic turf field with various types of
flood detention options to determine if both Council objectives can be met at Arncliffe Park.
The investigation has included flood modelling and impact assessment, property damages
assessment and economic analysis. A preliminary geotechnical assessment was also
undertaken to determine the soil classification at Arncliffe Park and used to inform excavation
and disposal earthworks rates.
Flood Mitigation Options
WMA Water investigated a number of flood mitigation options although the main options at
the outset were upgrading the stormwater drainage along Wollongong Road in Arncliffe
between Athelstane Avenue and Allen Street, and investigating the potential benefits of
constructing a detention basin in Arncliffe Park to temporarily store flood water for the benefit
of downstream properties.
1

Wollongong Road option
This option essentially intercepts stormwater south of Wollongong Road which would
otherwise continue to fall to the north side of Wollongong Road and towards the natural
gully which passes through Arncliffe Park. As such this option provides benefits to
existing flood affected properties within the gully from Dowling Street at the top of the
catchment down to Allen Street. This option provides very little benefit downstream of
the railway.

2

Arncliffe Park Detention Basin
This option investigates the provision of approximately 13,500m2 of basin storage
within Arncliffe Park to attenuate the effect of flooding during varying storm events.
While this option does not provide benefits upstream of Arncliffe Park, it does have
significant benefits around Kelsey Street (up to 260mm reduction) in Bonar and Bidjigal
Road (up to 200mm) as well as providing benefits downstream of the railway in
Arncliffe Street.

Given the potential flood mitigation benefits of the Arncliffe Park Detention Basin as well as
the need to protect the synthetic playing field from overland flow that affects Arncliffe Park, it
is recommended that Council pursue the maximum capacity of detention storage possible,
subject to costs associated with excavation of the soil which has been classified as General
Solid Waste (Non-putrescible).
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Other Issues
Arncliffe Park is currently utilised in summer for junior cricket. The provision of a synthetic
playing field would require an alternative location for this activity both during construction and
post construction. At this stage the most likely alternative location is Scarborough Park.
However Council would undertake consultation with the various stakeholders before a final
decision was made.
Approvals
The flood mitigation component is permitted without consent under the State Infrastructure
Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007. The synthetic field, as it is above ground, requires a
Development Application as Arncliffe Park is a local heritage item. An existing Conservation
Management Plan exists for the Park and will inform the assessment.
Typically a project of this size and cost would trigger the NSW Government’s Capital
Expenditure Guidelines which apply to all capital projects for infrastructure facilities that are
expected to cost in excess of 10% of Council’s annual ordinary rate revenue or $1 million,
whichever is greater. However, the Guidelines do not apply to capital expenditure associated
with stormwater drainage. Clarification was sought from the Office of Local Government
seeking to confirm this project would be exempt on the basis that the cost associated with
the detention basin would be exempt, being a stormwater structure. While the OLG
concurred with the definition, they cannot provide legal advice in that respect and advised
Council to seek its own legal advice to support this position. Council will continue to pursue
clarification of this issue to ensure we remain compliant with the Guidelines.
Estimated Costs
The estimated cost of the combined detention basin/synthetic field is between $7.7 million
and $11.1 million.
The cost of a synthetic field alone is anticipated at $2 million. This would increase in relation
to this project as it is necessary to construct the field so that it does not affect the flow of
flood waters through the site nor is the field affected by those very flood waters. This would
increase the cost of the synthetic field to $4 million.
The reason for the variation in price is predominately related to soil conditions on site and the
varying costs associated with disposal of excavation earthworks. The following are typical
earthworks rates:
 General Solid Waste (GSW): $585/m3
 Excavated Natural Material: $90/m3

 Reuse on-site: $25/m3
The variation in cost is significant and due to the substantial volumes required for the
detention facility (approximately 13,500m3), this causes the large variation in price. To
minimise this variation Council would require the Design and Construct Contract to ensure
that significantly more soil testing was undertaken and require a design which re-uses as
much of the excavated material as possible and requires the earthworks contractor to sort or
treat the material prior to disposal to minimise the quantity disposed as General Solid Waste.
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Funding Sources
Council’s resolution of October 2015 endorsed funding from the Strategic Priority Reserve
and to seek contributions from grants and other sources as appropriate. The following are
potential sources of funding:
Strategic Priority Reserve - $4.0 million
Precinct Support Scheme - $4.5 million
Council has submitted a funding application to the Department of Planning and Environment
(DPE) under the Precinct Support Scheme. It appears that the Department has accepted the
proposal and is awaiting the formal declaration from the Minister for approval. This is
expected imminently.
Stormwater Levy - $4.3 million
There are $4.3 million in funds available and a number of projects currently being developed
in consideration of those funds. As such this amount is subject to prioritisation.
URA S94 Plan - $7.4 million
The URA S94 Plan contains a significant drainage/stormwater works schedule to support the
Wolli Creek and Bonar Street high density precincts. The detention basin is currently not a
works schedule item and this would require an amendment to the Plan to facilitate any use of
funds already held for drainage/stormwater. Access to these funds is complicated as Council
is currently working with IPART and the DPE seeking approval to levy greater than the
$20,000 per dwelling cap imposed on S94 contributions levied. Similar to the stormwater
levy, these funds would be subject to prioritisation as other projects are proposed to access
these funds.
Rockdale S94 Plan 2010 - $29 million
The Rockdale S94 Plan contains a significant amount of funds which are held as “Old Plan
Carried Forward”.
As per the stormwater levy and the URA S94 Plan, Council needs to consider the
prioritisation of the works or land acquisitions in determining how to best allocate these
funds.
Office of Environment & Heritage (OEH)
Typically the OEH will fund measures adopted through a Floodplain Risk Management Plan
on a 2:1 funding basis. However this is dependent on the benefit cost ratio of the proposal.
Council has sought a number of grants from OEH for works and has been unsuccessful.
Based on previous experience it is considered of low probability that we would be successful
for this project, however Council will continue to pursue this as an option.
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In summary, funding for the combined detention/synthetic field project can be sourced
subject to Council agreement and prioritisation. Some funds would require amendment and
re-exhibition of existing S94 and/or S94A Plans to include this facility in their work schedules.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☐
☐
☒

Community Engagement
Not applicable

Attachments
Nil
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8.14

Subject

Minor Parks Improvements

Report by

Hayla Doris, Manager Recreation and Community Services

File

SF16/1264

13/12/2017

Summary
This report addresses the minor parks improvements raised in the adopted Notice of Motion
submitted by Councillor McDougall at the Council Meeting of 8 November 2017.

Officer Recommendation
1

Localised community consultation be undertaken of users, visitors and local residents
in the vicinity of the Lance Stoddert Reserve to gauge support for a fenced dog offleash area to inform a recommendation to the February 2018 meeting of Council.

2

Scoping of resident communication plan, costings, construction program and
management regime be undertaken for Lance Stoddert Reserve and a firm budget for
the works be brought to the February meeting of Council with options for a mechanism
to fund unbudgeted works in the 2017/18 budget.

3

Given the extensive consultation undertaken in the development of the Cooks Park
Plan of Management and Masterplan and the support for the proposed off-leash area
for the Cooks Park foreshore undertaken by Council in 2014, there is no need to repeat
the consultation for this area.

4

Further investigation into the optimum location for dogs off-leash be undertaken in
conjunction with the recommendations of the Cooks Park Plan of Management and
Master plan with proposed community notification plan, scoping of costs and
management regime to be brought to the February 2018 meeting of Council with
options to fund unbudgeted works in the 2017/18 budget.

Background
A notice of motion was submitted by Councillor Ed McDougall to the November meeting of
Council requesting that Council provide a report to the December meeting with a scope of
works, costings and any options for the establishment of an off-leash dog walking area at
Lance Stoddert Reserve, Kyeemagh and Lady Robinsons beach north of Solander Street
Monterey and a location near the C-side Pavilion at the northern end of the beach.

Lance Stoddert Reserve
The Reserve currently comprises a children’s playground and the Bay Community Garden
and is well utilised by the local community. It is possible to physically install a fenced offleash dog area in the Reserve, provided the requirement under the Companion Animals Act
to maintain a 10 metre distance between a children’s playground and dog activity is met.
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Indicative costs obtained from the construction of the Civic Avenue Kogarah facility indicate
that construction costs in the order of $60,000 would be required to install the necessary
fencing, regulatory signage, seating and waste disposal facilities.
There has been no community consultation undertaken in relation to an off-leash dog park in
this location and the operational cost of compliance enforcement has not been scoped.

Lady Robinsons Beach and C Side Pavilion
Lady Robinsons Beach is located in Cook Park and is the subject of the Cook Park Plan of
Management and Master plan, which is a requirement for Council’s management and
operation of Crown Land owned by the State of NSW. The land is prescribed as being set
aside for the benefit of the people of NSW. An Independent Environmental Assessment
conducted by Australian Museum Business Services (AMS), prepared in 2014 also
prescribes environmental factors that need to be considered when making decisions about
the use of the land.
The Cook Park Plan of Management and Master plan, developed through comprehensive
community consultation in 2010, anticipates an area where a review of options for off leash
dog access to the water would be appropriate, north of the Kyeemagh netted baths and west
of the St George Sailing Club. From a governance perspective, off-leash activity in these
areas would be supported by an already adopted master plan, which has been endorsed by
the community.
A proposal previously put to Council in August 2014 for the trial of an off-leash dog park
between Solander Street and Banks Street Monterey was lost, 8 votes to 6.
If Council was to consider an off-leash park in the areas identified in the Plan of
Management, there are many examples of coastal councils where a timed access on the
beach for dogs (usually 4pm – 10am) have been successfully implemented.
There are no examples of fenced beaches that extend into the water and restrict access to
other areas of the beach that Council officers can locate. Issues such as unpredictable tides,
ownership of the land beyond the high water mark being out of Council’s management and
control (RMS owned) and conflict between other users ( boats, watercraft, swimmers) would
require extensive consultation, landowner approvals and management solutions likely to
render this an impractical and much longer term solution.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☐
☐
☒

Community Engagement
The community engagement actions in relation to the Off Leash dog area are as follows:


Localised community consultation would be undertaken of users, visitors and local
residents in the vicinity of the Lance Stoddert Reserve to gauge support for a fenced
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dog off-leash area to inform a recommendation to the February 2018 meeting of
Council.


Extensive consultation in the development of the Cooks Park Plan of Management and
Masterplan and the support for the proposed off-leash area for the Cooks Park
foreshore were undertaken by Council in 2014, there is no need to engage in further
consultation for Lady Robinson Beach and C Side Pavilion.

Attachments
1
2

Australian Museum Business Services Consultants
Cook Park Management Plan ⇩ ⇩
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New Road Naming in the area of Banksmeadow

Report by

Diana Polonska, Senior Systems Specialist
Luis Melim, Manager Development Assessment

File

SF16/1264

13/12/2017

Summary
Council has received a request for a new road name in the Banksmeadow locality. The road
was dedicated to Council as a public road and is formed within Deposit Plan 1227534, on the
corner of Denison Street and Cornish Circle. The Botany Historical Trust Committee (BHT) at
its meeting held on 6th of November 2017 selected the name Jullian Close for the new road.
If Council supports the proposed road name an application of the proposed name will be
submitted to the NSW Geographical Names Board (GNB) for adoption.

Officer Recommendation
That Council adopt the street name “Jullian Close” for the new road located within with DP
1227534.

Background
The naming of the road is applied following the requirements of NSW Address policies and
guidelines, endorsed by the GNB NSW. Bayside Community History team has researched a
list suggesting new road names in the area of Banksmeadow. The list was submitted to the
GNB for preapproval and the preapproved list was provided to the BHT Executive Committee
for consideration.
At its meeting held on 6th of November 2017 BHT Executive Committee selected the name
Jullian for the new road. As per the standards for road naming, the road should have a road
type attached to the name, and the most suitable road type is “Close”, described in the NSW
Addressing User Manual (AUM) as “Short, enclosed roadway”.
Below are the details about Private Frederick Augustus Jullian as researched by the
Community History team;
Jullian - Private Frederick Augustus Jullian (4285), a labourer from Ocean St Botany, earned
the Belgian Croix de Guerre in late 1918 for his conspicuous service and marked gallantry as
a linesman. 'His excellent work in repairing and maintaining the telephone lines in the face of
intense enemy machine gun fire and shelling, and under extremely adverse conditions,
regardless of personal danger, has been of utmost value to the battalion. The remarkable
courage and devotion to duty shown by this man under all circumstances stamp him as a
soldier of the highest standard.' https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/awmmedia/collection/RCDIG1067920/document/5485581.PDF
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Following Council’s approval the new road name application will be submitted for adoption
and gazettal through the medium of the NSW Online Road Naming System, which
streamlines the road naming process in NSW.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☒
☐
☐

Community Engagement
Not applicable

Attachments
1
2
3

Location Map of the New Road with Suggested Name
Registered DP 1227534 Showing the New Road
NSW Online Road Naming System Fact Sheet ⇩ ⇩ ⇩
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Item No

8.16

Subject

Proposed Licence to 3 Bridges Community and the Arncliffe Men's
Shed - 100 Bestic Street Kyeemagh

Report by

Benjamin Heraud, Coordinator Property
Susan Connon, Property Administrator

File

F08/379P06

Summary
Council owns the property situated at 100 Bestic Street Kyeemagh and contained within this
site is a vacant premises, known as the Muddy Creek Community Centre.
This report proposes to grant a licence to 3 Bridges Community who seek to relocate the
Arncliffe Men’s Shed who are being displaced from their existing privately owned site.

Officer Recommendation
1

That after duly considering the submission received, Council endorse the grant of a 5
year licence to 3 Bridges Community for the purposes accommodating and operating
the Arncliffe Men’s Shed.

2

That the Mayor and General Manager be authorised to sign, and seal where required,
any documentation to finalise the licence to 3 Bridges Community.

3

That the attachment to this report be withheld from the press and public as it is
confidential for the following reason:
With reference to Section 10(A) (2) (e) of the Local Government Act 1993, the
attachment contains information that would, if disclosed, prejudice the maintenance of
law. It is considered that if the matter were discussed in an open Council Meeting it
would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest due to the issue it deals with.

Background
Council owns the property situated at 100 Bestic Street, Kyeemagh and this site comprises
of building improvements and publically accessible open space (foreshore pedestrian link
and Lance Studdard Reserve). The building improvements were under licence to the former
Brighton Le Sands Amateur Fishermen’s Association until 2012 when a financial controller,
appointed by the mortgagee, ceased business operations.
One of the buildings within the site is a smaller building at the rear of the site that was
traditionally occupied by the TS Sirius Naval Cadets. This use ceased when the building was
fire damaged and the Naval Cadets moved to alternate defence premises.
The fire damaged building was reinstated and refurbished (by Council’s insurer). Post the
reinstatement, Council ran an expressions of interest to seek a community occupancy of the
former Naval Cadet building, now known as the Muddy Creek Community Centre.
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Separately, Council allows (by way of a temporary permit) the Muddy Creek Boating and
Fishing Association (MCBAFA) to occupy the boating facilities within the site. MCBAFA was
newly formed post the closure of Club and are a separate entity to the Brighton Le Sands
Amateur Fishermen’s Association.

Expressions of Interest
The expressions of interest campaign was conducted in 2015 and this yielded 3
submissions. The following notes the respondents and the corresponding ranking achieved.


3 Bridges Community (Arncliffe Men’s Shed) – Ranked 1



Bay City Care – Ranked 2



Muddy Creek Boating and Fishing Association – Ranked 3

Post the expressions of interest, Council engaged with the respondents to encourage a
proposal for collateral use of the premises, however despite these efforts a viable option did
not materialise. To this end, Council seek to progress a licence over the premises with 3
Bridges Community to relocate the Arncliffe Men’s Shed who are being displaced from
privately leased premises.

3 Bridges/Arncliffe Men’s Shed Proposed Licence Terms
The Arncliffe Men’s Shed opened in 2012. The services they provide include:


Offering support for children at risk of dis-engaging by re-igniting their interest in
education



Promoting men’s health and wellbeing of all ages and backgrounds by providing a
place for them to come and work together on community projects, socialise, make new
friends, swap stories, make and repair furniture, toys or just read the paper over a
cuppa.



Work in partnership with Bayside Council on building bird and possum boxes and bee
hotels to help preserve native wildlife in the area.

Table 1 below outlines the proposed terms for the licence to 3 Bridges Community.
Table 1 – Proposed Licence Terms

Term
Term

5 Year Licence

Commencement Date

1 January 2018

Expiry Date
Commencement Rent
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Annual Rent Review
Outgoings
Permitted Use

3% Per Annum
100% Payable by the Licensee
Men’s Shed, Offices, Social
Programs, Seniors and School Group
uses.

Local Government Act 1993
The Muddy Creek Community Centre is situated on Community classified as defined in the
Local Government Act 1993 (the ‘Act’).
Prior to granting a licence over Community Land, Council must first advertise for a period of
28 days its intention to issue a licence as required by s47(A) of the Act. To this end, Council
placed notices in the Southern Courier on 19 September 2017 and The St George &
Sutherland Shire Leader on 20 September 2017, concluding on 19 October 2017.
During the submission period Council received two submissions, one objection and one
email of support.
Email of Support
The email of support commending Council for providing an opportunity for a great community
hub.
Objection
The objection lodged cited two issues (a copy of the submission is tabled within the
Confidential Attachment), the issues and Council’s response being:

Objectors Issues tabled

Council Position

Co-habitation of two Men’s Shed Operations  The 2015 EOI response from the objector
did not outline that they would operate a
within the park.
Men’s Shed from the Muddy Creek
Community Centre.
 Council are advised that the MCBAFA
Men’s Shed is for the purposes of Boating
Building and Repair which is a different
use to that of the Arncliffe Men’s Shed.
 MCBAFA Men’s Shed operate from a
separate section of the site.
 Initial consultation with the Australian
Men’s Shed Association on (10 Nov 17)
noted no impediment for the two Men’s
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Objectors Issues tabled

Council Position
shed to operate at the site.
 The objection in this regard has no
bearing on the proposed licence.
 The main premises are not in a suitable
state for the requested use.

Requests to use areas within the main
former Club Building

 Any consideration to grant occupancy of
the main premises (if Council chose to do
so) would be post a competitive process
such as an EOI or similar.
 An objection on the premise that a group
seek to use a separate area of the site
has no bearing on a proposed licence of a
separate building.
After duly considering the objection received, it is proposed that Council progress to grant a
licence to 3 Bridges Community over the Muddy Creek Community Centre.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☐
☒
☐

The financial implication emanating from this report centre on the receipt of rent funds of
$3,146 per annum. This rental was assessed in accordance with Council’s Rental Subsidy
and Assessment Policy.

Community Engagement
No further community engagement is required.

Attachments
Submission (confidential)
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8.17

Subject

Animal Management Tender

Report by

Roland Sinn, Senior Procurement Officer

File

F17/387

13/12/2017

Summary
Bayside Council jointly tendered with Georges River Council for the provision of Animal
Management Services across both Council Local Government Areas (LGAs). The services in
Request for Tender F17/387: Provision of Animal Management Services (RfT F17/387)
included the impounding of companion animals and retrieval of dead animals.
St George Animal Rescue Pty Ltd was the only entity that submitted a tender in response to
RfT F17/387. The tenderer is the former contractor for Rockdale, Kogarah and Hurstville City
Councils for specified animal management services including impounding of companion
animals and retrieval of dead animals. The tenderer was also engaged by Botany Bay City
Council on a casual basis for provision of the same services.
The tender submission includes a retainer in addition to the rates for impounding companion
animals and retrieval of dead animals. The tenderer meets the technical skills and
experience in delivering the services, however analysis of the proposal, including the
retainer, does not support a value for money outcome against historical data and research of
current animal ownership across the Bayside Council LGA.
The recommended course of action is to decline to accept the tender and allow Council to
directly negotiate with St George Animal Rescue Pty Ltd to acheive a better value for money
outcome in accordance with the Local Government Act 1993, the Local Government
(General) Regulation 2005 and the Bayside Council Procurement Policy.

Officer Recommendation
1

That the attachment to this report be withheld from the press and public as it is
confidential for the following reason:
With reference to Section 10(A) (2) (d) (i) of the Local Government Act 1993, the
attachment contains commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if
disclosed, prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied it. It is
considered that if the matter were discussed in an open Council Meeting it would, on
balance, be contrary to the public interest due to the issue it deals with.

2

That Council resolves to decline to accept the tender submission received from St
George Animal Rescue Pty Ltd in response to RfT F17/387 in accordance with Reg
178 (3) of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005.

3

That Council resolves to decline to invite fresh tenders for the following reasons:
a
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The single tender submitted in response to RfT F17/387 demonstrates a lack of
competition in the market for the provision of Animal Management Services. If
Council were to invite fresh tenders it is likely that St George Animal Rescue will
be the only entity to respond to the invitation.

That Council resolves to enter into negotiations with St George Animal Rescue Pty Ltd
in accordance with Reg 178 (3) (e) of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005
to achieve a better value for money outcome.

Background
Bayside and Georges River Councils developed a joint Request for Tender for provision of
Animal Management Services (RfT F17/387). RfT F17/387 was developed from a previous
joint RfT document developed between Rockdale, Kogarah and Hurstville City Councils. This
previous joint RfT established separate contracts between each of the three councils and St
George Animal Rescue for provision of Animal Management Services.
The contract for former Rockdale City Council commenced in 2012 and included a retainer
paid by Rockdale City Council to the contractor. The value of the retainer was based on the
Rockdale City Council LGA and the estimated number of companion animals within the LGA.
The retainer was paid to the contractor in addition to rates for impounding and retrieving
animals. The contract expired on 30 June 2017 and no further optional extensions are
available. St George Animal Rescue is currently providing the services specified in the
expired contract at the retainer and at rates specified in the expired contract.
For the former City of Botany Bay Council, animal management services were undertaken
predominately by Council’s Regulations Team. St George Animal Rescue were engaged by
the Council to perform specialist tasks (including animal capture and retreival) on as needed
basis.
RfT F17/387 sought to establish separate contracts for Bayside Council and Georges River
Council with a contractor for provision of Animal Management Services. The term of the each
proposed contract is three years and includes two optional extensions of 12 months each.
RfT F17/387 was advertised in the metropolitan and local press. It was published on the
Tenderlink Bayside Council web portal on 6 June 2017 and closed on 28 June 2017 at 3pm.
Representatives from Bayside and Georges River Councils evaluated the St George Animal
Rescue tender submission. The tender submission included a significant increase in the
retainer and increases to the rates for impounding companion animals and retreiving dead
animals. A reason for the increase in the proposed retainer is that the tender submission
covers Animal Management Services in the Bayside Council LGA which includes the former
Botany Bay City Council LGA in addition to the former Rockdale City Council LGA, however
the tender submission did not demonstrate sufficient evidence to support a retainer
significantly higher than the retainer in the expired contract.
The tenderer meets the technical skills and experience in delivering the specified services,
however analysis of the proposal, including the cost of the proposed retainer, does not
support a value for money outcome when viewed against historical data from the previous
contract and estimations of current animal ownership across the Bayside LGA.
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The proposed retainer and rates tendered by St George Animal Rescue compared with the
retainer and rates in the expired contract is detailed in the confidential attachment.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☐
☐
☒

Additional funds will be required as the
current budget does not take into
consideration the increase in the annual
retainer and the rates in the submission
tendered by St George Animal Rescue.
The amount of the additional funds will be
dependent on the outcome of the negotiation
between Bayside Council and St George
Animal Rescue. An estimate is provided in
the confidential attachment.

Community Engagement
Not applicable

Attachments
St George Animal Rescue - Current contract vs tendered rates and retainer (confidential)
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8.18

Subject

Tender for the Depena Reserve Amenities

Report by

Louise Farrell, Senior Project Architect

File

F17/1150

13/12/2017

Officer Recommendation
1

That in accordance with Regulation 178 (1) (a) of the Local Government (General)
Regulations 2005, Council accepts the tender from 2020 Projects Pty Ltd for the
Contract F17/1150 being for the partial demolition and construction of the public
amenities at Depena Reserve for the amount of $1,019,757.27 exclusive of GST.

2

That the first attachment to this report be withheld from the press and public as it is
confidential for the following reason:
With reference to Section 10A(2) (d) (i) of the Local Government Act 1993, the
attachment contains commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if
disclosed, prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied it. It is
considered that if the matter were discussed in an open Council meeting, it would, on
balance, be contrary to the public interest due to the issues it deals with.

Background
Council’s Special Rate Variation Program (SRV) includes a number of upgrades and
replacements of public amenities and community buildings across the City.
The program includes the refurbishment and extension of the Depena Reserve Amenities,
Dolls Point.
There are currently three amenities buildings in Depena Reserve, all three are in poor
condition and beyond their servicable life. One building adjacent to the beach was closed
due to safety concerns as the building has concrete cancer. The mosaic building has been
partially closed due to vandalism earlier this year. The Depena West Building is also beyond
its serviceable life.
After assessing the buildings it is recommended to consolidate the three amenities buildings
into one and demolish the other two.
The existing building to be retained, refurbished and extended is the building located in the
centre of Depena Reserve that has four mosaic art works, these walls will be retained and
incorporated into the new buliding. The building will also be extended to provide the same
number of current facilities within one building.
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The Tender Process
Council invited open tenders for the partial demolition and construction of the Depena
Reserve Amenities, Dolls Point on Tuesday 31 October 2017. The tender period stipulated in
the documents was a 3 week tender period. The tender closed at 12noon on Tuesday 21
November 2017.

Tenders Received
Seven (7) tender submissions were received, as follows (in alphabetical order):
- 2020 Projects Pty Ltd;
- Australian Construction Experts (ACE);
- Cooper Commercial Constructions;
- Cumnock Constructions Sustainability Pty Ltd;
- Forefront Commercial Interiors Pty Ltd;
- Kellyville Building Pty Ltd;
- Momentum Built Pty Ltd.

Directors of the Companies that Provided Tender Submissions
Company Name

Directors

2020 Projects Pty Ltd

Joe Touma

Australian Construction Experts Pty Ltd

Aiman Yousif

Cooper Commercial Constructions

Dale Poland

Cumnock Constructions Sustainability Ptd
Ltd

Peter Coe, Judith North Coe

Forefront Commercial Interioors Pty Ltd

Daniel Casamento, Daniel Hurley

Kellyville Building Pty Ltd

B Bruton, M Bruton

Momentum Built Pty Ltd

Paul Boyd

Late Tenders
No late tenders were received.

Assessment Methodology
The tender submission assessment and scoring is outlined in the confidential supporting
document to this report.
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A comprehensive assessment of the tender submissions was undertaken by the Tender
Evaluation Panel. The assessment process has been undertaken in accordance with the
provisions of the Local Government Act 1993 and Tendering Regulation 2005. The
evaluation was undertaken based on the conditions of tendering and the evaluation criteria
as provided in the request for tender documents.
The tender submitted by 2020 Projects was comprehensive and included a detailed
methodology and a detailed program taking into consideration the site limitations and
constraints. The program achieves the completion in readiness for the peak season.

Proposed Program
The preliminary program submitted with 2020 Projects tender has the following project
milestones:
Milestone
Contract award
Construction Commencement
Project complete

Date
15 December 2017
5 February 2018
18 July 2018

The program does not include a wet weather allowance.

Financial Assessment of 2020 Projects
Corporate Scorecard was engaged to undertake a Detailed Financial and Performance
Assessment to assess the financial viability, capacity and risk of 2020 Projects in relation to
the partial demolition and construction services for Depena Reserve Amenities, Dolls Point.
Details on the assessment are included in the confidential supporting document.

Tender Recommendation
References were checked for 2020 Projects and it was found that 2020 Projects is a
reputable building contractor that delivers high quality work. The referees indicated that they
would definitely re-employ 2020 Projects if the opportunity would arise.
Based upon the assessment criteria, the tender assessment panel recommends acceptance
of the tender from 2020 Projects for an amount of $1,019,757.27 (exclusive of GST).
2020 Projects has in place insurances of $20 Million Contract Works and Public Liability and
they also have the statutory workers compensation policy in place. 2020 Projects have an
Integrated Management System in compliance with ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and AS 4801
guidelines and has a good track record and name in the industry.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
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☒
☒

Community Engagement
Consultation was undertaken with the community on the upgrade of the Depena Reserve
Amenities. Consultation boards were installed at the park and the project was advertised on
the Have Your Say website for a three week period, inviting residents to comment on the
project.
There were 30 visitors to the Depena Reserve ‘Have Your Say’ page. Two visitors
participated anonymously in the survey. The first comment queried the demolition of the toilet
block and expressed concerns that the remaining facilities will be too far from the Sanoni
Avenue beach end. The other participant was pleased that the amenities are being upgraded
but had deep concerns regarding the cleaners currently engaged to clean and maintain
public amenities along the foreshore.

Attachments
1
2

Depena Reserve Confidential Information (confidential)
Depena Consultation Board
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Item No

8.19

Subject

Tender - Kyeemagh Reserve Amenities

Report by

Louise Farrell, Senior Project Architect

File

F17/1151

13/12/2017

Summary
Bayside Council is constructing new public amenities at Kyeemagh Reserve, Kyeemagh.
This report recommends the appointment of a contractor to construct these facilities.

Officer Recommendation
1

That in accordance with Regulation 178 (1) (a) of the Local Government (General)
Regulations 2005, Council accepts the tender from Specbuilt Constructions Pty Ltd for
the Contract F17/1150 being for the partial demolition and construction of the public
amenities at Kyeemagh Reserve Amenities for the amount of $430,307.72 exclusive of
GST.

2

That the second attachment to this report be withheld from the press and public as it is
confidential for the following reason:
With reference to Section 10A(2) (d) (i) of the Local Government Act 1993, the
attachment contains commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if
disclosed, prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied it. It is
considered that if the matter were discussed in an open Council meeting, it would, on
balance, be contrary to the public interest due to the issues it deals with.

Background
Council’s Special Rate Variation Program (SRV) includes a number of upgrades and
replacements of public amenities and community buildings across the City.
The program includes the demolition of existing amenities and construction of new public
amenities at the Kyeemagh Reserve Boat Ramp, Kyeemagh. The existing building is in poor
condition and beyond its serviceable life.
The Tender Process
Council invited open tenders for the demolition and construction of the Kyeemagh Reserve
Amenities, Kyeemagh on Tuesday 31 October 2017. The tender period stipulated in the
documents was a 3-week tender period. The tender closed at 12noon on Tuesday 21
November 2017.
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Tenders received
Eight (8) tender submissions were received, as follows (in alphabetical order):
Directors of the Companies that Provided Tender Submissions
Company Name

Directors

2020 Projects Pty Ltd

Joe Touma

ACE Australian Construction Experts Pty Ltd

Aimen Yousif, Henrette Yousif

Camporeale Holdings Pty Ltd

Michael Camporeale

Cooper Commercial Constructions

Dale Poland

Cumnock Constructions Sustainability Pty Ltd

Peter Coe, Judith North Coe

Forefront Commercial Interiors Pty Ltd

Daniel Casamento, Daniel Hurley

Momentum Built Pty Ltd

Paul Boyd

Specbuilt Constructions Pty Ltd

Alexander Vidakowic

Late Tenders
No late tenders were received.
Assessment Methodology
The tender submission assessment and scoring is outlined in the confidential supporting
document to this report.
A comprehensive assessment of the tender submissions was undertaken by the Tender
Evaluation Panel. The assessment process has been undertaken in accordance with the
provisions of the Local Government Act 1993 and Tendering Regulation 2005. The
evaluation was undertaken based on the conditions of tendering and the evaluation criteria
as provided in the request for tender documents.
The tender submitted by Specbuilt Constructions Pty Ltd was comprehensive and included a
detailed methodology and a detailed program taking into consideration the site limitations
and constraints. The program achieves the completion in readiness for the peak season.
Proposed Program
The preliminary program submitted by Specbuilt Constructions has the following project
milestones:
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Milestone
Contract award
Construction Commencement

Date
15 December 2017
5 February 2018

Project complete

1 May 2018

The program does not include a wet weather allowance.
Financial Assessment of Specbuilt Constructions Pty Ltd
Corporate Scorecard was engaged to undertake a Detailed Financial and Performance
Assessment to assess the financial viability, capacity and risk of Specbuilt Constructions in
relation to the Kyeemagh Reserve Amenities.
Details on the assessment are included in the confidential supporting document.
Tender Recommendation
References were checked for Specbuilt Constructions and it was found that Specbuilt
Constructions is a reputable building contractor that delivers high quality work. The referees
indicated that they would definitely re-employ Specbuilt Constructions if the opportunity
would arise. The referees stated that Specbuilt Constructions had a very good understanding
of Council expectations; they managed their program well and delivered high quality projects.
Based upon the assessment criteria, the tender assessment panel recommends acceptance
of the tender from Specbuilt Constructions for an amount of $430,307.72 (exclusive of GST).
Specbuilt Constructions has in place insurances of $20 Million Contract Works and Public
Liability and they also have the statutory workers compensation policy in place. Specbuilt
Constructions have an Integrated Management System in compliance with ISO 9001, ISO
14001 and AS 4801 guidelines and has a good track record and name in the industry.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☐
☒
☐

SRV Funding

Community Engagement
Consultation was undertaken with the community on the upgrade of the Kyeemagh Reserve
Amenities. Consultation boards were installed at the park and the project was advertised on
the Have Your Say website for a three-week period, inviting residents to comment on the
project.
There were 22 visitors to the Kyeemagh Reserve Amenities ‘Have Your Say’ page. Three
visitors participated in the survey, all were local residents. The issues raised included a
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request to ensure that there are separate male and female toilets as opposed to unisex
amenities as well as concerns regarding sufficient lighting and CCTV cameras in the area
due to high levels of vandalism and late night activity. There were multiple requests for
Council to address ‘water theft’ (boat and jet ski owners hooking up their hoses to amenity
taps to flush their engines and fill containers) as well as a serious sewer smell problem
emanating from the Sydney Water building. Other concerns and requests raised by the
survey participants included the installation of at least two water bubblers, redoing the road
markings on the boat ramp, erection of a new ‘No Entry sign after 11pm’ sign, inclusion of a
urinal or child size toilet in the accessible toilet, fencing for the nearby playground as well as
including an outdoor seating area (the participant was under the impression that the
operational lunch room was to be a public lunch room and suggested an outdoor area would
be a better option for people to enjoy the views).

Attachments
⇩1
2

Kyeemagh Consultation Board
Kyeemagh Confidential Supporting Documentation (confidential) ⇩
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Item No

8.20

Subject

Tender for the Design and Construction of a Synthetic Playing Field
at Ador Ave Reserve, Field No. 1, Rockdale.

Report by

Karin Hartog, Major Projects Unit Director

File

F17/559

Summary
On 12 July 2017 the administrator considered and adopted an administrator’s minute and
agreed for Bayside Council to manage the project and federal grant funding obtained by the
St George Football Association for the construction and installation of a football synthetic
playing surface, drainage and pavement at Ador Field No. 1 in Rockdale, NSW. This report
recommends the appointment of a contractor to carry out the works as per the funding
agreement.

Officer Recommendation
1

That any tenure and usage associated with the new synthetic playing field at Ador
Reserve is in accordance with the purpose as outlined in the funding agreement and
that this process is led by Bayside Council’s Sports and Recreation Committee and
approved by the Council;

2

That as part of this process priority is given to local clubs and community use;

3

That in accordance with Regulation 178 (1) (a) of the Local Government (General)
Regulations 2005, Council accepts the tender from Turf One for the Contract F17/559
being for the design and construction of a synthetic playing field at Ador Ave Reserve,
at Ador Field No. 1, Rockdale for the amount of $2,137,975.00 exclusive of GST.

4

That the first attachment to this report be withheld from the press and public as it is
confidential for the following reason:
With reference to Section 10A(2) (d) (i) of the Local Government Act 1993, the
attachment contains commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if
disclosed, prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied it. It is
considered that if the matter were discussed in an open Council meeting, it would, on
balance, be contrary to the public interest due to the issues it deals with.

Background
Following the request from the St George Football Association (SGFA) for Bayside Council to
replace the SGFA as the proponent and project manager for the construction and delivery of
Synthetic Playing Field at Ador Avenue and resolution by the Administrator, Bayside Council
entered into the funding agreement with the Federal Government. This funding agreement is
attached to this report. The agreement does not include or mention the Association.
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The Agreement States, “The purpose for which the completed project is to be used as per
the agreement is: To provide functional fields for soccer players in the St George district and
provide access to the local community to stay active on a year round basis by offering non
traditional forms of the game including futsal and summer football”.
The funding allocated as per the funding agreement is specifically for the construction of a
Synthetic Playing field at Ador Reserve, lot 1 DP 721666, corner of Ador Avenue and West
Botany Street in Rockdale, NSW 2216.
The activity completion date as per the funding agreement is 30 September 2018, which
means that the construction of the field is required to be finalised by this date.
Rockdale Council (now Bayside Council) has previously commissioned independent
specialist advice to identify appropriate locations for synthetic sports fields within the locality.
The Ador Avenue Reserve area is one of the suitable locations for a synthetic sporting field.
There are three reserve areas surrounding an existing community facility currently occupied
by Police Citizens Youth Club (PCYC) that deliver a number of sport and recreational
activities for young people. The fields are used by a number of clubs and there is no “home
team” at the facilities. The association uses this facility as an overflow for games at the
weekend and may at times use it for their summer program and training.
Under the Community Development Grants (CDG) programme, the Australian Government –
Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development has recently approved funding up to
$2 million (GST exclusive) for the Construction of Synthetic Playing Field at Ador Ave. This
will cover the construction of the synthetic football field, including project management and
ancillary works including footings for lighting, access and security upgrades and seating. The
fencing included as part of the project includes a 1.2m fence that prevents cars from driving
on the playing surface and fencing to prevent balls from entering West Botany Street. This
fencing does not prevent public access.
There are drainage works associated with this project that Council has included in the design
and construction tender. These works resolve an existing flooding issue and also alleviate
the impact of the flood levels associated with raising the field. These works have been
included in the tender as a separable portion, so that the cost are able to be identified
separately from the Federal Government funded works. The drainage works are being
funded from the Council Stormwater levy.
The Tender Process
Council invited open tenders for the design and construction of a synthetic playing field at
Ador Ave Reserve, at Ador Field No. 1, Rockdale on Tuesday 24 October 2017. The tender
period stipulated in the documents a 3 week tender period. The tender closed at 12.00 pm on
Tuesday 14 November 2017.
Tenders Received
Four tender submissions were received, as follows (in alphabetical order):
- BCL Group;
- KK Civil;
- Tuff Turf; and
- Turf One.
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Directors of the Companies that Provided Tender Submissions
Company
Company Directors
BCL Group
Greg Dingwall;
Louie Hancock
KK Civil
Koda Kassira
Turf One
Lyndon George Joslyn
Tuff Turf
Fraser Gehrig
Tanya Hall
Late Tenders
No late tenders were received.
Assessment Methodology
The tender submission assessment and scoring is outlined in the confidential supporting
document to this report.
A comprehensive assessment of the tender submissions was undertaken by the Tender
Evaluation Panel. The assessment process has been undertaken in accordance with the
provisions of the Local Government Act 1993 and Tendering Regulation 2005. The
evaluation was undertaken based on the conditions of tendering and the evaluation criteria
as provided in the request for tender documents.
The tender submitted by Turf One was comprehensive and included a detailed methodology
and a detailed program taking into consideration the site limitations and constraints. The
program achieves the completion in readiness for the peak season.
Proposed Program
The preliminary program submitted with Turf One tender completes the project by the
required date as per the funding agreement.
Financial Assessment of Turf One
Turf One has successfully carried out a similar size synthetic sporting field project for council,
the financial assessment has been undertaken previously. No issues have been identified as
part of this project.
Tender Recommendation
References were checked for Turf One previously and it was found that Turf One is a
reputable contractor that delivers high quality work. The referees indicated that they would
definitely re-employ Turf One if the opportunity would arise. Turf one is currently completing
the Bicentennial Park Synthetic Sporting field for Council. This project has been without any
issues and is being completed on time and on budget.
Based upon the assessment criteria, the tender assessment panel recommends acceptance
of the tender from Turf One for an amount of $2,137,975.00 (exclusive of GST).
Turf One has in place insurances of $5 Million Contract Works and Public Liability and they
also have the statutory workers compensation policy in place. Turf One have an Integrated
Management System in compliance with ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and AS 4801 guidelines and
has a good track-record and name in the industry.
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Financial Implications
The budget is outlined in the confidential supporting document to this report.
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☒
☐
☐

Community Engagement
No community consultation has been undertaken. The St George Football Association has
been consulted and they have endorsed the designs.

Attachments
1

Supporting confidential attachment (confidential)

2

Funding agreement between Bayside Council and the Federal Government
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Item No

8.21

Subject

Tender for the Supply of Hardware Products

Report by

Frank Tambosis, Procurement Specialist

File

F17/1375

13/12/2017

Summary
Council has previously participated in a Southern Sydney Regional Organisation of Councils
(SSROC) tender for the supply of hardware products. The contract term has been completed
and fresh tenders called by SSROC. The new tender process has proposed the creation of a
new panel of three suppliers. The panel of best value providers has been formed, but must
be endorsed by Council prior to implementation and usage by Council.

Officer Recommendation
1

That the attachment to this report be withheld from the press and public as it is
confidential for the following reason:
With reference to Section 10A(2) (d) (i) of the Local Government Act 1993, the
attachment contains commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if
disclosed, prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied it. It is
considered that if the matter were discussed in an open Council meeting, it would, on
balance, be contrary to the public interest due to the issues it deals with.

2

That Council awards Standing Offer Agreements to the following tenderers for the
supply of Hardware products:
a

Winc Australia Pty Ltd (formerly Staples Australia Pty Ltd)

b

The L&H Group Pty Ltd

c

J. Blackwood & Son Pty Ltd

Background
The Southern Region Organisation of Councils (SSROC) developed a Request For Tender
(RFT) document for the provision of hardware products. The tender is to replace the existing
contractual arrangements which have now lapsed. All SSROC Councils have participated in
the Tender process with a view to engaging the successful tenderers.
The contract term is for three years subject to satisfactory performance, which will be
determined by member Councils and SSROC, with an option to extend for up to a further two
years (one+one years).
To give an understanding of the tender, hardware products include:


Drymix Concrete Rapid Set 20kg
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Hoses and Hose accessories



Claw and sledge hammers, pliers and hand tools



Linemarking paint



Galvinised steel pipe



Saws and Screwdrivers



Secateurs



PVC Tape Cable Ties

13/12/2017

Procurement Process
Tenders for the SSROC T2017-06 Supply and Delivery of Hardware and Associated
Products were advertised in the Sydney Morning Herald and Daily Telegraph, and both the
SSROC and Tenders Net website on Tuesday 4 July 2017. Tenders closed at 10.00am on
Tuesday 25 July 2017.
There were a total of six tenders received. A Tender Panel comprising of both SSROC and
Council Officers assessed the tenders using standard assessment criteria for assessing
tenders. The attached SSROC report details the evaluation of each tender against the
selection criteria. In particular, Table 2 in the SSROC report provides the final scoring.
The decision was made to continue with a panel of suppliers from which Councils can
purchase hardware products. Three were selected to make up the panel, as this was
considered a good number that would not only give flexibility to Councils, but provide
meaningful levels of spend to each panel member to make their inclusion worthwhile.
The three tenderers selected offered the best overall value to Councils:


Winc Australia Pty Ltd (formerly Staples Australia Pty Ltd)



The L&H Group Pty Ltd



J. Blackwoods & Son Pty Ltd

Features of the selected tenderers are:


Online ordering



24-48 Hour turnaround for orders with less for urgent orders



Price competitive



Large firms with a good reputation



Proven track record of service delivery



Proven track record of solving issues quickly
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Implementation
Bayside Council will sign the Preferred Supplier Management Agreements (PSMAs) upon
Council approval. Once the PSMAs are signed by both Council and the tenderer, the contract
will then be in effect and in use.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☒
☐
☐

Community Engagement
Not Applicable.

Attachments
SSROC tender recommendation report - Hardware (confidential)
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Item No

8.22

Subject

Tender for Consultancy Services for Arncliffe Street, Willis Street &
Guess Avenue Road and Drainage Design & One Way Circuit, Wolli
Creek

Report by

Zoran Sarin, Coordinator Asset Strategy

File

SF17/1752

Summary
Wolli Creek and the Bonar Street precinct are making a transition from a degraded industrial
area to a contemporary, high quality commercial and residential area. With new mixed use
developments on Arncliffe Street, Brodie Spark Drive and the streets adjacent to the station,
renewal of the public domain has substantially commenced.
The works entailed by this tender address numerous works schedule items nominated in the
Rockdale Contributions Plan 2016 – Urban Renewal Area. One of the aims of this process
will be to undertake the detailed design as many of the works are interrelated and as such a
holistic design is considered necessary. The outcomes of the design may inform a review of
the likely cost of the works in total and possibly inform changes to the S94 Plan, or inform
Council of the need to utilise other funding sources to deliver the works.
Council is seeking the services of a road and drainage design consultancy to assist in the
preparation of a detailed design for Arncliffe Street, Willis Street and a proposed One-Way
Circuit which encompasses Guess Avenue, Mount Olympus Boulevard and Magdalene
Terrace, Wolli Creek. The work will include design of pavement alignment and longitudinal
section, pavement design specifications, streetscaping, street lighting, determination of
potential service relocations and particularly flood mitigation and storm water drainage
design.

Officer Recommendation
1

2

That in accordance with Regulation 178 (1)(a) of the Local Government (General)
Regulations 2005, Council accepts the tender from AT&L for Contract SF17/1752 being
for consultancy services to provide detailed road and drainage design and
documentation for Arncliffe Street, Willis Street and a proposed One-Way Circuit which
encompasses Guess Avenue, Mount Olympus Boulevard and Magdalene Terrace,
Wolli Creek for the amount of:


$182,916.25 (inclusive of GST) for Arncliffe & Willis Street;



$162,236.25 (inclusive of GST) for One-Way Circuit; and



A provision for $40,000 (exclusive of GST) for additional geotechnical services
and flood model runs, subject to requirements

That the confidential supporting document attached to this report be withheld from the
press and public as it is confidential for the following reason:
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With reference to Section 10A(2) (d)(i) of the Local Government Act 1993, the
attachment contains commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if
disclosed, prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied it. It is
considered that if the matter were discussed in an open Council meeting, it would, on
balance, be contrary to the public interest due to the issue it deals with

Background
The works entailed by this tender address numerous works schedule items nominated in the
Rockdale Contributions Plan 2016 – Urban Renewal Area. Some items of infrastructure are
able to be delivered by developments and are done so through Works In Kind Agreements.
Other works however are either too complex, too expensive or dependent on timing of
adjoining developments and as such are required to be undertaken by Council. These works
fall into that category.
The following are specific works schedule items nominated within the Rockdale Contributions
Plan 2016 – Urban Renewal Area which will be designed as part of this process:
Road, traffic, parking and streetscape
WB 1.1.1 -

Wolli Creek Streetscape design and embellishment
(Arncliffe Street embellishment)
(Guess Avenue embellishment)
(Willis Street embellishment)

WC 2.5.1 -

Arncliffe St/Guess Ave/Mt Olympus Bvde - One Way Circuit

WC 4.3.1 -

Arncliffe St between Magdalene Terrace and SWSOOS

WC 4.3.3 -

Arncliffe Street South from Guess Ave to SWSOOS

WC 4.3.4 -

Arncliffe Street South from SWSOOS to Allen Street

Flood mitigation and stormwater management
WC 2.1.2 -

Wolli Creek Precinct 2 – enhanced stormwater drainage

WC 4.1.2 -

Wolli Creek Precinct 4 – enhanced stormwater drainage

The following outcomes are expected from the road and drainage design services:
Arncliffe Street Road and Drainage Design
Council is seeking to address the section of Arncliffe Street between Brodie Spark Drive and
Allen Street. The Wolli Creek and Bonar Street Precinct Public Domain Plan (4 May 2011)
designates Arncliffe Street as a Main Street and provides details of the street design
principles and general character expected of the road. This includes a standard range of
street furniture, lighting, paving and surface treatments.
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Willis Street Road and Drainage Design
Willis Street is a local Mixed Use Street and no-through road which intersects with Arncliffe
Street. The majority of properties which front Willis Street are currently being developed and
it is anticipated that a complete redesign and rebuild of the street will be required within the
short term. This includes the completed two corner properties which also have frontage to
Arncliffe Street and for which road widening has been allowed.
Guess Avenue
Council, through the Traffic Committee, has endorsed a clockwise one-way circuit which
encompasses Guess Avenue, Mount Olympus Boulevard and Magdalene Terrace, Wolli
Creek. This proposal therefore amends the Road Section (Figure 3.9) in the Wolli Creek and
Bonar Street Public Domain Plan, which was envisaged for Gertrude Street. The objectives
of this vision however should be considered as part of the road design for the one-way
circuit.
While Council did not initially envision full reconstruction of this section of Guess Avenue, it is
possible that reconstruction may be necessary in order to cater for drainage and overland
flow. The road and drainage design will therefore guide Council whether or not reconstruction
is required
One-Way Circuit
Council, through the Traffic Committee, has endorsed a clockwise one-way circuit which
encompasses Guess Avenue, Mount Olympus Boulevard and Magdalene Terrace, Wolli
Creek. This proposal therefore amends the road design of Arncliffe Street between Brodie
Spark Drive and Guess Avenue, including realignment of the existing roundabout at the
intersection of Brodie Spark Drive and Arncliffe Street.
Cycleway Network
Safe and convenient pedestrian and cycle connections are essential to creating a usable
public domain network. The proposed network is generally detailed within the Wolli Creek
and Bonar Street Precinct Public Domain Plan (4 May 2011).
Council is currently pursuing provision of Wolli Creek Cycle Route No. 6. This cycle route
runs from Guess Avenue (west of the Rail Corridor) under the Guess Avenue underpass,
along Mount Olympus Boulevard and connecting to Magdalene Terrace. The proposed
design needs to be integrated into the One-Way Circuit design and consideration needs to
be given to further augmentation of this system on the One-Way section of Arncliffe Street,
and also Guess Avenue. Consideration also needs to be given to the on-road cycleway on
the two-way portion of Arncliffe Street (south-west of Guess Avenue) and how they all
integrate
Services
The design will also need to consider the need to relocate services. The contractor will be
expected to consult with service providers to determine their requirements in this regard and
incorporate their comments into the design. It will be the responsibility of the lead Consultant
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to engage appropriate (approved) designers to design for services and prepare the
necessary service relocation designs to inform the Final Design
Street Lighting
The Wolli Creek and Bonar Street Precinct Public Domain Plan (4 May 2011) indicates the
lighting required for the urban release area. All street lighting is to be designed to be Ausgrid
Compliant and conform to Australian Standard AS/NZS1158.3.1 for Category P lighting.
Storm Water Drainage Design
The existing stormwater network in the vicinity of Arncliffe Street is inadequate to deal with
overland flows which occur within the area. This will require consideration and design of a
stormwater network to manage nuisance flows which regularly affect this area.
Gertrude Street extension (Arncliffe Street to Princes Highway)
It is proposed by Council to extend Gertrude Street at both ends so that Gertrude Street
ultimately connects to Marsh Street at the eastern end and Arncliffe Street at its western end.
The proposed reservation corridor is detailed within the Rockdale Local Environmental Plan
2011. An indicative design for the section of Gertrude Street between Arncliffe Street and the
Bonnie Doon channel is required, noting that the Wolli Creek and Bonar Street Precinct
Public Domain Plan (4 May 2011) designates Gertrude Street as a District Link and provides
details of the street design principles and general character expected of the road.
The Tender Process
Council invited open tenders for the consultancy services for road and drainage design for
Arncliffe Street, Willis Street and a proposed One-Way Circuit which encompasses Guess
Avenue, Mount Olympus Boulevard and Magdalene Terrace, Wolli Creek on Monday 23rd of
October 2017. The tender period stipulated in the documents was a 4-week tender period
with tender submissions closing at 10:00 am on Tuesday 21st November 2017.
Tenders Received
The tenders received are as follows:
- AT&L
- Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd (Cardno)
- Jem Design (Australia) Pty Ltd (JEM)
- Kellogg Brown & Root Pty Ltd (KBR)
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Directors of the Companies that provided tender submissions
Company

Company Directors

AT&L

Anthony McLandsborough

Cardno

Peter Anthony Barker
Brett Phillips
David Pitronaci
Martin Christopher Wells
Geoffrey Peter Hadwen

JEM

Paul Murray

KBR

Wayne Nolan
Greg Conlon
Robert Hawketts
Adam Scott

Late Tenders
No late tenders were received
Assessment Methodology
The tender submission assessment and scoring is outlined in the confidential supporting
document, which is included as Attachment 1 to this report.
A comprehensive assessment of the tender submissions was undertaken by the Tender
Evaluation Panel. The assessment process has been undertaken in accordance with the
provisions of the Local Government Act 1993 and Tendering Regulation 2005. The
evaluation was undertaken based on the conditions of tendering and the evaluation criteria
as provided in the request for tender documents.
The tender submitted by AT&L is comprehensive and demonstrated an understanding of the
project, included a detailed methodology as well as a detailed program taking into
consideration the complex project requirements. In summary, they demonstrated:
 A good understanding of the project;
 Good design experience and project management;
 Good sub-consultant management; and
 Good history of working with Council’s and State Government Agencies.
AT&L has successfully delivered Civil engineering design and documentation for:
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 Newmarket Green, Randwick
 Carter Street Precinct, Homebush
 Carrington Road, Marrickville
 Australian Technology Park, Redfern
AT&L propose an experienced team to deliver the consultancy services required:
 AT&L - Coordination of all sub-consultants, civil and drainage engineering, landscape
architecture and services coordination;
 Site Image – Landscape Architectural
 PSM - Geotechnical;
 Ason Group – Traffic Consultant
 SureSearch – Utilities Services Location
 Connect Infrastructure – Electrical Consultant
 WMA Water – Flood Consultant
 LTS – Surveyor
Tender Recommendation
References were checked for AT&L and it was found that AT&L is a reputable and
experienced consultant that delivers high quality work. Based upon the assessment criteria,
the tender assessment panel recommends acceptance of the tender from AT&L for an
amount of:
 $182,916.25 (inclusive of GST) for Arncliffe & Willis Street;
 $162,236.25 (inclusive of GST) for One-Way Circuit; and
 A provision for $40,000 (exclusive of GST) for additional geotechnical services and flood
model runs, subject to requirements
Opus International Consultants Pty Limited has in place insurances of $20 Million Public and
Products Liability and $10 Million Professional Indemnity. They are ISO 9001, ISO 14001
and AS 4801 accredited.
Proposed Program
The preliminary program submitted with AT&L’s tender has the following project milestones:
Milestone

Date

Contract award

December 2017

Commencement of consultancy

December 2017
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50% design and documentation

May 2018

Final design and documentation

June 2018

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☐
☒
☐

Community Engagement
No community engagement is required for this project.

Attachments
Attachment to report BP171363 (Title Confidential supporting document) - Confidential
(confidential)
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Item No

8.23

Subject

SSROC Tender for Provision of Bush Regeneration Services

Report by

Roland Sinn, Senior Procurement Officer

File

F17/1375

Summary
Southern Sydney Regional Organisation of Councils (SSROC) went to market in September
2017 to establish a panel contract for provision of Bush Regeneration Services. The tender
recommendation report proposes the creation of a panel of eight suppliers. The panel of best
value providers has been formed, but must be endorsed by Council prior to implementation
and usage by Council.

Officer Recommendation
1

That the attachment to this report be withheld from the press and public as it is
confidential for the following reason:
With reference to Section 10(A) (2) (d) (i) of the Local Government Act 1993, the
attachment contains commercial information of a confidential nature that would, if
disclosed, prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied it. It is
considered that if the matter were discussed in an open Council Meeting it would, on
balance, be contrary to the public interest due to the issue it deals with.

2

That Council awards Standing Offer Agreements to the following tenderers for the
provision of Bush Regeneration Services:
a

Bushland Management Solutions Pty Ltd

b

Dragonfly Environmental Pty Ltd

c

National Trust of Australia (NSW)

d

Southern Habitat (NSW) Pty Ltd

e

Sydney Bush Regeneration Company Pty Ltd

f

Symbiota Ecology Pty Ltd t/a Apunga Ecological Management

g

Toolijooa Pty Ltd t/a Toolijooa Environmental Restoration

h

Total Earth Care Pty Ltd ATF Irrawong Trust

Background
The Southern Region Organisation of Councils (SSROC) developed a Request For Tender
(RFT) document to establish a panel contract for the provision of Bush Regeneration
Services. This is a new requirement and the following SSROC member council are
participants to the contract:
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Bayside Council (formerly Botany Bay Council and Rockdale Council);



Georges River Council (formerly Hurstville Council and Kogarah Council);



Randwick Council;



Waverley Council; and



Woollahra Municipal Council.

Recommended tenderers have demonstrated their capacity and experience managing the
regeneration of a diverse set of bush requirements including general, endangered ecological
community works, cope/cliff works, species specific works, landscaping associated works.
The contract term is for three years subject to satisfactory performance, which will be
determined by member Councils and SSROC, with two optional extension periods of 12
months each.

Implementation
Bayside Council will sign the Preferred Supplier Management Agreements (PSMAs) upon
Council approval. Once the PSMAs are signed by both Council and the tenderer, the contract
will then be in effect and in use.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☒
☐
☐

Community Engagement
Not Applicable

Attachments
SSROC T2017-07 Bush Regeneration Tender Recommendation (confidential)
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Item No

8.24

Subject

Schedule of Council Meeting Dates and Venues 2018

Report by

Warren Park, Coordinator Governance

File

F11/563

13/12/2017

Summary
To adopt the 2018 schedule of Council Meetings dates and venues.

Officer Recommendation
That Council adopts the schedule of meeting dates for Ordinary Council Meetings in 2018 as
outlined in this report and that the meetings be held in the Rockdale Town Hall.

Background
In accordance with the Code of Meeting Practice, Ordinary Meetings of Council are
scheduled to be held on the second Wednesday of each month, commencing at 7.00pm,
with a minimum of 10 meetings to be held each year, each time in a different month. The
proposed dates for the 2018 Schedule of Council Meetings for Bayside Council are included
below. No public holidays fall on a proposed meeting night.
The Code of Meeting Practice also provides for meetings to be held in either the Rockdale or
Botany Town Hall, (Council Chamber) as determined by Council and indicated in the Notices
of Meeting.
The logistics of holding a meeting to accommodate 15 Councillors with relevant staff in
attendance, accommodation for the public and the live streaming of meetings raises a
number of issues that need to be addressed in the long term. However in the interim, only
the Rockdale Town Hall Council Chamber is adequate to accommodate the number of
officials, members of the public and the provision of live streaming for the meeting with
minimal or no set-up arrangements.
In accordance with the Council’s Code of Meeting Practice, the Ordinary Council Meeting
dates will be:
• Wednesday 14 February 2018
• Wednesday 14 March 2018
• Wednesday 11 April 2018
• Wednesday 9 May 2018
• Wednesday 13 June 2018
• Wednesday 11 July 2018
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• Wednesday 8 August 2018
• Wednesday 12 September 2018
• Wednesday 10 October 2018
• Wednesday 14 November 2018
• Wednesday 12 December 2018
It is also proposed that Ordinary Council Meetings be held in the Rockdale Town Hall Council
Chamber.
The dates of Ordinary Council Meetings will be published in the Council Column in local
papers as well as being notified on Council’s website.
It is noted that the new Council wishes to have dinner after the Council Meeting and
arrangements are in place for this to occur.

Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☒
☐
☐

Community Engagement
Not applicable

Attachments
Nil
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Item No

8.25

Subject

Statutory Financial Report - October 2017

Report by

Violeta Stojkovski, Treasury Accountant

File

F09/605

13/12/2017

Summary
This report is provided in accordance with the Local Government (General) Regulations,
2005, Division 5, paragraph 212 and s625 of the Local Government Act, 1993.
The necessary certificate by the Responsible Accounting Officer is included in this report and
the Statutory Financial Reports are presented as follows:


Investment Performance Against Benchmark



Statement of Bank Balances



Schedule of Investments

As at 31 October 2017, Bayside Council had $354.5m in cash and investments with an
adjusted portfolio yield of 2.77%.


Income from operating activities $18.6m from rates and s.94 contributions.



Expenses from operating activities $20.7m include payments for waste and
infrastructure work.

Officer Recommendation
That the Statutory Financial Report by the Responsible Accounting Officer be received and
noted.

Background
Investment Performance
The following table shows the performance of Council’s investments since July 2016. The
Bloomberg (former USB) Index is used for comparison as this is a generally accepted
industry benchmark used by Australian businesses. The 90-day Bank Bill Swap Rate is the
worldwide rate that is reviewed by the financial markets every 90 days. This rate underpins
the majority of investments which makes it a meaningful comparison for measuring
investment performance. For the current period, Council outperformed the market by 100
basis points. As demonstrated by the graph, investment returns are stable and consistently
above the industry benchmark and 90-day Bank Bill Swap Rate.
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Statement of Bank Balances
The table below shows details of movements in Council’s cash at bank for the month of
October.
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Schedule of Investments
Bayside Council currently holds $354.5m in investments and cash at call as detailed in the
table below. In accordance with current accounting standards, investments are recorded at
Fair Value (market value).
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Financial Implications
Not applicable
Included in existing approved budget
Additional funds required

☒
☐
☐

<<Enter comment if required or delete>>
<<Enter comment if required or delete>>

Community Engagement
Not required

Attachments
Nil
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Item No

9.1

Subject

Minutes of the Bayside Traffic Committee Meeting - 6 December
2017

Report by

Pat Hill, Administrative Support Officer - City Infrastructure

File

SF16/1264

Officer Recommendation
That the Minutes of the Bayside Traffic Committee meeting held on 6 December 2017 be
received and the recommendations therein be adopted.

Present
Councillor Ed McDougall – Convenor
Senior Constable Alexander Weissel, Botany Bay Police,
Mark Carruthers, representing Roads and Maritime Services,
George Perivolarellis, representing State Members for Rockdale and Heffron,
Les Crompton, representing State Member for Kogarah.

Also present
Jeremy Morgan, Manager City Infrastructure, Bayside Council,
Pintara Lay, Coordinator Traffic and Road Safety, Bayside Council,
Lyn Moore, NSW Pedestrian Council,
Peter Whitney, State Transit Authority - west
Joe Scarpignato, St George Cabs,
Peter Hannett, St George Bicycle User Group,
Glen McKeachie, Coordinator Regulations, Bayside Council,
David Carroll, Senior Parking Patrol Officer, Bayside Council,
Michael Lee, Traffic Engineer, Bayside Council,
Hamoon Bahari, Student Engineer, Bayside Council,
Pat Hill, Traffic Committee Administration Officer, Bayside Council,
Greg Hastie, Impact Group (Item BTC17.182),
Steve Wellmen, Parking & Traffic Consultants (Item BTC17.182).
The Convenor opened the meeting in the Rockdale Library - 2nd Floor Meeting Room 3.2,
444-446 Princes Highway, Rockdale at 10.00 am.

1

Apologies
The following apologies were received:
Traffic Sergeant Frank Gaal, St George Local Area Command,

2

Disclosures of Interest
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There were no disclosures of interest.

3

Minutes of Previous Meetings
BTC17.173 Minutes of the Bayside Traffic Committee Meeting - 1
November 2017
Committee Recommendation
1

That the Minutes of the Bayside Traffic Committee meeting held on 1 November
2017 be confirmed as a true record of proceedings.

2

That it be noted that the Committee recommendations included in the Minutes of
the Bayside Traffic Committee meeting held on 01 November 2017 were
adopted by the Council at its meeting held on 8 November, 2017 except for the
following:
BTC17.153

Chamberlain Road west of Bexley Road, Bexley – proposed
parking restriction.
That the report be deferred for further consultation and
an on-site meeting be held with interested Councillors.

BTC17.165

Somerville Street, Arncliffe, south of Forest Road, detailed
drawings for traffic calming scheme.
That the matter be deferred for further consultation and
there be an on-site meeting for Councillors and
interested parties.

BTC17.166

Waratah Road, Botany – Proposed Works Zone.
That this item be deferred to the next meeting of the
Traffic Committee on 6 December 2017 for further
investigation.

4

Reports
BTC17.174 Clarkes Road at Margate Street Intersection, Ramsgate
Proposed 'Rumble bar filled island'
Committee Recommendation
That approval be given to the installation of a rumble bar filled island in Clarkes Road
at Margate Street, Ramsgate.

BTC17.175 16 and 18 Linden Street, Mascot - proposed 'Motor Bikes
Parking Only' restriction between driveways
Committee Recommendation
That approval be given to the installation of ‘Motorbikes Parking Only’ restriction
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between driveways of Nos. 16 and 18 Linden Street, Mascot.

BTC17.176 Walz Street east of Hesten Lane, Rockdale - Proposed
Loading Zone
Committee Recommendation
That approval be given to install a Loading Zone with parking restrictions on the
southern kerbline of Walz Street, east of Hesten Lane and to rearrange 1/4P parking
restrictions as follows:
1

From 0m to 4.5m – retain existing ‘No Stopping’ restriction

2

From 4.5m to 16.5m – replace the existing 12m of ‘1/4P’ parking restriction with
12m ‘Loading Zone, 8 am – 6 pm’ restriction.

3

From 16.5m eastward, retain existing ‘1/4P, 8 am – 6.00 pm Mon – Fri and
8.30am- 12.30 pm Sat’ and ‘No Stopping’ restrictions.

BTC17.177 General Business Session - Additional Item
Committee Recommendation
That this report be received and noted.

BTC17.178 Waratah Road, Botany, at 1356 Botany Street - proposed
Works zone
Committee Recommendation
1

That approval be given to the installation of 22m of ‘Works Zone, 7.00 am - 6.00
pm, Mon – Fri and 8.00 am – 4.00 pm, Sat’ restriction in Waratah Road for
No.1356 Botany Road, Botany, for a duration of up to 30 weeks, as the Works
Zone in Botany Road has been removed and the 1 hour parking restored.

2

That developers/builders be requested to comply with Council’s relevant
conditions associated with the Works Zone and to have a traffic control plan to
manage the work site and surrounding areas including Waratah Road, Hanna
Street, Fremlin Street and Botany Road.

BTC17.179 Wolli Creek Road - Detailed design drawings for proposed
traffic calming scheme
Committee Recommendation
1

That 10m statutory ‘No Stopping’ restrictions be installed along Wolli Creek
Road on either side of its intersection with Fairview Street.

2

That 10m statutory ‘No Stopping’ restrictions be installed along Wolli Creek
Road on both sides south of its intersection with Lorraine Avenue.

3

That 10m statutory ‘No Stopping’ restrictions be installed along Wolli Creek
Road on either side of its intersection with Oswell Street.
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4

That 10m statutory ‘No Stopping’ restrictions be installed along Wolli Creek
Road south of its intersection with Atkinson Street.

5

That approval be given to the installation of centre lanes lines and parking lane
lines with RRPMS along the entire length of Wolli Creek Road and Kimpton
Street.

6

That approval be given to the installation of TB lines between existing traffic
islands in Wolli Creek Road at its intersection with Gardiner Avenue to improve
safety for right turning traffic.

7

That approval be given to the installation of speed humps on approach to the
pedestrian refuge on Wolli Creek Road north of Gardiner Avenue to improve
traffic and pedestrian safety.

8

That approval be given to the installation of speed humps on approach to the
pedestrian refuge in Gardiner Avenue east of Wolli Creek Road to improve traffic
and pedestrian safety.

9

That approval be given to the installation of an upgraded pedestrian refuge in
Wollongong Road east of Wolli Creek Road to improve pedestrian safety and
provide effective traffic delineation.

10

That approval be given to the installation of additional street light on approach to
the pedestrian refuge on Wolli Creek Road north of Gardiner Avenue.

BTC17.180 Florence Street Car Park east of The Grand Parade,
Ramsgate - proposed modification to the car park
Committee Recommendation
That approval be given to the installation of traffic regulation in ‘Florence Street Car
Park’ east of The Grand Parade, Ramsgate, as follows:
1

the separation of a shared bicycle/pedestrian path from the vehicular traffic.

2

the introduction of the one way street, anti-clockwise direction, to manage the
traffic flow in the car park.

3

The installation of associated regulatory traffic signs and road pavements in the
car park to accommodate the separation of the shared bicycle/pedestrian path
from the moving vehicular traffic, and the proposed one way street.

BTC17.181 Scarborough Street Car Park east of The Grand Parade,
Monterey - proposed change to the one way street
Committee Recommendation
1

That approval be given to the introduction of the one way street, anti-clockwise
direction, to manage the traffic flow in the car park.

2

That the proposed arrangements affecting the Grand Parade, including closing
the gap in the median island and modifications to the entry and exist points be
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forwarded to Roads and Maritime Services for consideration as it involves work
on a State Road.

BTC17.182 Malua Street, and Russell Avenue, Dolls Point - proposed
children's crossing and 'No Parking' restriction
Committee Recommendation
1

That approval be given to the installation of a school children’s crossing and
associated regulatory traffic signs and road marking in Malua Street north of
Russell Avenue.

2

That approval be given to the installation of ‘No Parking, 8am-9:30am and
2:30pm-4pm, School Days’ and ‘Kiss and Ride Area’ restriction along the
northern kerb line of Russell Avenue east of Malua Street, Dolls Point for seven
(7) cars.

3

That the school be requested to manage the display of school children’s
crossing flags during the periods of usage by school children at the Children’s
Crossing and removal of flags at conclusion of its usage.

4

That the Roads and Maritime Services, Speed Management Section, be
requested to consider provision of a 40km/h school zones in Gannon Street,
Malua Street and Russell Avenue.

BTC17.183 Benjamin Street rear of Bexley North Public School-north of
Canonbury Grove - Proposed "No Stopping" yellow line
marking
Committee Recommendation
That the proposed “No Stopping” yellow line marking be approved along the eastern
kerb line of Benjamin Street north of Canonbury Grove, Bexley North.

BTC17.184 Edward Street, west of Caroline Street, Kingsgrove proposed marked footcrossing
Committee Recommendation
1

That consultation be carried out regarding a proposal to implement a marked
footcrossing in Edward Street west of Caroline Street, Kingsgrove with affected
residents in Edward Street and Caroline Street; the school management and
P&C Associations of the three schools in Caroline Street.

2

That results of consultation be presented to the Bayside Traffic Committee for
further consideration.

BTC17.185 45 McBurney Road, Botany, south of Wentworth Avenue Proposed Works Zone
Committee Recommendation
That approval be given to the installation of 6m of ‘Works Zone, 7am- 3pm, Mon – Fri
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and 8am- 1pm, Sat’ restriction in McBurney Avenue for Nos.45 McBurney Avenue,
Botany, for a duration of 16 weeks, subject to relevant conditions.

BTC17.186 Keats Avenue at the rear of Nos. 533- 537 Princes Highway,
Rockdale - Proposed ‘Works Zone'
Committee Recommendation
That approval be given to the installation of 30m of ‘Works Zone, 7am- 6:30pm, Mon –
Fri and 8:30am- 3:30pm, Sat’ restriction in Keats Avenue for Nos. 533- 537 Princes
Highway, Rockdale, for a duration of 26 weeks, subject to relevant conditions.

BTC17.187 Cook Street, Turrella - Proposed signposting of 'No
Stopping' restrictions along the retaining wall
Committee Recommendation
1

That approval be given for the signposting of 109m ‘No Stopping’ restrictions
along southern side of Cook Street along the retaining wall, east of Victoria
Street, Turrella.

2

That effected residents be notified of Council’s decision prior to the installation
of the ‘No Stopping’ restriction and the item be implemented subject to no
objections being received from the residents.

BTC17.188 No. 9 Florence Avenue, Eastlakes, opposite Eastlakes Public
School - proposed 'No Parking'
Committee Recommendation
1

That approval be given to the installation of 14m ‘No Parking’ across the
driveway of No. 9 Florence Avenue, opposite Eastlakes Public School.

2

That the school Principal and Windgap Association be requested to advise the
parents of the school children and visitors not to park across the driveway of No.
9 Florence Avenue Eastlakes.

BTC17.189 Swinbourne Street, Botany, east of Wilson Street - Proposed
gap in the landscaped median island
Committee Recommendation
1

That this proposal not be supported by the Committee.

2

That further options be investigated to enhance pedestrian safety in the area.

BTC17.190 Dalley Avenue in front of Pagewood Senior Citizens Club proposed 'No Stopping, 8:00am-9:30am and 2:30pm-3:30pm,
School Days'
Committee Recommendation
That approval be given to the installation of 6m of ‘No Stopping, 8am-9:30am, and
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2:30pm-4pm, School Days, along the eastern kerb line of Dalley Avenue, in front of
Pagewood Senior Citizens Club.

BTC17.191 Wollongong Road between Forest Road and Hamilton Street
Arncliffe - proposed traffic calming scheme
Committee Recommendation
1

That endorsement in principle be given to the concept plan of a lateral deflection
island in Wollongong Road at Hamilton Street to reduce the speed of traffic in
Wollongong Road.

2

That detailed plan of the proposed island be presented to the Traffic Committee
for further consideration.

BTC17.192 27 Church Avenue, and 22 John Street, Mascot Proposed
Works Zones
Committee Recommendation

5

1

That approval be given to the installation of 20 m of ‘Works Zone, 7am- 3pm,
Mon – Fri and 8am- 1pm, Sat’ restriction in Church Avenue for 27 Church
Avenue, Mascot, for a duration of 52 weeks, subject to relevant conditions.

2

That the application for the works zone in John Street, Mascot, not be supported
as it will affect current kerb side parking on the opposite site of the construction
site due to road narrowness.

General Business
There were no additional items raised.

The Convenor closed the meeting at 11.30 am.
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10.1

Subject

Notice of Motion - Atlas Park, Church Avenue, Mascot

Submitted by

Michael Nagi, Councillor

File

SF16/1264

13/12/2017

Summary
This Motion was submitted by Councillor Michael Nagi.

Motion
That a design, costings and a proposed timetable to implement a shade structure and safety
fencing at Atlas Park, Mascot be provided to the February 2018 meeting of Council.

Background
Supporting Statement by Councillors
Atlas Park was dedicated to Council approximately 18 months ago. Located in a high density
area, it is very well used by the local community. Unfortunately the amenity of the playground
is impacted by the lack of a shade structure and safety fence. I believe that this valuable
space will be even more popular if we can implement these improvements.
In the past no budget has been allocated for these works. The report to Council should
include details about how we can fund this initiative as soon as possible.
Comment by General Manager:
This Notice of Motion is in order and can be dealt with.

Attachments
Nil
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Item No

10.2

Subject

Notice of Motion - Development of a Concept Plan for the Upgrade
of Banksmeadow Shops

Submitted by

Christina Curry, Councillor

File

SC17/128

Summary
This Motion was submitted by Councillor Curry.

Motion
That Council develops a concept plan for the upgrade of Banksmeadow shops that takes into
consideration the traffic and pedestrian needs at the shops and either side of the shopping
area.

Background
Supporting Statement by Councillors
Banksmeadow has had a large increase in population over the last three years and will
continue to grow as nearby developments are completed. This situation has created traffic
and pedestrian issues that need to be considered – specifically the approach along Botany
Road from both the West and East, the intersection of Pemberton and Botany Roads, and
the pedestrian movement to Sir Joseph Banks Park. The shopping area also requires an
upgrade of new paving, bench seating and plant boxes.
Could you please confirm budget allocation and funding source in relation to this motion.
Comment by General Manager:
This Notice of Motion is in order and can be dealt with.

Attachments
Nil
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10.3

Subject

Notice of Motion - Botany Bay Foreshore Erosion

Submitted by

Ed McDougall, Councillor

File

SF16/1264

13/12/2017

Summary
This Motion was submitted by Councillor McDougall.

Motion
1

That Council recognises the significant ongoing problem of erosion and sand
movements along the shores of Botany Bay that has led to a jetty sitting on sand south
of Peter Depena Reserve and the destruction of another beach at Carruthers Drive,
Dolls Point among many other issues.

2

That Council notes that a long-term solution to these issues needs to be found.

3

That the General Manager seeks funding under the Coastal and Estuary Grants
Program, which may involve having Lady Robinsons Beach assessed as a Coastal
Erosion ‘hot spot’ under New South Wales Government guidelines, to help deal with
these issues.

Background
Supporting Statement by Councillors
This Motion aims to facilitate the application for state funding to address foreshore erosion
issues.
Comment by General Manager:
This Notice of Motion is in order and can be dealt with.

Attachments
Nil
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10.4

Subject

Notice of Motion - F6 Coordinated Engagement

Submitted by

Ed McDougall, Councillor

File

SF16/1264

13/12/2017

Summary
This Motion was submitted by Councillor McDougall.

Motion
That Council supports a coordinated approach by community groups, affected parties and
Council, in engaging with Roads and Maritime Services regarding the F6 proposal in order to
present a united front.

Background
Supporting Statement by Councillors
It is understood that project officers associated with the F6 proposal are currently
approaching a number of local groups and residents separately.
Bayside Council should seek to coordinate any negotiations or engagement with Roads and
Maritime Services. In this regard, Council should contact Brighton Le Sands Public School,
the associated Parents and Citizens Association, Dolls Point Football Club and Rockdale
Illinden Football Club as well as engaging with other relevant groups to establish a single
point of contact with Roads and Maritime Services.
Comment by General Manager
This Notice of Motion is in order and can be dealt with.

Attachments
Nil
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Closed Council Meeting

Summary
This report recommends that the Council Meeting be closed to the press and public in order
to consider the items below.
Council’s Code of Meeting Practice allows members of the public to make representations to
or at a meeting, before any part of the meeting is closed to the public, as to whether that part
of the meeting should be closed.

Officer Recommendation
1

That, in accordance with section 10A (1) of the Local Government Act 1993, the
Council considers the following items in closed Council Meeting, from which the press
and public are excluded, for the reasons indicated:
12.1 CONFIDENTIAL - Arncliffe Lease Matter
In accordance with section 10A (2) (c) of the Local Government Act 1993, the matters
dealt with in this report relate to information that would, if disclosed, confer a
commercial advantage on a person with whom the Council is conducting (or proposes
to conduct) business. It is considered that if the matter were discussed in an open
Council Meeting it would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest due to the issue
it deals with.
12.2 CONFIDENTIAL - Wolli Creek
In accordance with section 10A (2) (c) of the Local Government Act 1993, the matters
dealt with in this report relate to information that would, if disclosed, confer a
commercial advantage on a person with whom the Council is conducting (or proposes
to conduct) business. It is considered that if the matter were discussed in an open
Council Meeting it would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest due to the issue
it deals with.

2

That, in accordance with section 11 (2) and (3) of the Local Government Act 1993, the
reports, correspondence and other documentation relating to these items be withheld
from the press and public.
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